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Chapter 1

Introduction

An Experiment in Global Public Policymaking

In mid-2000, Medha Patkar, a leader of one of the best-known social movements in India, and Göran Lindahl, the Chief Executive Officer of one of the world’s largest engineering firms, participated in a meeting together in Cape Town. The two came from different worlds. Ms. Patkar was weak from undertaking a hunger strike to protest a dam on the Narmada River in western India. Mr. Lindahl arrived at the last minute on his private jet. Before the meeting, Ms. Patkar animatedly described the recent protests, showed Mr. Lindahl pictures of the villagers, and narrated their experiences.

So began a typical meeting of the World Commission on Dams (WCD). Ms. Patkar, Mr. Lindahl, and their 10 colleagues from government ministries, the private sector, and civil society were all Commissioners on the WCD. Their common task was to address the conflicting viewpoints that have made large dams a flashpoint in the arena of environment, development, and justice.

The WCD was formed following a meeting of diverse dam-related stakeholders in early 1997 to discuss the past and future of large dams. The World Bank and the World Conservation Union (IUCN) initiated the process in response to growing protests at dam sites around the world. Although originally focussing on a study of the World Bank’s dam-building record, the process grew into an independent review that consumed the time of 12 Commissioners, a full-time professional Secretariat, a 68-member advisory Forum, and thousands of contributors. The WCD’s goals were to build a comprehensive knowledge base of large dams’ development effectiveness and to develop criteria and guidelines to advise future decision-making on dams. (See Box 1.1.)

The WCD was an extraordinary process in several regards. The Commission included voices that had previously been excluded from global commissions. It demonstrated both the feasibility and the challenges of consulting widely with the public and striving for transparency in a work programme. In spite of the challenges of broad representation, the Commission managed to produce a consensus report, Dams and Development (see Box 1.2), which held considerable legitimacy because it was the joint work of Commissioners from diverse backgrounds.

Indeed, because of its efforts at representing a range of views, its emphasis on broad consultation, and its commitment to transparency, the WCD described itself as, and was proclaimed by others to be, a unique experiment in global public

Box 1.1

Key objectives of the WCD

- A global review of the development effectiveness of large dams and assessments of alternatives.
- A framework for options assessment and decision-making processes for water resource and energy services and development.
- Internationally acceptable criteria and guidelines for planning, designing, construction, operation, monitoring, and decommissioning of dams.

During the life of the Commission, multilateral institutions, governments, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), and corporations debated whether it was a model for global public policymaking in other arenas. Since then, discussions about the replicability of the WCD have cascaded into areas as diverse as extractive industries, trade and environment, food security and genetically modified organisms, and debt relief.

---

The World Commission on Dams in Historical Context

The WCD emerged from several strands in the recent history of global policymaking. First, the WCD built upon a history of global commissions that have sought either to reconcile economic growth and environmental sustainability (such as the Brundtland Commission and the Stockholm and Rio Conferences) or to address North-South inequalities and questions of justice (such as the Brandt and South Commissions). Indeed, the WCD marked a step forward by incorporating at once the themes of social justice, human rights, ecological sustainability, and development in its work.

Second, the dams arena illustrates the growing ability of transnational civil society networks to contribute to global public policy agendas. The WCD was formed as a result of national and international civil society protest against large dams, which was often directed at such multilateral agencies as the World Bank. The high transaction costs created by civil society dissent persuaded the World Bank and selected allies in international finance and industry that a new approach was required to move the dams debate forward.

Third, the WCD stood out from previous commissions in its diversity—including pro-dam lobbyists and anti-dam protesters—rather than limiting itself to participants from a broad middle ground. By the standards of global commissions generally, it also marked a notable departure from the “eminent persons” model of distinguished public servants. It comprised, instead, active practitioners whose personal legitimacy derived from their prominence in international stakeholder networks.

Fourth, the WCD was one of many government, private sector, and civil society dialogues on development policy that have proliferated since the landmark UN Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. By including a broad range of stakeholders, the WCD was a leading example of a “multi-stakeholder process.” By including multiple perspectives, integrating diverse viewpoints early in a policy process, and building constituencies for implementation, multi-stakeholder processes are intended to provide a more inclusive and pragmatic form of policy formulation. Some consultative processes involving civil society, business, and governmental actors have a direct input into policymaking. However,
many multi-stakeholder processes lack formal authority for decision-making and result in declarations, policy recommendations, and codes of conduct that are not legally binding. The WCD report joined a recent profusion of normative instruments and processes in international development that have no legal stature in themselves but are intended to be considered by legislators and to influence development practice.5

Finally, the WCD's structure and functioning responded to a broader call by civil society for transparency and inclusiveness in global governance. Before and since the WCD's formation, numerous protests and advocacy efforts by NGOs and social movements have sought to open up global decision-making about trade and investment rules, and associated labour, human rights, and environmental standards—decisions that are made behind closed doors and in the hands of the few, but affect the lives of millions. As a multi-stakeholder process whose objective was to address the source of past conflicts, the WCD committed explicitly to being transparent and open in its work.

The debate over large dams was ripe for the WCD's approach. Dams issues provide a microcosm of the changing political roles of the state, civil society, and the private sector in the rush toward a globalised world. Private financing is playing an increasing role, expanding the number of actors who hold leverage in dams planning and decision-making. Decisions about dams often involve governments, private firms, and international financiers—including bilateral aid agencies, multilateral development banks, export credit agencies, and commercial banks. Social movements and NGOs have criticised these actors' lack of transparency and have vocally resisted their decisions. The increase in number and scope of physical protests has brought added urgency to the dams debate. At the same time, the number of dams under planning and construction has rapidly fallen, as cost-effective alternatives to large dams have become increasingly available, especially in providing energy services. The controversy generated by large dams and the changing face of the dams industry provided compelling reason for both supporters and opponents of large dams, although wary, to come to the table. This is the context in which discussion began over the formation of an independent commission to address the dams debate.

Analytical Framework, Methods, and Outline

Analytical Framework

The ability to convene diverse actors and keep them constructively engaged is a core principle of multi-stakeholder processes such as the WCD. For such processes to be successful, stakeholders must feel that they have access to the process, that their voices are fully heard, and that their participation in the deliberations is meaningful. The potential benefits of these conditions are twofold: first, such processes are better informed, integrate diverse subjective viewpoints, and result in better outcomes. Second, inclusion builds constituencies for implementation.

In this report, we look at the efforts of the WCD and its initiators to create political space for diverse access to the process through:

- full representation of relevant stakeholder groups on the Commission,
- independence from external influence,
- transparency to ensure the Commission’s accountability to stakeholders’ concerns, and
- inclusiveness of a range of views in compiling the knowledge base.

We assess how the WCD put these principles into practice and the effect of this experience on stakeholder perceptions of the WCD’s legitimacy as the process unfolded. This approach was made possible by the time frame of our assessment, which was concurrent with the WCD.

We pay close attention to the political and practical trade-offs that the WCD faced in its efforts to create a representative, independent, transparent, and inclusive process. Because the WCD brought
Box 1.2
The WCD’s findings and recommendations

Key message of the WCD
- “Dams have made an important and significant contribution to human development, and the benefits derived from them have been considerable.
- In too many cases an unacceptable and often unnecessary price has been paid to secure those benefits, especially in social and environmental terms, by people displaced, by communities downstream, by taxpayers and by the natural environment.
- Lack of equity in the distribution of benefits has called into question the value of many dams in meeting water and energy development needs when compared with the alternatives.
- By bringing to the table all those whose rights are involved and who bear the risks associated with different options for water and energy resources development, the conditions for a positive resolution of competing interests and conflicts are created.
- Negotiating outcomes will greatly improve the development effectiveness of water and energy projects by eliminating unfavourable projects at an early stage, and by offering as a choice only those options that key stakeholders agree represent the best ones to meet the needs in question.” (p. xxviii)

Findings of the WCD
- “Large dams display a high degree of variability in delivering predicted water and electricity services—and related social benefits—with a considerable portion falling short of physical and economic targets, while others continue generating benefits after 30 to 40 years.
- Large dams have demonstrated a marked tendency towards schedule delays and significant cost overruns.
- Large dams designed to deliver irrigation services have typically fallen short of physical targets, did not recover their costs and have been less profitable in economic terms than expected.
- Large hydropower dams tend to perform closer to, but still below, targets for power generation, generally meet their financial targets but demonstrate variable economic performance relative to targets, with a number of notable under- and over-performers.
- Large dams generally have a range of extensive impacts on rivers, watersheds and aquatic ecosystems—these impacts are more negative than positive and, in many cases, have led to irreversible loss of species and ecosystems.
- Efforts to date to counter the ecosystem impacts of large dams have met with limited success owing to the lack of attention to anticipating and avoiding impacts, the poor quality and uncertainty of predictions, the difficulty of coping with all impacts, and the only partial implementation and success of mitigation measures.
- Pervasive and systematic failure to assess the range of potential negative impacts and implement adequate mitigation, resettlement and development programmes for the displaced, and the failure to account for the consequences of large dams for downstream livelihoods have led to the impoverishment and together opponents in the dams debate as well as a broad political middle, including one group or perspective risked alienating another. In addition, the work of a commission is inevitably shaped by practical trade-offs. Funds, time, and the patience and perseverance of commissioners, staff, and stakeholders are real constraints on any such process, no matter how high the aspirations to good governance. The real measure of the WCD's success was whether it managed these trade-offs well enough to create space for engagement by a range of stakeholders that was sufficiently broad to promote its results.

Representation and good process are ultimately only means to influence policy and practice. Impact can be difficult to measure, because multi-stakeholder processes often do not have formal authority as decision-making bodies, but seek to shape outcomes through their influence as an advisory voice. In this study, we deploy multiple criteria for assessment of the Commission’s likely impact. First, we examine whether and how the Commission achieved consensus. Without consensus, a commission will be seen to have reproduced divisions among stakeholders, rather than transcending them. Second, we ask whether and how the narrow consensus among the Commissioners
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Box 1.2 continued

suffering of millions, giving rise to growing opposition to dams by affected communities worldwide.

- Since the environmental and social costs of large dams have been poorly accounted for in economic terms, the true profitability of these schemes remains elusive. (p. xxx)

- “Global estimates of the magnitude of impacts include some 40-80 million people displaced by dams while 60 percent of the world’s rivers have been affected by dams and diversions.” (p. xxx)

Recommendations of the WCD

- “Clarifying the rights context for a proposed project is an essential step in identifying those legitimate claims and entitlements that might be affected by the proposed project—or indeed its alternatives.” (p. 207)

- “Those whose rights are most affected, or whose entitlements are most threatened, have the greatest stake in the decisions that are taken. The same applies to risk: those groups facing the greatest risk from the development have the greatest stake in the decisions and, therefore, must have a corresponding place at the negotiating table.” (p. 209)

- “Effective implementation of free, prior and informed consent marks a significant step forward in recognising the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples.” (p. 219)

- “An early focus on options assessment will exclude most questionable projects. Those that emerge will enjoy wider public support and legitimacy. It can reduce delays and additional

costs and conflicts, benefiting all those affected by a project.” (p. 222)

- “A range of measures is available to enhance and restore ecosystems from their man-modified state, and many are already in use worldwide. Locally driven processes to establish the objectives of environmental flows will lead to improved and sustainable outcomes for rivers, ecosystems and the riverine communities that depend on them.” (pp. 231, 239)

- “Regaining lost livelihood requires adequate lead time and preparation and therefore people must be fully compensated before relocation from their land, house or livelihood base. An overarching Compliance Plan is the best way to ensure that compliance activities and measures are effectively pursued and implemented, and should be developed for each project.” (pp. 242, 247)

- “In many…cases retrofitting existing dams with more efficient, modern equipment and control systems has achieved significant improvements in benefits, extending facilities and optimising operations. While new supply options may be needed in many countries, restoring or extending the life of existing dams and, where feasible, expanding and improving services from existing dams provide major opportunities to address development needs.” (pp. 226-7)


can eventually be translated into a broader consensus among stakeholders. In particular, we explore the role of good process in constructing broader stakeholder buy-in to a commission’s recommendations and reflect on the implications of stakeholder support for adoption of recommendations.

Finally, this assessment looks at historical precedent through a detailed survey of past commissions, civil society advocacy efforts, global conferences, and multi-stakeholder processes. All of these arenas represent important influences in the formation of the WCD. This rich past record provides a useful context for the assessment as it reflects the many strands that shaped the WCD. It provides a lens on the practical feasibility of different forms of stakeholder consultation and representation by demonstrating what has been accomplished before.

Approach and Methods

Three non-governmental organisations—the World Resources Institute (United States), Lawyers’ Environmental Action Team (Tanzania), and Lokayan (India)—undertook this assessment. Our assessment team was structured to incorporate a diversity of Northern and Southern perspectives.
Within each organisation, there were one or two primary authors, supported by research assistants and field-based research fellows from Brazil, Kenya, Nepal, Peru, Tanzania, and Uganda.

---

The ability to engage diverse actors constructively is a core principle of multi-stakeholder processes.

---

The assessment maintained editorial independence from the WCD, although we had the WCD's cooperation. The work was funded almost entirely from private foundation sources, which are detailed in the acknowledgements section of this report.

The World Resources Institute was a member of the WCD Forum, in which it was classified as a "Research Institute." The Institute's participation in the Forum was kept separate, in terms of personnel and funding, from the work of this assessment in order to maintain an independent perspective on the WCD process.

Research for the assessment comprised semi-structured interviews, observation at WCD meetings, and analysis of WCD documents. We relied on interviews to reconstruct events, to capture varying perspectives on WCD proceedings, and to solicit reactions to the process and the final report. Over a two-year period, the research team interviewed 10 Commissioners, all Senior Advisors at the Secretariat, representatives of almost all 68 member organisations of the Forum, and several consultants and financial donors to the WCD. We also sought the views of dam-related stakeholders who were not formally involved in the WCD process. For example, we interviewed displaced people in Egypt and India to understand their perspectives on large dams and determine the accessibility and relevance of the WCD to them. Following the launch of the WCD report, we interviewed stakeholders from government and multilateral agencies, industry trade groups, and civil society organisations to document responses to the recommendations. In India, the team organised a large multi-stakeholder consultation for feedback on the report that included members of the Secretariat and former Commission. In East Africa, the team conducted small focus groups and interviews with stakeholders in Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda.

Because participants in the process were highly sensitive to the WCD's charged politics, we decided to conduct interviews on a not-for-attribution basis to encourage candour from interviewees. To ensure accuracy, information gathered through interviews was checked against documentation where possible and against information provided in other interviews. In addition, we were attentive to the context and stakeholder location of the interviewee. Summaries of interviews, including relevant quotes, were circulated among team members in order to cross-check information.

The assessment team was allowed to participate in WCD Forum meetings, case study meetings, and regional consultations as observers. Appendix 5 lists meetings attended by members of the team. Although we requested permission to attend Commissioner meetings, the Commissioners declined this request in order to maintain the confidentiality of their deliberations. We were, however, granted access to the Secretariat's minutes of the Commissioners' meetings on the basis that the minutes be used as background information and not for citation.\(^6\) During the meetings, in addition to conducting individual interviews, we noted how the meeting was structured, the information available, the role of the Commissioners, Secretariat, Forum members, and participants, the issues deliberated, and the tone and content of debates. This information provided valuable content, particularly for our assessment of inclusiveness and transparency. To complement our scrutiny of the WCD process from the inside, we analysed media coverage of the WCD.

To assess the voluminous work programme, we studied a sample of the Commission's case studies and thematic reviews. In examining the thematic studies, we drew on documentary records, including reviewers' comments, to assess how the scope of the study was shaped. We also interviewed Secretariat staff, consultants, and reviewers about their role in the thematic review process.

In early 2001, toward the end of our research process, we presented our preliminary findings to the WCD Forum members at their final meeting in
Spier Estates, outside Cape Town, South Africa. Their questions and comments were important in shaping our draft report. We subsequently posted the preliminary findings on our website, www.wcdassessment.org, and invited comments from concerned readers. We met three times as a full assessment team, and on several other occasions at WCD meetings to analyse the findings and draft chapters.

In the course of conducting the research, we refined and adapted our questions to react to information we received over this period. Our original research framework aimed to assess the effect of the WCD’s work on strengthening or undermining emerging norms of global governance—such as the principles of openness, participation, and transparency to which the WCD was committed. Over time, we came to appreciate the importance of the composition of the Commission, Secretariat, and Forum to perceptions of the Commission’s legitimacy. In addition, although we focussed on the process by which the WCD conducted its work, we also placed additional emphasis on the links between process and stakeholder reactions to the final report. We looked at the extent to which these stakeholder reactions invoked the WCD’s process, to help test our hypothesis that good process builds constituencies for implementation.

We submitted drafts of this report to two rounds of peer review. Colleagues in each of our organisations conducted the first round of review. We then submitted the manuscript to 10 external reviewers. These included five persons with central roles in the WCD process, and another five with experience in global governance processes, or who were working in issue areas at the intersection of environment, development, and justice. In addition, we submitted the draft informally to five reviewers drawn from the Commission and Secretariat. These comments are available on the assessment team’s website. Based upon these comments, we revised the report again before final publication.

As an effort to assess the WCD as a model for global governance, this study has potential implications for the WCD’s broader legacy. This legacy is of considerable interest to stakeholder groups whose interests are affected by the Commission’s perceived legitimacy. As a result, this study has come under the same kind of scrutiny and lobbying pressure by different interest groups as did the WCD’s process itself, albeit not with the same intensity. We have been well aware of this dynamic during our research and the threats to independence that close engagement with stakeholders can bring. However, we are convinced that immersion in the process brings richness to the analysis, and when combined with awareness and critical self-reflection, the benefits of this approach outweigh the costs.

**Outline**

This report adopts a broadly chronological organisation of the formation and history of the WCD. Chapter 2 locates the WCD in the evolution of global governance efforts, and in multi-stakeholder processes in particular. Chapter 3 examines the WCD’s origins to chart the unique aspects of the Commission’s formation, including the reasons why different stakeholders in the dams debate were ready to sit down at the table together.

Chapters 4 to 7 are dedicated to an analysis of the Commission’s structure and functioning. Chapter 4 examines how the WCD’s creators tried to represent the full range of interests in the dams debate on the Commission, Secretariat, and Forum. Chapters 5 and 6 explore how the WCD’s organisation and work programme were designed to promote inclusiveness, transparency, and independence and how these designs worked out in practice. Chapter 7 reconstructs dynamics within the Commission, and among the various organs of the Commission in exploring the trajectory toward a consensus. Chapter 8 reviews stakeholder reactions to the WCD final report and highlights factors that contribute to stakeholder adoption of the Commission’s recommendations.

In Chapter 9, we return to the analytical framework described above. We assess the degree to which the WCD’s track record in good governance contributed to stakeholders’ willingness to engage with and act upon the Commission’s final report.
Endnotes


4. For instance, at the meetings of the United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) the results of the multi-stakeholder dialogues at the beginning of the sessions are summarised by the CSD Chairperson. These summaries are presented to negotiators the following week and assume the status of an official document. The delegates choose paragraphs from the summaries in formulating the formal decision. Personal communication with UNED Forum, 30 July 2001.


6. In a few limited cases, sections of the minutes had been obscured by the Secretariat to preserve confidentiality.
Chapter 2
Multilateral Processes, Global Commissions, and Global Governance

For much of the past century, the history of global governance has been the history of intergovernmental processes. These processes have been organised around exclusive deliberations of officials and politicians with similar backgrounds—whether initiated by clusters of governments, intergovernmental agencies, or distinguished individuals. The outcomes were targeted at governments and international agencies, which were considered the only legitimate actors on the global stage.

At the same time, over the past two decades there has been an unprecedented growth of actors in civil society extending and building alliances and coalitions that transcend national boundaries. In the countries of the less industrialised world, civil society mobilisation grew as the post-colonial nation-building euphoria gave way to disillusionment with the capacity of state regimes to vigorously pursue policies of social transformation in favour of historically less privileged and marginalised peoples. Some of this mobilisation extended across national boundaries in response to adverse social, economic, and ecological impacts of the policies of multilateral financial institutions and the economic, political, and military activities of governments.

The emergence of civil society at the global level has both been facilitated by the telecommunications revolution that accompanied globalisation, and been spurred by the challenge of effective governance in a globalising world. These alliances and coalitions have spawned on a diverse bed of issues—from land mines to nuclear weapons, from the global trade in animal skins to the control and ownership of genetic resources. Of particular relevance to this assessment, civil society alliances have also formed around development projects and the accountability of international institutions. Often, debate over these issues has led to the creation of regional or global fora, which have taken the form of commissions, tribunals, and working groups.

In reaction to the increasing number of actors active in shaping public policymaking, national governmental agencies and intergovernmental bodies have become more open to including non-state actors in a more structured manner. A popular approach has been to establish “multi-stakeholder processes,” or “MSPs,” that provide space for dialogue among a range of actors from various sectors of society, as part of a decision-making or advisory process.

Over time, the international system has been compelled to recognise emergent voices from civil society.

The formation of the World Commission on Dams (WCD) draws from a history of global commissions in the last quarter of the 20th century, from the expanding role of civil society actors as agents of change at the global level, and from the emergence of MSPs. In this sense, it is a step forward in the history of multilateral policymaking. In this chapter, we briefly review the contemporary history of global governance to illustrate both the exclusiveness of state-led international governance and the inroads made by civil society. Next, we trace the impact of transnational civil society organisations on setting agendas at the international level. We then discuss emergent forms of
governance, MSPs, and the implications of these forms for effective compliance with norms of international governance. Finally, we locate the WCD process within these diverse strands.

From State-Centred Multilateralism to Multi-stakeholder Processes

Eminent figures dominate the history of global governance through the second half of the 20th century. In most cases, these people drew their credibility from positions of political power within national governments and international bureaucracies or their national or global moral stature. Based on their credibility and often backed by the authority of intergovernmental bodies, statesmen and stateswomen established a series of commissions to deliberate on the weighty issues of the day. In this section, we describe the gradual opening of global discussions to embrace the views and participation of a broader set of actors. In telling this story, we also trace the shifting scope of concerns around global governance. In particular, we trace the emergence of concerns around environmental issues, and the progressive interweaving of environment with development and justice concerns.

Formation of the United Nations and Early Patterns of Public Participation

The architecture for current forms of global governance was established in the World War II years through a series of conferences and conversations among leaders of the Allies. In the post-war period, the United Nations (UN), the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank), and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) were established. In addition, agreements and institutions in the areas of food, culture, and education were also discussed, leading to the creation of such influential agencies as the World Health Organization (WHO) and the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). This period also saw the UN General Assembly formulate and adopt the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

Although the UN was conceived as, and remains, predominantly a forum for inter-governmental engagement, it also provided space from its inception for consultation with non-state actors. Article 71 of the UN Charter allows the UN Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) to establish “suitable arrangements for consultation,” but only with “international” NGOs. The ECOSOC created a three-part categorisation for NGOs in 1950, subsequently refined in 1968, based on the perceived degree of expertise of the NGO with the issues on the ECOSOC agenda. These rules applied progressively more stringent criterion for participation, from the “general” to the “special” to the “roster” category of ECOSOC consultative status, and governed participation in UN meetings for the first half-century of the UN. It was only after the considerable NGO interest in, and engagement with, the series of UN-sponsored conferences in the 1990s that these rules were modified in 1996 to allow national NGOs to be eligible for consultative status with ECOSOC.

Among post-World War II institutions, the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN—now called the World Conservation Union) was significant both for its focus on environmental concerns and for its broad membership. IUCN was established by Julian Huxley, the first director of UNESCO. A joint initiative of UNESCO, the government of France, and the Swiss League for Nature Protection, IUCN is one of the few international institutions that formally bring together stakeholders from within and outside government. From its inception when it started with 80 members, IUCN now brings together 78 states, 112 government agencies, 735 NGOs, 35 affiliates, and some 10,000 scientists and experts from 181 countries in a unique worldwide partnership. IUCN members rejected a proposal in 1994 to include a membership category for “industry groups.” IUCN’s historical focus has been on conservation of species and ecosystems, which has recently expanded to include related human development issues. It has had considerable success in promoting conservation, spearheading several key international agreements in the 1970s and 1980s. Of central relevance to this study, IUCN was also one of the two convenors—the World Bank was the other—of the WCD process.

Currents of Change: Economic Injustice and the Limits and Use of Nature

The 1960s and early 1970s saw two separate currents of change that developed from national contexts to become global phenomena. Several countries had emerged from colonialism in the
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1950s and 1960s, with high aspirations for their people. Yet, many countries remained mired in poverty, spurring the UN to declare the 1960s a “Decade of Development.” At the same time, Western Europe, the United States, and Japan were enjoying a period of unprecedented prosperity. The 1969 Pearson Commission, established by the World Bank to investigate Third World poverty, noted an “atmosphere of decreasing interest for development assistance” in the industrialised world and “signs of dejection and growing impatience” in the developing world. The Commission called for trade measures that favoured developing countries, promotion of foreign direct investment to those countries, and an increase in development assistance to 0.7 percent of donor country GNP. Increasingly impatient, in 1974 the developing countries in the UN—the Group of 77 (G77)—called for a New International Economic Order (NIEO) based on a rise in raw material prices, debt reduction, and more favourable conditions for the transfer of technology. Questions of economic justice and development were firmly on the agenda by the early 1970s.

In the 1960s, the ecological limits and costs of the singular pursuit of economic growth were becoming increasingly apparent in the North, while the South was beginning to recognise the integral role that the environment played in the subsistence of its peoples. The publication of Silent Spring in 1962, which carefully and eloquently documented the effects of pesticide pollution, is considered a founding event of American environmentalism. In both Germany and the UK, this period witnessed the formation of Green Parties. The early 1970s also saw the publication of the Club of Rome’s (COR) path-breaking report, Limits to Growth, and The Ecologist’s “Blueprint for Survival.” Based on computer simulations, these reports warned of dire effects from continued exponential growth in five interconnected trends of global concern—industrialisation, population growth, widespread malnutrition, depletion of renewable resources, and ecological damage.

Although the industrialised world focussed on concerns from pesticide pollution to the finiteness of natural resources, in the less industrialised world, there was growing concern over the inequity in access to and control over productive natural resources. In a burgeoning “environmentalism of the poor”, these concerns were perhaps best illustrated by the Chipko movement against logging in India and the rubber tappers’ mobilisation in the Brazilian Amazon in the early to mid-1970s.

Both economic and ecological concerns were brought into stark relief by the Arab nations’ 1973

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Commission/Conference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>United Nations formed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968–69</td>
<td>Commission on International Development (Pearson Commission)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977–79</td>
<td>Independent Commission on International Development Issues (Brandt Commission)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980–82</td>
<td>Independent Commission on Security and Disarmament Issues (Palme Commission)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983–87</td>
<td>World Commission on Environment and Development (Brundtland Commission)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987–90</td>
<td>South Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992–95</td>
<td>Commission on Global Governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995–98</td>
<td>World Commission on Forests and Sustainable Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995–98</td>
<td>Independent World Commission on Oceans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998–2000</td>
<td>World Commission on Water</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
oil embargo. Within a year, the price of crude oil tripled, causing an increase in the prices of other raw materials and goods and services. The recession and inflation that followed fuelled widening recognition of the vulnerability of industrialised and less industrialised country economies both in their sources of energy and in the finiteness of their non-renewable resources. By demonstrating the destabilising effects of sharp shifts in natural resource prices and the importance of control over natural resources, the embargo also focussed and polarised debates over North-South economic justice. The stage was set for a series of charged global deliberations on the twin, but as yet rarely connected, issues of economic justice and environmental concerns.

Change from Above?

Based on its dismal findings, the Pearson Commission concluded with a call for a second, more effective UN-led “Decade of Development.” In response, in the early 1970s, the UN organised a series of conferences: on environment in 1972; on population and food in 1974; and on women in 1975.18

The Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment (1972) marked the international coming of age of environmental concerns, but also was suffused with the North-South conflicts of the time.19 The agenda primarily reflected Northern concerns of scarcity and pollution. Southern countries were deeply suspicious that the environmental agenda would force them to slow down their processes of industrialisation and economic development. In the memorable, if misguided, words of the Indian Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi, the Southern countries argued that “poverty is the greatest polluter.” In echoes of the concurrent debates over the international economic system, they argued that the economic order did not grant them economic independence to complement the political independence won through hard-fought anti-colonial struggles. Despite these tensions, the Stockholm Conference not only placed an important set of issues at the intersection of environment, development, and justice on the international agenda, but also established the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) to carry the environmental agenda forward.

In addition, the Conference was notable for the high level of non-governmental participation and interest. A total of 255 NGOs were accredited to the Conference.20 Many of these had no prior connection to the UN and used their access to provide immediate and often critical commentary on the process to the outside world, establishing a tradition that has been carried on by environmental organisations at international meetings ever since.21 Yet, during this period, most NGO participants were from the North; Southern NGOs accounted for only 10 percent of the NGOs present.22

Eminent figures dominate global governance through the 20th century.

The tension between environment and development continued to occupy a prominent place on the global agenda, fuelled by the Stockholm Conference and promoted by the newly created UNEP. In 1974, UNEP and the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) jointly sponsored a symposium in Cocoyoc, Mexico on the “Pattern of Resource Use, Environment, and Development.” The symposium’s Declaration highlighted the need for greater self-reliance by poor countries and called for changes in the international order to enable this. The Declaration further stated that “Human beings have basic needs… Any process of growth that does not lead to their fulfilment—or even worse, disrupts them—is a travesty of the idea of development.” 23 As with Stockholm, the environment and development debate was suffused with North-South concerns over economic justice.

Not all the international fora organised at this time were characterised by the same degree of openness as Stockholm. At the same time as United Nations organisations were initiating several processes, other more closed and elite-led efforts at global coordination were also evident. A brief detour through the formation of the Trilateral Commission indicates the tenor of parallel efforts at shaping global trends. The Trilateral Commission was the brainchild of David Rockefeller, who had in mind “a private organisation, whose primary objective…would be to bring the best brains in the world to bear on the problems of the future.” This group of leading private citizens from Europe, the
United States, and Japan came together in 1973 to deliberate on leading issues of the day, including international trade and investment, environmental problems, crime and drugs, population control, and assistance to developing countries. The influence of the Commission was based on its ability to assemble the “highest level unofficial group possible.” In this it was successful, with successive Commissions (which continue to be convened on a triennial basis) consisting of senior government officials and corporate leaders, all acting in their personal capacities. The model for change implicit in the Trilateral Commission is that it provides a vehicle to directly shape the opinions, and hence the actions, of those with political power.

By contrast, the Independent Commission on International Development Issues, established in 1977 and headed by former German Chancellor Willy Brandt, was firmly rooted in the formal system of international governance embodied in the United Nations. At the same time, it conformed to past practice in its dependence on participation of eminent persons for both legitimacy and content. Although the Commission was established on the recommendation of World Bank President Robert McNamara, the Secretary-General of the UN expressed support for the work of the Commission. In terms of its scope, the Brandt Commission was the direct descendant of the Pearson Commission and the NIEO discussed at the UN in 1974. The Commission’s mandate was “to study the grave global issues arising from the economic and social disparities of the world community” and “to suggest ways of promoting adequate solutions to the problems involved in development and in attacking absolute poverty.”

The Commission’s 19 members were carefully balanced between North (9) and South (10) by the Chairperson, who was “anxious that the Third World members...not be in a minority position.” Its ranks were filled with dignitaries, including three former prime ministers, one former president, seven former ministers, and other ambassadors and senior members of national and international governmental bodies. In keeping with common practice for such commissions, each commissioner acted in his or her individual capacity. Aside from one Commissioner with media experience and a few with some background in the private sector, the Commission lacked representation from non-governmental actors. The work of the Brandt Commission was organised around a roster of eminent persons—statesmen or noted intellectuals—who were invited to testify or submit their views for consideration to the Commission. In addition, members travelled to capital cities to meet with presidents, prime ministers, and heads of regional and international organisations.

The Commission published two reports, North-South: A Program for Survival and Common Crisis, in which it made comprehensive proposals. The Commission’s recommendations are startling in their scope. They include: a World Development Fund to which communist nations would have access; a tax on trade, minerals from the sea, and weapons sales, with proceeds going to poorer countries; an agreement on the production, pricing, supply, and conservation of oil; and a transfer of resources to the South by increasing development aid to 1 percent of GNP of donor countries by 2000 and by expanding the capital flowing through the World Bank and the IMF. Despite the breadth and comprehensiveness of its exercise, most governments remained indifferent to the Commission’s recommendations. Nonetheless, the Commission marked a change in the international community’s response to global issues. It gave space to such ideas as human needs, self reliance, respect for local cultures, and the extension of participation and representation to communities. Ecological issues were only minimally acknowledged.

Perhaps the most significant legacy of the Brandt Commission is that its composition was based on one criterion of representation—equal representation of industrialised and less industrialised governments in global policymaking processes. By some reports, this resulted in a stormy internal North-South dialogue, which was resolved only when a spokesperson from each side assumed responsibility for negotiating a final report.
By the 1980s, several UN agencies collaborated to bring governments on board and open policy processes to civil society and community organisations. In 1980, UNEP launched the World Conservation Strategy jointly with IUCN, the World Wildlife Fund, the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO) and UNESCO and developed a Global Framework for Environmental Education and a Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS). The preparation and publication of the World Conservation Strategy popularised the term “sustainable use.”

After a two-year Independent Commission on Security and Disarmament led by Olaf Palme between 1980 and 1982, the focus shifted squarely back to environmental concerns. In 1983, the UN General Assembly established the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) with former Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland as the Chairperson. The 23 Commissioners were drawn from senior levels of national government, international organisations, and academia. This time, there was no representation from the private sector or civil society. This absence was striking, since the mandate of the WCED included raising the level of understanding and commitment to action of various sectors of society, including business and voluntary organisations.

However, the WCED distinguished itself from prior commissions with a commitment to an “open, visible, and participatory” process. It put this commitment into practice through a series of public hearings in eight countries involving consultations with hundreds of representatives from governments, scientific research institutes, companies, and NGOs, as well as with the general public. The body of documents studied by the Commission—more than 10,000 pages—was brought together in a Collection of the Archives of Sustainable Development. Copies of this collection were placed in six academic centres throughout the world.

The WCED’s report, Our Common Future, legitimised the concept of sustainable development as “a form of development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs,” and tried to make the links between environment, development, and poverty. The Commission forcefully acknowledged that the interface of environment and development needed the engagement of a wide cross-section of actors—individuals, NGOs, governments, and international organisations. However, the Commission was also criticised for failing to probe the processes that generated poverty in the first place, and for neglecting the fundamental relationship between social equity and sustainable development.

Although the WCED perpetuated the model of global governance from above, dominated by eminent persons, it did acknowledge and put into practice a substantial consultative role for the broader community of stakeholders. In addition to having bequeathed the concept of sustainable development, the WCED’s procedural legacy is its comprehensive system of public hearings.

The North-South tensions so apparent in the Brandt Commission and echoed in the Brundtland Commission continued to fester. These tensions included growing disparities among and within nations, the predominance of unequal models of development, and the increasing fragility of natural resources. In 1986, the Non-Aligned Movement announced the formation of a South Commission, which was established in 1987 under the chairpersonship of former Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere. This Commission, consisting exclusively of industrialising countries, started with the belief that eloquent agreements on the common heritage of humankind were not going to change a situation primarily caused by the powerful nations and vested interests. The Commission sought to make a “case for self-reliant, people-centred development strategies.”

The South Commission followed the established practice of selecting “distinguished individuals” as Commissioners. However, among these were a sprinkling of individuals from churches, academia, and NGOs. The South Commission also followed the established route for its work programme, creating working groups on topics such as debt, the Uruguay Round of trade negotiations, and North-South relations; forming groups of outside experts to complement its studies; and holding meetings with officials and intellectuals in various
regions. In its report, *The Challenge to the South*, released in 1990, the Commission established a vision for development as a “process that enables human beings to realise their potential, build self-confidence, and lead lives of dignity and fulfilment.” To achieve this vision, the South Commission called for concerted national efforts to harness the potential of citizens, and for greater political and economic co-operation in the form of enlarged South-South co-operation.\(^4\) In addition, the Commission noted that international arrangements for trade, finance, and technology could handicap the South and argued for a cogent Southern stance in North-South deliberations to reform these arrangements. The South Commission stood out from past commissions largely because it was an initiative of, and by, Southern nations. In its structure and functioning, apart from a somewhat greater representation of civil society, it followed the model of commissions before it.

It took a second major conference on environment and development to establish a significantly expanded space for non-state actors in global governance. In its final chapter, the Brundtland report called for an international conference to review progress in sustainable development and create a follow-up structure. Based on a formal resolution by the UN General Assembly, the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), or Earth Summit, was held in June 1992 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

The Rio Summit was, compared to past UN events, the most inclusive ever. It created new legitimacy and political space for NGOs and peoples’ representatives. More than 1,400 NGOs registered for the summit, with more than a third from the South, making it the largest ever face-to-face gathering of Northern and Southern NGOs.\(^4\) The UN created an unprecedented accreditation process that gave NGOs significant access to the formal events.\(^4\) Moreover, several governments had NGO representatives as part of their delegations, although some were sceptical of the “representativeness” of the individuals present.\(^4\) The parallel Global Forum attracted 9,000 groups. Many participated in the International NGO Forum, which drafted 39 “Alternative Treaties” as exercises in direct citizens’ diplomacy. The goal was to produce agreements on actions that citizens’ groups themselves would undertake.\(^4\) Those who could not physically participate contributed through Econet, a new electronic medium.\(^4\)

Arguably even more significant than participation by civil society and the private sector in the meeting was the role these non-governmental actors played in the two-year preparatory process and in shaping the agenda leading up to the Earth Summit.\(^4\)

NGOs enjoyed only limited access to the formal deliberations. Moreover, because the main channel for influence was through participation in national delegations, relatively mainstream organisations that were more likely to be invited on to delegations were at a comparative advantage. More explicitly, political NGOs found fewer opportunities for expression in the technocratic nature of the proceedings, as did “consciousness-raising” NGOs who sought social change through education and empowerment.\(^4\) NGOs mirrored North-South tensions that ran through official government positions.

At the Earth Summit, more than 100 heads of state met to address urgent problems of environmental protection and socio-economic development. The assembled leaders signed the Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Convention on Biological Diversity, endorsed the Rio Declaration and the Forest Principles, and adopted Agenda 21, a 300-page plan for achieving sustainable development in the 21st century. The Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) was created after UNCED to monitor and report on implementation of these agreements.\(^4\) In addition to these significant outcomes, the Earth Summit marked an important milestone in the inclusion of civil society voices in multilateral processes.

In 1992, there was an explicit attempt to pull together the strands of the various commissions of the previous 20 years in the form of the Commission on Global Governance. Initiated by Willy Brandt, the origins of this Commission were in a meeting attended by former commissioners from the Brandt, Brundtland, Palme, and South Commissions. The decision to set up a Commission on Global Governance, co-chaired by Ingvar Carlsson, former Prime Minister of Sweden, and Sridath Ramphal, former Secretary-General of the Commonwealth, was endorsed by the UN Secretary-General. As with all its predecessors, the Commission was composed of eminent individuals, with only 1 individual among the 26 whose background was not dominated by government service.\(^4\) The
The Independent World Commission on Oceans, established in 1995 by Mario Soares, former President of Portugal, released its report in 1998, timed to coincide with the UN-declared International Year of the Ocean. The Commission’s origins were firmly rooted in the UN system. The dauntingly large 43-member Commission included the familiar range of ministers, parliamentarians, and ambassadors, with a sprinkling of academics and technical specialists, and relied largely for its findings on study groups led by experts.51

The environment arena has increasingly been influenced by debates over development and justice.

From 1995-2000, three sector-specific commissions—on forests, oceans, and water—were established and ran their course, in some cases explicitly following in the footsteps of past commissions. Of these, the World Commission on Forests and Sustainable Development located itself most directly in the tradition of past debates over environmental concerns. The Commission, established in 1993 out of debates at the Earth Summit,51 focussed on the political rather than technical issues from those discussions. In addition, it held a series of five regional hearings modelled after the Brundtland Commission. Its 24 members were largely eminent persons. At the conclusion of its work in 1998, the Commission left a legacy of a four-part Forest Trust, composed of a Forest Watch, a Management Council, an Ombudsman, and a Forest Award.52

What emerges from this review of focal points of global governance during the last third of the century? First, the structure of commissions left little space for engagement with non-governmental actors. The space that did exist was far larger and more genuinely consultative in discussions around environment and development issues than around economic justice. By the late 1990s, the structure of regional hearings, first established by the Brundtland Commission, had become accepted practice, as illustrated by the commissions on forests and water. Second, although debates over
international economic justice have remained unconcerned with environmental questions, the environment arena has increasingly been influenced by debates over development and economic justice. Third, the global fora described above—with the exception of the Trilateral Commission—were designed to affect the actions of world institutions and structures.

Yet, the impact of most global commissions has been slight. The Brandt and South Commissions came out with concrete recommendations that were not implemented. The Brundtland Commission succeeded in popularising the term “sustainable development” and raising popular awareness of issues at the environment and development interface, but resulted in few concrete changes. The Stockholm and Rio Conferences were more successful. The first resulted in a new and important UN agency, and the second served as a catalyst for a series of important global environmental negotiations, whose future is still not assured. The three recently concluded sectoral commissions, on forests, oceans, and water, have yet to demonstrate any lasting effects.

Finally, distinguished individuals have dominated global commissions, with eminence being almost synonymous with high-level experience in government and intergovernmental bodies. Indeed, the same individuals have served on many of these commissions, as a few examples illustrate. Willy Brandt chaired his own commission and established the Commission on Global Governance. Maurice Strong was Secretary-General of the Stockholm and Rio Conferences, first Secretary-General of the UN Environment Programme, and served on the Brundtland Commission and the Commission on Global Governance. Sridath Ramphal was Secretary-General of the Commonwealth, a member of the Brandt, Palme, Brundtland, and South Commissions, and co-chaired the Commission on Global Governance. The focus on eminent individuals from government and the predominance of the same individuals across commissions calls into question whether “freshness and innovation in global governance,” one of the aims of the Commission on Global Governance, can be achieved with the model described here.

The Growth of Transboundary Alliances

Even as these global commissions were being established, attempts to resolve contentious issues were increasingly shifting from state-centred efforts to those involving non-governmental actors, with civil society organisations as well as corporate and other market actors helping to create private or semi-public regulation. “Multilateralism,” understood as relations among states, was increasingly being re-constituted to become “multi-stakeholder.” Although earlier efforts were among representatives of governments, a shift was taking place in the plurality of actors engaged in the process of influencing both the global and the national policy process. In this section, we describe how non-governmental actors have gained growing representation in international meetings and institutions and have even become instrumental in establishing international regimes that provide regulation or norm setting where governments were either unwilling or absent.

Over the past decade and a half, the range, diversity, and awareness of issues that transcend national borders and disciplinary boundaries have expanded: the polarisation of wealth and the increasing disparities within and between nations; social inequities; the adverse impacts of the present trading regimes; debt; and the politics of natural resource use and defence spending. Not surprisingly, this complexity has led to more transboundary networks, national and local movements, and international organisations. These networks have pushed the boundaries of the conventional agendas of international intervention from those minimal processes of consultation to transnational networks playing a role in agenda setting, influencing official discourse and specific policies, and changing the behaviour of governments. In the process, transnational alliances have played a growing role in redefining who should sit at the table and what the agenda should be.

Of considerable relevance to the WCD is the history of civil society organising to increase multilateral development banks’ (MDBs) accountability to civil society in both borrower and donor countries. From the early 1980s, this “MDB
The independent review of the Sardar Sarovar Dam was central to civil society’s campaign against multilateral development banks.

A central moment in this campaign was the World Bank’s establishment of an independent review of the Sardar Sarovar Dam Project on the Narmada River in India. Faced with extreme pressure from the anti-dam movement in India and their partners in Washington, considerable scrutiny from the media and the U.S. Congress, and fading international credibility, the World Bank appointed Bradford Morse, who had recently stepped down as head of the UN Development Programme, to assess the project with particular attention to resettlement and amelioration of environmental aspects. The Morse Commission legitimised central elements of the NGO coalition’s critique of the project, which lent the campaign greater momentum and credibility. The Morse Commission was a precursor of the World Commission on Dams, in terms of its origins in the struggle by citizens’ groups and the fact that it was appointed by the World Bank to provide an independent view on a dams-related conflict.

Over the 1980s and 1990s, the MDB Campaign left a considerable imprint on the structure and functioning of the World Bank. The institution adopted policies on involuntary resettlement, indigenous peoples, and environmental assessments. In addition, the World Bank established a new information disclosure policy and instituted an Inspection Panel as an appeals mechanism against World Bank projects in direct response to campaign efforts. Few would argue that practice on the ground has measured up to the promise or that the underlying mission and mandate of MDBs have been transformed. Yet few would also dispute that the campaign has led to better mechanisms of accountability over MDBs.

In addition to propelling reform at existing institutions, civil society organisations have become increasingly adept at participating in and shaping the formation of new international regimes. In the environmental arena, the 1987 negotiation of the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer marked the beginning of NGO influence. A dozen or more industry groups represented the private sector. Although obstructionist at first, a shift toward cooperation by some companies was critical to success. Only two or three NGO groups followed these highly technical and somewhat esoteric, if critical, negotiations. However, these NGOs played important roles in educating the public, building consumer pressure through threat of boycotts, and lobbying governments during negotiations. By the conclusion of the process, according to the chief U.S. negotiators, proposals were not only discussed among country negotiators, but also with industry and environmental groups.

It was in the subsequent, and more visible, negotiations on a global climate treaty in the run-up to the Earth Summit that NGOs moved from “out of the hallways” to “around the table.” NGOs served on delegations, were sometimes allowed into meeting rooms, and played a major role in defining the negotiating strategy of the delegations from small island nations under threat from climate change. It was NGOs who put the issue on the international agenda, began the process of forging a scientific consensus on the need to address the problem, proposed a structure for the treaty, and mobilised public pressure for action. In the build-up to the Earth Summit, NGOs from North and South were organised under the umbrella of the Climate Action Network. The Network’s immediate goal—a treaty to be signed at Rio in 1992—tended to overshadow and pre-empt
discussion of the broader socio-economic context of the climate issue, to the frustration of some Southern NGOs. There was much debate within the Network on the relative merits of a focussed, if narrow, strategy versus one that addressed the larger political issues that shaped the climate debate. Indeed, as Keck and Sikkink (1998) have suggested, this transnational advocacy network, which involved people in structurally unequal positions, became a site “for negotiation over which goals, strategies and ethical understandings are compatible.” Thus, the Network not only formed the basis for sharing information and co-ordinating strategy, but also provided a framework for negotiating disputes across North-South lines in a foreshadowing of similar debates within governments. In sum, the climate negotiations comprehensively demonstrated the deep engagement and influence of NGOs in setting agendas and shaping processes that establish global regimes.

As with the ozone negotiations, the private sector was also active in the climate negotiations and at the national level through an umbrella Global Climate Coalition. Industry groups actively sought to undermine the scientific consensus on climate change, influence public opinion on both the science and economic costs of mitigation policies, and engage with delegations of countries sympathetic to their views.

Increasingly, the private sector has also organised itself into broader, less issue-specific networks based on dialogue, rather than advocacy. One such example, the Business Council for Sustainable Development (later to become the World Business Council on Sustainable Development—WBCSD), formed in preparation for the Earth Summit. The WBCSD is a coalition of 50 international companies united by a shared commitment to sustainable development. The organisation pursues this goal via the three pillars of economic growth, environmental protection, and social equity. Members are drawn from more than 30 countries and 20 major industrial sectors. The WBCSD represents an evolution from the more partisan and narrowly-focussed issue networks that characterised the ozone and climate negotiations.

Another significant recent mobilisation, around the issues of trade and investment, comes from the same source as the NIEO and the Brandt and South Commissions—a concern with economic justice. However, although governments drove the economic justice commissions of the 1970s and 1980s, the more recent expressions of concern with North-South issues have been raised by social movements. Economic justice campaigns differ from advocacy around global environmental treaties, which have been dominated by technocratic NGOs. The breadth of organising around issues of trade and economic justice has been considerable. Negotiations around the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) stimulated civil society networks in the United States and Mexico on a large scale. The efforts at political organising, the corresponding political clout generated, and the associated research on labour and environmental effects of a free trade agreement contributed to the preparation of side-agreements to NAFTA on environment and labour.

The private sector has increasingly organised into broad networks based on dialogue rather than advocacy.

Through rapid mobilisation and advances in telecommunications, civil society groups were able to halt in 1998 the “Multilateral Agreement on Investment” (MAI), which was being negotiated behind closed doors at the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). A broad and deep movement was mobilised around the proposed increase in the rights of corporations, and an absence of countervailing obligations. In addition, civil society objected vehemently to the lack of scope for input by public interest groups and the lack of information about the process available to the public. The MAI campaign not only demonstrated the capability of civil society to mobilise rapidly, but also that processes of global governance without public input and participation had little legitimacy and even less chance of success.

In short, although the phenomenal growth of communications and movement across national boundaries has undoubtedly stimulated transnational finance and trade resulting in the marginalisation of entire countries, cultures, and communities, the communications revolution has also created new possibilities for regional and
global networking—a parallel globalisation of mobilisation, aimed at expanding the participation of hitherto excluded voices in the centre of political decision-making. New transnational communities are evolving a globalisation from below. In many cases, we are witnessing the emergence of global advocacy networks and what some have even called “transnational social movements.”

The rise in transnational networks brings with it a host of questions about the future of international politics and the role of civil society. Some see this vast outpouring of institutional and political innovation represented by transboundary alliances as messy, chaotic, and fragmented. Those sympathetic to the overall objectives argue for greater central co-ordination, more coherent, if interrelated, strategies and a clearer set of institutions guiding transboundary civil society processes. In response, an important body of analysis examines the internal dynamics of transboundary networks, with particular emphasis on the significant differences between Northern and Southern participants. Indeed, the representativeness and accountability of NGOs themselves is a concern. More sceptical voices offer the possibility that civil society mobilisation will lead to excessive international pluralism, creating a logjam of interests and rendering political systems unworkable. While these are valid concerns, the examples discussed here suggest that networks of civil society organisations have, at a minimum, acted as “tugboats in international channels.” They are increasingly capable of influencing, or even setting, agendas. Civil society actors are not simply bringing critical concerns from the grassroots to the table, but are actively participating in the process of governing.

The Rise of Multi-Stakeholder Processes and the Challenge of Compliance

The emergent forms of conflict and dialogue described above among governments and international organisations, social movements, NGOs, and the private sector is beginning to redefine the form and content of global governance. At the international level, the consent of other governments is no longer enough for governments to secure legitimacy and act unhindered. In the era of economic globalisation, governments have become weaker in controlling capital flows and corporate investment, with a consequent loss of sovereignty over decisions and processes from outside their boundaries that impact the lives of the citizenry within. Meanwhile, governments are proving inadequate in ensuring governance that facilitates and respects the deepening of democracy and justice. In fact, governments can be causes of continuing social, cultural, and ecological costs, leading to disillusionment with their performance and role. How can diverse actors creatively explore the complex process of governance without government? And what kinds of organisations or organisational arrangements are necessary to manage and administer diverse social, economic, and ecological systems? Can transboundary networks, then, creatively occupy this vacuum and participate in the definition of new norms of global governance?

States have become weaker in controlling capital flows and corporate investment, with a consequent loss of sovereignty.

For their part, the private sector has long been perceived as an influential and even essential voice in policy formulation, perhaps because of state dependence on private sector profitability for jobs and taxes, and, therefore, for domestic and international stability. As the examples above suggest, civil society voices are also increasingly indispensable to legitimate process and are well placed to fill the space occupied by retreating governments. And yet, there are few models of global governance that provide channels for direct participation of all these groups.

In this transformed global context of multiple players, there has been increasing attention to and interest in structuring international governance processes around the participation of multiple actors—multi-stakeholder processes. Much of the prior experience with MSPs has been at the national level. For example, in Canada MSPs have been organised at the river basin level and on the intersections between the environment and the economy at the provincial and national levels.

A recent effort at deriving a systematic framework for MSPs focussed at the global level suggests that they have the potential to promote better decision-making and to increase the chances of implemen-
In this view, MSPs convene actors with a breadth of perspectives, many of whom are often left out of state-centred decision-making process. Moreover, MSPs help integrate these diverse subjective viewpoints, resulting in better decisions. Finally, since inclusion in decision-making processes helps build constituencies for implementation, decisions are more likely to be carried out. Thus, MSPs, when well designed and implemented, provide for inclusion of previously excluded views, enrich decision-making, and increase the probability of implementation.

Multi-stakeholder processes help integrate diverse viewpoints.

It is important to recognise that the term “MSP” allows for considerable heterogeneity. Thus, these processes may vary in the objectives they promote, which include informing decision-making, providing an opportunity for dialogue, and monitoring implementation. MSPs can also range widely in their definition and categorisation of stakeholders. Although some processes use a simple trilateral formulation of civil society, private sector, and government, others have more fine-grained categories, such as the nine categories developed for Agenda 21 of the 1992 Earth Summit. Moreover, the scope and timeline of MSPs must be tailored to the issue at hand.

Although there is growing enthusiasm for such processes, the underlying assumptions about what and how they contribute to policymaking also differ widely. In a study of global public policy networks, a concept not dissimilar to MSPs, Reinicke and his colleagues suggest that these processes can bridge both a “participatory gap” that precludes effective participation in decision-making and an “operational gap” in information, knowledge, and tools in a world of economic and political liberalisation.

Even if these gaps are bridged, however, a critical determinant of MSPs’ effectiveness is how the outcomes of such dialogues link to decision-making. MSPs often lack formal authority or linkage to decision-making and, other than seeking to build stakeholder buy-in to a process, have few tools with which to implement their results. By contrast, governments still retain various mechanisms for policy enforcement and there are very few transnational social movements that significantly influence state behaviour or corporate or financial capital. Indeed, the lack of ability to ensure compliance is one reason why some civil society groups mistrust MSPs.

Despite the lack of formal mechanisms of compliance, non-governmental actors can play a useful role in forging good governance through the promotion of norms. Indeed, there is a long history of effective social change brought about as norms emerge, gain mainstream currency, and cascade through society, in part as nations and societies re-fashion political identities around these norms. Over time, norms may be internalised in political and institutional systems through laws and bureaucratic regulations. This process is well illustrated by the progressive adoption of women’s suffrage and, more recently, the anti-personnel land mine ban. In the case of the latter, a working partnership between the Canadian government and a coalition of over 350 humanitarian and arms-control NGOs from 23 countries acted as “norm entrepreneurs.” Over time, social pressures of identity have brought about an emulation or a cascade effect. Norm creation and promotion offers a complementary approach to traditional forms of compliance through legal sanction.

The WCD in Historical Context

The concerns, emergence, structure, and functioning of the WCD draws from diverse strands in the history of global governance—global commissions, growing civil society influence, and the growing acceptance of multi-stakeholder processes. In terms of the concerns that motivated it, the WCD is located at the intersection of the debates over environment and development, on the one hand, and economic justice on the other, that motivated the series of UN-sponsored commissions of the 1970s and 1980s. Built as engineering marvels to provide water and electricity and to control floods, dams have come under increasing criticism for their destruction of the environment and communities and for their contribution to unfair development. These competing images of boon and blight place the debate at the locus of concerns of past commissions. The WCD was designed to illuminate the intersection of environment, development, and justice by shining a spotlight on the very process of planning, design, and implementation.
of large projects, to ask whether and how economic, social, cultural, and economic costs were the likely result of the existing framework.

That the WCD came into existence is due to a long history of struggle in many countries and by many community groups and NGOs. The mobilisation around large dams suggests that local actors are thinking and acting at both local and global levels. While working for change in their own contexts, these actors have built political pressure for a process of change at the global level. The WCD is, then, firmly rooted in the growing strength of transnational networking and, in particular, in the campaign to reform the MDBs.

With regard to structure and functioning, the WCD marked a departure from past commissions based on eminent persons and exclusive processes. As Chapters 3 and 4 will make clear, the WCD was based on representation of stakeholders rather than on eminence, usually defined as a distinguished career in government. Moreover, this shift in emphasis toward representation was due to the forceful role that civil society organisations played in the formation of the WCD. In the move toward bringing diverse actors to the table, the WCD was emblematic of the growing interest in MSPs, with the potential for dialogue, development of constituencies for implementation, and norm creation that these new vehicles promise. In its operation, the WCD was firmly in the tradition of past commissions and processes in seeking to forge an independent path. Moreover, in its attempts at establishing an inclusive process, it took its cue from the Brundtland Commission’s efforts to solicit a broad range of views, as Chapters 5 and 6 describe. However, it went further than past processes in its explicit commitment to transparency as a means of supporting its claims to legitimacy.

In bringing all these elements together and in applying them to a focussed issue area that had been the subject of contention, the WCD had no direct comparators. Although rooted in historical context, it was an experiment that sought to take significant steps beyond the collective past of global governance. The remaining chapters tell the story of how far the experiment succeeded in meeting the expectations it generated.
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Chapter 3
The Origins of the World Commission on Dams

In this chapter, we detail the immediate origins of the World Commission on Dams. We locate it both in the growth of local struggles against the adverse social, economic, and ecological impacts of dams and in the growing pressure to define global norms for harnessing and managing water. These developments compelled the World Conservation Union (IUCN) and the World Bank to organise a meeting of representatives from different sides of the dams debate, where participants decided to set up the Commission. We trace the many difficult steps necessary to create a body and a process that would satisfy all the stakeholders. This narrative illustrates the process and the challenges of constituting a multi-stakeholder institutional response to a highly contentious national and international issue.

Seeds of Dissent

It is difficult to pinpoint a single defining moment that led to the birth of the WCD. Over the past three decades, with increasing frequency and intensity, questions have been raised about the economic viability and the social, cultural, and environmental costs of large dams. It is important to note that, most often, in the absence of local mobilisation and social movements, information about planned dams is hard to come by and many poorly planned and implemented projects escape scrutiny. But based on growing evidence of dams’ negative impacts, protests and mobilisations have multiplied the world over. These protests have matured into sustained social movements that have effectively slowed down or stalled further work on proposed or ongoing dams. Among the more notable examples are the Bakun Dam in Malaysia, the Maan, Tehri, and Maheshwar Dams in India, and the Lesotho Highland Stage II Dam in Lesotho. In the case of proposed dams, such as the Arun III in Nepal, national mobilisation and intensive global campaigns have led to the cancellation of these projects. On the Koel-Karo and the Suvarnarekha Rivers in India, projects have been shelved after ground had been broken and significant infrastructure work had been completed. Even in the industrialised world—whether in the United States, Europe, or Japan—public opposition and the growing evidence of the adverse economic and ecological impacts have led to a rethinking of large dams as an option for irrigation and energy. Additionally, social movements and their supporters have criticised the role of multilateral funding agencies such as the World Bank in the legitimisation and construction of large dams.

A prominent example of this history of protest is the movement against dams on India’s Narmada River. Domestic dissent to this project caused the World Bank to appoint an independent commission to assess these dams and subsequently an independent Inspection Panel to assess contentious projects. The struggle against the Sardar Sarovar Project (SSP) in the Narmada Valley achieved several other global landmarks. It nudged the World Bank to review its central commitment to large dams, and its policies related to indigenous peoples and resettlement. It marked the first time that the Japanese government withdrew its direct and indirect support to a development project for environmental and human rights reasons. It was the catalyst for formation of a remarkable national and transnational network of dam-affected people and their supporters.

In June 1994, on the 50th anniversary of the formation of the Bretton Woods institutions, a coalition of 326 social movements and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) from 44...
countries around the world endorsed a statement calling for a moratorium on the World Bank’s funding of large dams. This statement was named the Manibeli Declaration (see Box 3.1) in recognition of one of the first tribal villages that the Sardar Sarovar Dam on the Narmada River would submerge and one of the sites of sustained resistance to the dam. Crucially, one of the conditions for lifting the proposed moratorium was that the World Bank would set up an “independent comprehensive review of Bank-funded large dams projects to establish the actual costs, including direct and indirect economic, environmental, and social costs, and the actual realised benefits of each project.” The Declaration went on to state that it was crucial that, “The review should evaluate the degree to which project appraisals erred in estimating costs and benefits, identify specific violations

Box 3.1
The Manibeli Declaration (excerpted)
Calling for a Moratorium on World Bank Funding of Large Dams
September 1994

WHEREAS:
1. The World Bank is the greatest single source of funds for large dam construction, having provided more than US$50 billion (1992 dollars) for construction of more than 500 large dams in 92 countries. Despite this enormous investment, no independent analysis or evidence exists to demonstrate that the financial, social and environmental costs were justified by the benefits realised.
2. Since 1948, the World Bank has financed large dam projects that have forcibly displaced on the order of 10 million people from their homes and lands. The Bank has consistently failed to implement and enforce its own policy on forced resettlement, first established in 1980.
3. The environmental and social costs of World Bank-funded large dams, in terms of people forced from their homes, destruction of forests and fisheries, and spread of waterborne diseases, have fallen disproportionately on women, indigenous communities, tribal peoples and the poorest and most marginalised sectors of the population. This is in direct contradiction to the World Bank’s often-stated “overarching objective of alleviating poverty.”
4. The Bank has even convinced governments to accept loans for large dams when more cost-effective and less destructive alternative plans existed.
5. The economic analyses on which the World Bank bases its decisions to fund large dams fail to apply the lessons learned from the poor record of past Bank-funded dams, underestimating the potential for delays and cost over-runs. Project appraisals typically are based on unrealistically optimistic assumptions about project performance, and fail to account for the direct and indirect costs of negative environmental and social impacts.

THEREFORE, the undersigned organisations:
CONCLUDE that the World Bank has to date been unwilling and incapable of reforming its lending for large dams; and CALL for an immediate moratorium on all World Bank funding of large dams including all projects currently in the funding pipeline, until:
1. The World Bank establishes a fund to provide reparations to the people forcibly evicted from their homes and lands by Bank-funded large dams without adequate compensation and rehabilitation. The fund should be administered by a transparent and accountable institution completely independent of the Bank and should provide funds to communities affected by Bank-funded large dams to prepare reparations claims.
2. The World Bank strengthens its policies and operational practices to guarantee that no large dam projects that require forced resettlement will be funded in countries that do not have policies and legal frameworks in place to assure restoration of the living standards of displaced peoples. Furthermore, communities to be displaced must be involved throughout the identification, design, implementation and monitoring of the projects, and give their informed consent before the project can be implemented.
3. The World Bank commissions, reviews, and implements the recommendations of an independent comprehensive review of all Bank-funded large dam projects to establish the actual costs, including direct and indirect economic, environmental and social costs, and the actually realised benefits of each project. The review must be conducted by individuals completely independent of the Bank without any stake in the outcome of the review.

of Bank policies and staff members responsible, and address opportunity costs of not supporting project alternatives. The review must be conducted by individuals completely independent of the Bank without any stake in the outcome of the review.”

The Operations Evaluation Department Review

Six months after the Manibeli Declaration, partly in response to criticisms of large dams and partly to deflect growing anger at the continuing involvement of the World Bank in these projects, the Operations Evaluation Department (OED) of the World Bank announced that it was “undertaking a review of World Bank-funded large dams in order to determine their development effectiveness.” As a senior official in OED noted, the World Bank’s involvement in large dams had been “attracting a lot of controversy.” Senior management felt pressed to address the question: “What is it about dams that causes so much concern and what should the Bank do about it?”

The World Bank had originally envisaged the OED undertaking a two-phase study. Phase I was to be a desk review of experience with selected dams and Phase II was to be a more comprehensive study, involving field evaluations. The entire review was to be the World Bank’s answer to its critics.

The first phase of the OED Review analysed the performance of 50 World Bank-funded dams. Its final report was sent to the World Bank President in mid-1996. The study stated that dams have contributed to economic development, including electricity generation capacity, flood control, and irrigation. Based on an assessment against the standards in place at the time the project was implemented, the study found that resettlement was inadequate in half the dams funded, but that performance has improved over time. Performance on environmental grounds was deemed to be “mixed.” The study further noted that while under prior social and environmental policies only 10 percent of the sample was unacceptable, had all projects been assessed under the new policies, 26 percent would have been unacceptable and 48 percent would have been judged “potentially acceptable.” The report concluded that because the large majority of dams are yielding benefits that outweigh their costs, the World Bank should continue funding large dam projects with heightened attention to environmental and social policies. According to OED sources, the report was an internal, “relatively minor…desk study,” considered inappropriate for public release. NGOs criticised the report by arguing that the précis exaggerated the benefits of dams and that the full study was quoted selectively to justify the Bank’s continued funding for more dams.

Although agreeing with OED’s “positive conclusions,” the Committee on Development Effectiveness of the Bank’s Board of Executive Directors nevertheless, “…urged OED to ensure that Phase II reflects the views of civil society, including those of private investors and non-governmental organisations.” Although this recommendation did not call for wider participation in the second phase of the study, it is evident that the World Bank was aware of the potential lack of legitimacy and limited use of a study that reflected only its views on the contentious debate around large dams.

Aftermath of the OED Review

At the same time, the World Bank leadership was seeking a specific issue area for collaboration with the World Conservation Union (IUCN), with which it had cemented a partnership in 1994. “We had a partnership with IUCN but no substance,” noted a World Bank official. “This [dams evaluation] showed up as something promising to focus on.” In this framework, the World Bank invited IUCN to co-organise a multi-stakeholder workshop to discuss the findings of the OED study and the goals and process for a more comprehensive second phase. The meeting was proposed for Gland, Switzerland, in April 1997.

The run-up to the workshop illustrated only too well the urgent need for more constructive dialogue between the World Bank and its critics. Copies of the OED Review were leaked outside the World Bank and by September 1996 had galvanised anti-dam organisations and their supporters into action. On the eve of the Gland meeting, the International Rivers Network (IRN)—the California-based group at the forefront of research and co-ordination of individuals and organisations from around the world opposed to dams—published a lengthy and detailed critique of the OED Review. The response criticised the OED not only for underplaying the significance of the World Bank’s own findings but also for its methodology and process.
that a careful reading of the Review, which used three criteria—economic, social, and environmental—to evaluate the dams, clearly showed the extent to which the World Bank was trying to cover-up or minimise the implications of its own findings. Given that remedial action is rarely taken once a project is implemented, the Review showed that only 13 out of 50 dams funded by the World Bank were “acceptable.” The IRN critique asserted that the World Bank believed, without justification, that remedial action was possible, that most dams were “potentially acceptable,” and that they would be more acceptable than before, given increased safeguards on dam-related lending.

Based on the IRN critique, 49 NGOs from 21 countries wrote a collective letter to World Bank President James D. Wolfensohn demanding that
The Origins of the World Commission on Dams

The NGO letter to the World Bank President built on prior civil society mobilisation against large dams. In March 1997, the First International Meeting of the People Affected by Large Dams, was held in Curitiba, Brazil. It was attended by activists and dam-affected people from more than 20 countries who shared the long history of the social, cultural, economic, and environmental problems associated with large dams, along with the undemocratic processes associated with dam planning. The Curitiba Declaration (see Box 3.2) went beyond the Manibeli Declaration’s almost exclusive focus on the World Bank. It was broader in scope and more confident in its tone. While endorsing the Manibeli Declaration and acknowledging the proposed meeting in Gland, the Curitiba Declaration also called for an independent review of large dams.

Both the Manibeli and Curitiba Declarations reflect the growth and sophistication of transnational alliances. Critics of these developments who argued that participants in transnational alliances came from non-representative processes or that their protests must be articulated only within national boundaries were beginning to acknowledge that these alliances brought substantial research, mobilisation, and understanding to their protests. They represented significant voices, possibly of silent majorities, and could contribute to the definition of global norms. Inevitably, they were also contributing to the process of what constituted multilateralism and how multilateral stakeholder processes should be defined.14

Birth of the World Commission on Dams

The role of IUCN as a co-convenor of the Gland workshop proved critical in defining the range of stakeholders who would be represented at the table and subsequently, the legitimacy of the global Commission in the eyes of the anti-dam movement.15 IUCN staff members were active proponents of diverse participation at Gland. According to a former senior official, IUCN had two basic conditions for getting involved in the workshop.16 The first was that the Gland meeting would not be about how to build better dams, but that it would be about the planning process for assessing options in water resources and energy management. The second condition was that all parties should be involved “from the most radical activist groups to the most conservative business groups.”17

IUCN lacked extensive expertise in large dams issues, and its track record in environment and development was not a perfect match, since the thorniest dam struggles related to comprehensive human rights violations: lack of participation, developmental displacement, rehabilitation, and resettlement. However, IUCN’s independent status provided the credibility required to bring community-based activists and advocacy NGOs into dialogue with corporate and multilateral representatives. “In order to bring in the most active opponents of dams we needed to have a partner who had their confidence,” noted one World Bank official. “The Bank couldn’t imagine a serious partnership with IRN.”18

Meanwhile, the reputation of the World Bank and its continuing importance as an underwriter of private sector investments in developing countries provided the weight required for private sector participation at Gland.19 Furthermore, the issues highlighted in the OED Review provided sufficient resonance with a subset of businesspeople to bring them to the table. As one representative from the more liberal segment of industry would later note, “Industry wants to learn. The past experience with dams has not always been positive, we had underestimated the technical, economic, environmental and social risks.”20 The overall response to workshop invitations was “extremely positively surprising,”21 in the words of one organiser.

The Path to Gland

By the mid 1990s, private companies involved in the dams business had begun paying heed to environmental issues to varying degrees—whether motivated by civil society pressure, government regulations, or a larger sense of corporate responsibility. For instance, the International Commission
on Large Dams (ICOLD) developed a Position Paper on Dams and the Environment in 1997. ICOLD is a professional association of dam builders from private sector and government and the owner of the largest repository of technical dam-related data in the world. The content of the position paper was fairly general in nature. (See Box 3.4.) Members considered it to be a major step for the association.

Meanwhile, a smaller group of private companies and state utilities were beginning to explore ways in which they could improve their environmental performance under the auspices of the International Energy Agency (IEA) Hydropower Agreement, established in 1995. This group sought a clearer standard for accountability that could decrease uncertainty in investments and boost the competitiveness of hydropower vis-à-vis other energy sources. The IEA model acknowledged the need for sound decision-making process, options assessment, and community relations in hydropower development.

An industry representative would later attribute these voluntary initiatives to companies’ recognition of the new importance of private sector actors: “Dams used to be government projects. But since the 1990s, the role of the private sector has been expanding. This means new rules of the game, new responsibilities.” A subset of progressive executives were beginning to realise that they required a license to operate that went far beyond the requirements of bureaucratic licensing to include broader credibility and consent.

The financial and legal costs of civil society dissent also burdened private sector operations, the way they did the World Bank’s. “The whole process of dam development was grinding to a halt, that had just become increasingly evident,” noted one observer. Therefore, seeking a consensus with dam opponents on a way forward was central to companies’ self interest.

At Gland

It was against this background and the continuing struggles against dams across the world that the Gland meeting took place in April 1997. Convened by the World Bank and the IUCN, the two-day workshop brought together 39 participants representing the diverse interests in the large dams’ debate. The workshop’s objectives were to review Phase I of the OED study, develop a methodological framework for Phase II, and propose a rigorous and transparent process for defining the scope, objectives, organisation, and financing of follow-up work. The objectives were also to more clearly define the scope of the Phase II study, including basic guidelines for involvement by governments, private sector, and non-governmental organisations as well as public participation, information disclosure, and subsequent dissemination of results. Another objective was to identify follow-up actions necessary, including generally accepted standards for assessing, planning, building, operating, and financing large dams that would reflect lessons learned from experience.
The 39 participants at the workshop came from a range of interest groups involved in the planning, construction, management, and opposition to large dams: professional associations, such as the International Commission on Large Dams; companies, such as Asea Brown Boveri and Harza Engineering; think tanks, such as Tata Energy Research Institute; international non-governmental organisations, such as International Rivers Network; and affected people’s movements and groups, such as Narmada Bachao Andolan (Struggle to Save the Narmada River) in India. Senior officials attended from the World Bank and IUCN. Invitations were issued to institutions, which nominated their own representatives to attend. In addition, a few people were invited in their individual capacity.

During the Gland proceedings, the authors of the OED Review acknowledged its limitations. According to a report of the workshop proceedings, “there was widespread recognition that further work was essential and that it would need to be comprehensive in scope, transparent in conduct and defensible in its analyses.” NGO representatives at Gland also noted, “World Bank representatives seemed rather self-critical and appeared to respect the strength and the arguments of dam opponents… Some World Bank representatives were also openly critical of the Bank’s record on dams, of their poor record of implementing their policies, and of the weakness of these policies.”

The explicit participation of national governments in the Gland meeting was relatively modest. There was only one ministry official there: from China, which was undertaking possibly the largest modern engineering feat in the Three Gorges Dam—planned for an estimated capacity of 18.2 million kilowatts, a height of 575 feet, and the displacement of up to 1.9 million people. However, various proxies and quasi-governmental appointees represented government viewpoints. The World Bank’s senior staff members were familiar with the views of client governments and industrialised country donors on their board. The Gland meeting included representatives of two state-owned utilities and two river basin authorities. The ability of the WCD to attract the political support of governments would become a serious issue in its later process and would inhibit a more enthusiastic engagement by government agencies and officials with the proceedings and the eventual report. NGOs active in the formative processes felt strongly that while the composition of the Commission had to have senior people with high credibility with governments, integrally involving governments from the inception would have compromised the Commission’s ability to produce an unbiased report. These political trade-offs became part of the many lessons that the WCD process has subsequently highlighted.

The gender profile of the Gland meeting participants was predominantly male; this was partially a product of the overwhelmingly male dominance in the dams business, although not characteristic of civil society organisations as a whole. Of the 39 participants (excluding media and observers), only 2 were women: a senior social scientist at the World Bank and a Chinese scientist. Although successful efforts were later made to achieve gender balance on the Commission itself (5 of the 12 Commissioners were women), the Gland meeting foreshadowed the difficulty of integrating women’s perspectives in all aspects of the subsequent WCD process.

The agenda for discussion at Gland indicated the distance that the dam-building establishment had agreed to travel to address the controversy around large dams. Included in the agenda was a comprehensive review of large dams around the world and the decision to define comprehensive standards for the building of large dams. A senior water expert of the World Bank reflected this changed mood when he acknowledged that Bank-funded dams had caused serious adverse impacts on land and people. He said that the independent assessment was an idea whose time had come because the World Bank “didn’t have the moral authority to make these judgements.” Although the stated intent of the Gland meeting was to work toward a second phase of the OED study, NGOs’ calls for an independent review prevailed.

The workshop was the result of exhaustive preparation by the convening organisations. Mindful of the tremendous opportunity the gathering posed,
they were determined not to let it slip away. “My major concern was not to have a conflagration,” said the facilitator, “but to establish and maintain a conversation among participants.” The convenors entered the meeting with a comprehensive set of contingency plans on how to react to debates and a set of scenarios, ranging from minimalist goals of getting people to agree to meet again to a much weightier scope of future cooperation.

**The World Commission on Dams Takes Shape**

A spirit of constructive debate prevailed in the discussions. The meeting unanimously stressed the urgent need for the second phase of the OED Review to include all large dams and not just those funded by the World Bank. Discussions also underscored the need for a representative team of eminent people to carry out the review independently. Consequently, the participants at Gland agreed to proceed with an independent commission to review the performance of large dams and develop guidelines for the future. It was a breakthrough in civil society’s relationship with planners, dam builders, and financiers that the proposed commission’s mandate emphasised both the review of the “development effectiveness of large dams” and an assessment of the alternatives. What was remarkable was that an independent process had been agreed upon by a group of stakeholders who had seemingly irreconcilable differences about the value of large dams—differences that had generated some of the most acrimonious conflicts in post-war development history.

Participants at the Gland meeting articulated the terms of reference of the World Commission on Dams as follows:

- “To assess the experience with existing, new, and proposed large dam projects so as to improve existing practices and social and environmental conditions;
- To develop decision-making criteria and policy and regulatory frameworks for assessing alternatives for energy and water resources development;
- To evaluate the development effectiveness of large dams;
- To develop and promote internationally acceptable standards for the planning, assessment, design, construction, operation, and monitoring of large dam projects and, if dams are built, ensure affected peoples are better off;
- To identify the implications for institutional, policy, and financial arrangements so that benefits, costs, and risks are equitably shared at the global, national, and local levels; and,
- To recommend interim modifications—where necessary—of existing policies and guidelines, and promote “best practices.”

Participants agreed on the outlines of the institutional structure that the World Commission on Dams would take. The Commission would comprise between five and eight Commissioners, including an “internationally recognised” chairperson. The Commissioners would have “appropriate” expertise and experience and would be widely regarded as having integrity and representing the diversity of perspectives, including affected regions, communities, and private and public sectors. This criterion would prove highly contentious when the time came for the actual selection of Commissioners. Most of them would serve part-time while up to three would serve full-time. The Commissioners would serve in their personal capacities.

The workshop agreed on a tripartite institutional structure for the WCD. Apart from the Commission, there would be a consultative group composed of participants who attended the workshop, plus others invited by the Commission from NGOs, multilateral institutions, governments, and the private sector. This Forum would ensure effective and balanced representation of all stakeholders and key actors. The group would be used as a sounding board for ideas. A third element in the proposed institutional structure was a Secretariat of full-time professionals who would provide support for the Commissioners.

Another important element of the Gland agreement was an outline of the Commission’s operational mandate. Its *modus operandi* would consist of study groups, public hearings, commissioned studies, and task forces. Agreement was also reached on an implementation strategy to take effect immediately after the workshop. IUCN’s Director General agreed to set up an Interim Working Group (IWG) composed of IUCN and World Bank staff. The IWG would draw on participants in the workshop for advice and support in establishing the Commission. By the end of October, the IWG would establish full terms of
reference for the Commission and its advisory Forum, membership of the Commission and the Forum, capabilities and location of the Secretariat, an outline program and budget for the Commission and Secretariat, and a funding strategy for the two-year life of the Commission.

In the weeks that followed the Gland Workshop, the IWG was formed with six representatives from the World Bank and five from the IUCN. In deference to NGO participants in Gland who were uneasy working with the World Bank, it was agreed that IUCN would take the primary managing role. The IWG was given six months to decide on the composition and procedures of the WCD in consultation with members of the gathering at Gland—called the Reference Group (RG).

Conclusions
The conditions for the genesis of the WCD lay in the global and national maturity of the dams debate. A critical mass of local, national, and transnational civil society organisations had emerged to challenge not just the social and cultural injustices and environmental degradation and damage caused by some of the worst large dam projects but also the conceptualisation, planning, and implementation of dam-building projects. Civil society groups, who most desired a change in the status quo, were the primary proponents of an independent commission. Growing evidence of the adverse impacts of large dams as well as the high transaction costs of enduring civil society opposition led the World Bank to question the extent of its future role in supporting the building of these dams. Certain private investors in large dams also sought clearer ground rules for their engagement with host governments and communities in order to free them of damaging charges and smooth their operations. Additionally, environmental issues were also beginning to have greater resonance within the professional dams community. These complex realities and concerns among diverse stakeholders, and the WCD’s own evolving commitment to be a democratic multi-stakeholder forum, convinced stakeholders to participate—if they had an equal place at the table.

The acrimony of the dams debate meant that the risks of multi-stakeholder engagement were high, including for those in the World Bank who were attempting to pursue greater participation and openness. All the participants in the Gland meeting had a sense of entering truly untested territory.

The addition of IUCN as a convening body, along with the World Bank, was critical to opening the Gland meeting to participation from other stakeholders. IUCN also helped to make NGOs more confident to attend the meeting. Sustained pressure from civil society organisations and social movements compelled the convenors to both widen participation and influence the content and process of the Gland meeting.

IUCN’s role as a convener was critical to broad stakeholder participation.

Participants unanimously identified the need for an independent and comprehensive review of the development effectiveness of large dam projects—above and beyond the World Bank’s own projects—and the generation of guidelines for future water and energy resources development. The suggestion for a WCD emerged as a promising response for all participants.

The setting up of the Commission was a major step forward for multi-stakeholder processes. It was a step with the potential to influence and perhaps even define global norms for the building and functioning of large infrastructure projects and other development processes. The number and nature of variables that led to the formation of the WCD will not be the same for other contentious issue areas. The principle of using transparent and inclusive multi-stakeholder consultations to define a commission is a relevant pre-condition, but the precise process and outcome may vary. The formation of such processes calls for continuing innovation and creativity on the part of all those seeking to democratise global and national policy arenas.
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The question of who participates and how is at the heart of any multi-stakeholder process. The WCD's ability to create and maintain legitimacy depended on whether different stakeholder groups felt adequately represented in its process. In this chapter, we examine the role of the Commission, Secretariat, and advisory Forum and how they came to incorporate a range of interests. The acceptability of the Commission, Secretariat, and Forum to different groups holds implications for the design of future commissions. In addition to analysing representation, we examine the funding base of the WCD and the design of the workplan, which reflect concerns about independence and inclusiveness in the design of the WCD.

Representation of Viewpoints on the Commission

Multi-stakeholder processes (MSPs) raise complex questions of representation, and the WCD was no exception. Within the established framework of democratic government, the ballot box is the accepted test of representation. For MSPs, however, representation is a far more murky construct. Members are not elected and their constituencies are not clearly defined. In the case of the WCD, where Commissioners served in their personal capacities, there were no commonly accepted mechanisms by which they were held accountable to stakeholder groups. Yet, ensuring that different stakeholder views are represented is central to MSPs, particularly those created to provide advice on contentious issues, such as large dams. Thus, a key ingredient in the recipe proposed by the Gland workshop was appointment of Commissioners who were “representative of the diversity of perspectives.” In this section, we explore how the WCD sought to tackle the question of representation to ensure that participation by various stakeholders strengthened, rather than diluted, the legitimacy of the process. Although the primary focus in this chapter is on the selection of Commissioners, we also examine how the formation of the Secretariat and the Forum are relevant to issues of representation.

A Protracted Struggle over Commissioner Selection

In the months immediately following the Gland workshop, the institutional apparatus of the Commission was not yet in place. During this time, stakeholder groups pressed the World Bank and IUCN for a role in forming the Commission. An influential report on institutional design penned by the facilitator at Gland, Professor Anthony Dorcey, noted the importance of expanding the legitimacy of the Commission beyond that provided by the authority of the two convening organisations, the World Bank and IUCN. At stake was the perceived independence of the Commission. The selection of Commissioners rapidly became a flashpoint for dispute.

The implementation strategy agreed in Gland called for the Interim Working Group (IWG), composed of a handful of senior World Bank and IUCN staff, to devise the terms of reference for the Commission and select Commissioners. It was to draw on the Gland participants (Reference Group) for “advice and support.” This vague formulation quickly led to an argument over the degree to which Reference Group members would have a say in the Commission’s structure and composition. As one participant in the Gland meeting suggested, “…people left the meeting with a different sense of what had been agreed to! In some ways they wanted to leave before it all fell apart.” Hence, the
stage was set early for a tussle over authority between the IWG and the Reference Group.

The mandate from Gland was to select a slate of Commissioners with “appropriate expertise and experience...widely regarded as having integrity and being objective, independent, and representative of the diversity of perspectives including affected regions, communities, and private and public sectors.” The challenge lay in determining the appropriate range and mix of perspectives on dams, and most importantly, deciding who would make this determination. The ensuing process of Commissioner selection, summarised below, was protracted, bitter, and partisan.

Selection of the Chairperson indicated the lenses through which different groups would view the battles ahead. The IWG selected Professor Kader Asmal, then the Minister of Water Affairs and...
Forestry in South Africa, to chair the WCD. Each side in the debate saw signs of hope in his selection. As a government minister from the South, Prof. Asmal could reasonably be seen as credible by governments, particularly in Southern dam-building nations. Moreover, the legitimacy conferred on him as an elected politician was of great importance, particularly to governments. Private sector interests supported his candidacy based on his status as a minister in a Southern country with a track record of concern for economic development. They noted his past approval of a large dam in the Lesotho Highlands Water Project complex in South Africa. As one Forum member from the private sector noted, a minister could be counted on to uphold sovereign rights to decision-making over national resources, and not to abdicate authority to non-elected stakeholders. Indeed, Prof. Asmal’s personal credibility was the basis on which this observer persuaded his board of directors to participate in the WCD.

Civil society groups were initially wary of Prof. Asmal’s selection. In particular, they were concerned about his past support for the Lesotho water project, but were heartened by his distinguished background as a human rights and anti-apartheid activist. Ultimately, they decided to support him as Chairperson, but subject to a tacit understanding that the position of Vice Chairperson would be filled by someone who had their complete trust. The result was a Chairperson who was endorsed by all the stakeholders, albeit with different degrees of confidence. Subsequent events were to bear out the importance of a strong and credible Chairperson to the ultimate success of the Commission.

Selection of the Chairperson was as far as the unanimity of the selection process extended. In particular, the process was marked by contention between the IWG and NGO stakeholders on the Reference Group. NGO and social movement participants rejected the IWG’s first list of 10 candidate Commissioners as “an insult.” In their eyes, the list lacked direct representatives of affected communities and active anti-dam campaigns. By contrast, they argued that several representatives of the dam construction industry, dam promotion organisations, and technical experts, all of whom could be seen as dam supporters, were nominated to the Commission.

The back-and-forth over proposed lists between October 1997 and January 1998 was characterised by considerable ill-will and hostile exchanges. NGO and social movement representatives on the Reference Group threatened more than once to withdraw from the process entirely. They suggested that the attempt by the IWG and the Chairperson to retain complete authority over the Commissioner selection process would “flagrantly breach the consensus spirit of Gland.” In response, the IWG and Prof. Asmal, who was now part of the process, threatened to pursue the process even if it was “without the complete consensus we had hoped for in Gland.” In hindsight, the IWG found that the Reference Group wanted more ongoing input than they at first realised. They were operating on the assumption that they had a mandate to move forward and were surprised to be challenged.

A compromise was reached only after Professor Asmal threatened to resign if the group could not reach consensus. The compromise provided for an “expanded IWG” with a small number of interest group representatives from the Gland meeting, in addition to the World Bank and IUCN representatives. Thus, after much contention, a wider range of stakeholders won a say in Commissioner selection. In late January 1998, some 3 months late, this body was able to reach consensus on a list of 12 Commissioners. The main change from earlier lists was the addition of Medha Patkar, a founder of the Narmada Bachao Andolan (Struggle to Save the Narmada River).

**Commissioners were to represent a diversity of perspectives.**

As a result of the difficult negotiations between the World Bank/IUCN Interim Working Group and participants from the Gland meeting, the Commission turned out to be characterised by representation of stakeholder interests, rather than purely by the eminence of its members. In this regard, the WCD was a significant departure from past commissions. The Commissioners of the WCD were active practitioners in international networks, which included NGO, social movement, and business networks, as well as government agencies.
The emphasis on representation went hand in hand with greater stakeholder involvement in Commissioner selection, because only stakeholders, not the IWG, could determine who was representative of their interests. This is not to suggest that it was easy to define stakeholder groups and establish who could represent them. The stakeholders who selected the Commissioners were an ad hoc group of participants from Gland chosen for their diverse political views and prominence in the dams debate. They sought balance on the Commission between the North and South and diversity of experience in government, private sector, community organising, environmental management, academic disciplines, and other related issues. The greatest benefit from their participation was that the stakeholders could determine the political acceptability of the Commission as a whole. The WCD could later claim legitimacy based on its incorporation of the entire spectrum of views and perspectives in the dams debate. (See Box 4.3 for one example.)

The emphasis on representation, rather than eminence, would have far-reaching implications for Commissioners’ relationships with interest groups in the debate and on stakeholders’ subsequent support for the Commission’s work. On the one hand, Commissioners were explicitly invited to join the Commission as individuals and not as formal representatives of an organisation. “When I was invited to participate, my chief criterion was independence,” said one Commissioner. “If you’re beholden, you’re stuck.” Such independence was essential if Commissioners were to develop shared understanding with each other and move toward a consensus.

On the other hand, Commissioners’ individual legitimacy stemmed from their prominence in international networks and their unspoken claim to represent certain viewpoints. As a result, they faced a perpetual tension between forging consensus among themselves, which required flexibility, and maintaining the trust of constituents, which required a measure of rigidity. When asked whether she was a representative of any group, one Commissioner responded: “Yes and no. It’s very complex. I have a responsibility to represent a point of view of a particular constituency. It was in the mandate that we do not represent our organisations for the reason that I don’t go back to them on everything I have to say. They have expressed faith in my nomination.” We return to the subject of representation and how Commissioners balanced competing pressures in Chapter 7.

The struggle by NGOs for participation in decision-making, rather than consultation alone, set a benchmark for stakeholder engagement throughout the process, but only after it had created an initial climate of distrust. In order to rebuild trust, the IWG wrote to Reference Group members promising to implement the Gland commitment

---

**Box 4.2 The Commissioners**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kader Asmal</td>
<td>WCD Chairperson Ministry of Water Affairs and Forestry, South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakshmi Chand Jain</td>
<td>WCD Vice-Chairperson High Commissioner to South Africa, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy Henderson</td>
<td>Oxfam International, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Göran Lindahl</td>
<td>Asea Brown Boveri Ltd., Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer Scudder</td>
<td>California Institute of Technology, United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joji Carino</td>
<td>Tebtebba Foundation, Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Blackmore</td>
<td>Murray-Darling Basin Commission, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medha Patkar</td>
<td>Struggle to Save the Narmada River, India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>José Goldemberg</td>
<td>University of São Paolo, Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Moore</td>
<td>Environmental Defense, United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shen Guoyi</td>
<td>Ministry of Water Resources, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan Veltrop</td>
<td>Honorary President, International Commission on Large Dams, United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achim Steiner</td>
<td>WCD Secretary-General Germany</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* a Resigned, early 2000
* b Joined Commission in September 1998 to replace Wolfgang Pircher, the original nominee
* c Initially an ex-officio Commissioner

**Note:** Affiliations as of May 1998
to a fair and transparent process not only in the preparation phase but also throughout the life of the Commission.17

At least two lessons about developing a multi-stakeholder process emerge from this brief tour of the WCD’s early history. First, decision-making authority over commissioner selection must be clear. The ambiguous authority given to the IWG, tempered by the Reference Group’s consulting mandate and Prof. Dorcée’s calls for greater stakeholder engagement, led to strains on the emerging dialogue between stakeholders. Second, if the legitimacy of a commission is based in part upon perceptions of commissioners as representative of broader interests, as is the case with the WCD, then the process of selection must take stakeholder groups into confidence. The participation of a small group of stakeholders from Gland helped gauge the legitimacy of individual Commissioners in professional and interest-based networks, and the political acceptability of the Commission as a whole.

Reflections on the Composition of the Commission

One consequence of the Commission’s composition along sectoral and disciplinary lines was that regional and country representation were not perfectly balanced. The Commission included nationals from the world’s four largest dam-building countries: China, India, Brazil, and the United States. It was equally balanced between North and South, with both the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson coming from the South, where the majority of future dams were forecast to be built. Both of these aspects boded well for the Commission’s success. However, the fact that the Commissioners came from a total of seven countries and included two Indians, three Americans, and two Australians perplexed stakeholders in other major dam-building regions, such as Latin America, East and West Africa, and the Middle East.18 Although multi-stakeholder processes are composed to reflect diverse political and sectoral views, the WCD experience suggests that regional representation still matters.

The Commissioners were active practitioners in international networks.

Secondly, the selection process sought to balance gender diversity and was quite successful in doing so. Of the 13 original Commissioners (including the Secretary-General), 5 were women. This level of participation by women was quite notable by historical standards. The caveat is that all but one of these five women came from civil society backgrounds. With the exception of Shen Guoyi from the Government of China, the private sector and government participants were all male. This

---

Box 4.3

Defining allies—the perspective of the Movimento dos Antingidos por Barragens (Movement of Dam-affected People, Brazil)

The views of the Movement of Dam-affected People (MAB), Brazil, on the composition of the WCD illustrate how stakeholders saw their perspectives represented on the Commission. MAB’s leadership believed that the majority of WCD Commissioners were pro-dam in orientation. The Commissioner from Brazil was a former government official whom they considered to be a historical enemy of their movement.

Nonetheless, MAB’s view of the Commission was tempered by the inclusion of Medha Patkar, the anti-dam activist, and the broader involvement of the Struggle to Save the Narmada River in the process. MAB saw Ms. Patkar as highly qualified and capable of playing a significant role in the process.

“During the choice of Commissioners, MAB almost left the process. We had many problems. But the inclusion of Medha Patkar made us continue, because if the Save the Narmada was participating we had to participate too.”

“I am sure that there were more pro-dam representatives than anti-dam ones. But I think that our Commissioners were so well qualified that despite the minority in numbers we could easily present our ideas and convictions.”

---

*Interview with NGO activist, MAB’s IV National Congress, November 1999.

*Interview with a leader from MAB, MAB’s IV National Congress, November 1999.


The Commissioners were active practitioners in international networks.

Secondly, the selection process sought to balance gender diversity and was quite successful in doing so. Of the 13 original Commissioners (including the Secretary-General), 5 were women. This level of participation by women was quite notable by historical standards. The caveat is that all but one of these five women came from civil society backgrounds. With the exception of Shen Guoyi from the Government of China, the private sector and government participants were all male. This
formulation was to affect, in subtle ways, the dynamics within the Commission as, by and large, the male participants came from positions of significantly greater power than did the female participants.\footnote{19}

The Effect of Stakeholder Mobilisation on Representation

The degree to which stakeholder groups approved of the Commission’s composition—and felt their views were represented—depended partly on how organised they were to participate in the early process. They were not all equally engaged in advocacy.

NGOs and social movements were extremely organised and, to an external audience, appeared united in their engagement in the Commissioner selection process.\footnote{20} As a result, they nominated Commissioners who enjoyed wide credibility within civil society—with backgrounds that spanned the interests of development, environment, indigenous peoples, and resettled populations. Although civil society groups continued to have reservations about other Commissioners and there was some internal disension, most groups agreed to continued participation and engagement in the WCD.

Private sector engagement with the IWG lacks a paper trail and so is harder to reconstruct than that of the NGOs and movement groups. An official from the Harza Engineering Company and a past president of the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) provided a dams industry perspective to the Commissioner selection process as part of the expanded Interim Working Group. However, there is little evidence of broad private sector interest in and engagement with the WCD at this early stage. Certainly, the dams industry did not have networks in place to co-ordinate common interests the way that anti-dam and social justice groups did. Many companies that had a stake in the WCD were either unaware of the Commission, or did not appreciate its potential significance for their operations. For example, a large utility sent a representative to the Gland workshop, but then played no role in Commissioner selection or, indeed, in any aspect of the WCD until very late in the process.\footnote{21} Even among companies that appreciated the relevance of the WCD, private sector participants suggested that competition among firms placed barriers to working in coalitions.\footnote{22} As a result, private companies, utilities, and industry associations were less enthusiastic about the Commissioners from industry backgrounds, compared to NGOs and social movements’ support for Commissioners from their backgrounds.

Furthermore, when the IWG proposed to include an office-bearer from ICOLD on the Commission, there was considerable contention over which person was most suitable. The original nominee, a former president of ICOLD, attended the first meeting of the Commission then withdrew.\footnote{23} Eventually, Dr. Jan Veltrop, another former president, was nominated and accepted. ICOLD members noted that there was vigorous debate behind closed doors at ICOLD on the suitability of Dr. Veltrop’s nomination, implying that he did not enjoy the full trust of the membership.\footnote{24} In short, the private sector was complacent in the early days of the process, did not sufficiently appreciate the possible impacts of the WCD, and was relatively unprepared and fractious in its demands for representation.

There was little private sector interest in the WCD in the early stages.

Governments were perhaps the hardest group to accommodate within a representational model. Although governments certainly jostle for position and representation when it comes to inter-governmental bodies, multi-stakeholder processes have not, as yet, commanded that same attention. The WCD was no exception. It was up to the World Bank and IUCN and other members of the expanded Interim Working Group to reach out to governments and inform them about the new opportunity for dialogue and shared learning. Standing as they did outside the United Nations or other formal inter-governmental bodies, the onus was on the convenors to ensure that the WCD would be credible to governments.

Ultimately, the Commission departed from the model of past global commissions that have almost entirely comprised eminent retirees from government; however, its members’ collective government experience was significant. Three Commissioners
were active in government service during their time on the Commission: Professor Asmal of South Africa; L.C. Jain of India; and Shen Guoyi of China. A former government official of another huge dam-building nation, José Goldemburg of Brazil, was appointed to the Commission. Several other Commissioners were either former government officials, or officials of parastatal organisations, such as Don Blackmore, the chief executive of the world’s largest river basin authority. The Chairperson frequently pointed out that he and the Vice-Chairperson were from the South, to enhance the Commission’s legitimacy with Southern governments.

This profile of governmental experience, while satisfactory to many stakeholders from the broad middle of the dams debate, proved unsatisfactory to some governments. The Commissioner from China’s Ministry of Water Resources withdrew midway through the process, apparently because her government was becoming uneasy with the range of views on the Commission. (See Chapter 7.) This loss undoubtedly bruised the overall Commission’s credibility.

Meanwhile, the Government of India’s Central Water Committee perceived both Commissioners from India as being anti-dam and complained that it should have had a greater role in the selection process. Two Indian nationals sat on the Commission: L.C. Jain and Medha Patkar. Ms. Patkar was the leader of the Struggle to Save the Narmada River and National Convenor of the National Alliance of People’s Movements. Dr. Jain was India’s High Commissioner to South Africa and a former member of India’s National Planning Commission and a special committee to review aspects of the Sardar Sarovar Project. Both were critical of dams, Patkar famously so. Although the overall Commission included engineers, investors, and pro-dam planners, it was difficult for officials in India’s Central Water Committee to see beyond the apparent bias of the two Indian members. The Indian case illustrates the juggling act that is required to make sure that balance is achieved across a range of parameters. It also highlights that for a global commission a global balance is necessary, but from the viewpoint of nation states, the more important lens is a national one.

The Indian government’s preference for greater governmental participation in the WCD selection process and subsequent events illustrates a political trade-off faced by the WCD’s convenors. Indian water officials’ disapproval of the unfolding WCD process and eventual outcome was partly because of their lack of involvement in the formative process. However, had governments been more involved in the preparatory and subsequent phases of the WCD, the direction of the process would have been different and the political space for inclusion of NGOs and social movements would have been destroyed. An influential NGO activist has stated that the anti-dam movement’s involvement was contingent upon weak governmental involvement, because it was governments’ water and energy policies that protest movements fundamentally opposed.

Similarly, the options for greater World Bank influence over the Commission posed a political trade-off. The IWG never considered nominating an official of the World Bank to serve on the Commission because the WCD was rooted in the call by civil society for a truly independent review of large dams. Had a World Bank official served on the Commission (or had the process been tied to the World Bank in other ways), the major anti-dam NGOs and social movements would have left the process and barraged it with negative publicity. They considered the World Bank to be too deeply invested in large dams technology to be capable of providing an independent assessment of dams’ benefits and costs.

In future multi-stakeholder processes, questions will inevitably arise about whether powerful actors, such as the World Bank, should have a direct voice in the negotiations, given the tenuous yet possible eventuality that such involvement could increase the institution’s buy-in to the results. As with government officials, it is unclear whether and how a World Bank representative could comfortably manage the ambiguous representation—as an individual but also as an implied institutional spokesperson—required to participate in the Commission. Just as with governments, the individual chosen to serve from the World Bank—and his or her clout within the institution—would...
make a tremendous difference to the outcome of the multi-stakeholder process and institutional acceptance of the results.

In sum, Commissioner selection was a highly complex balancing act. In the case of the WCD, NGOs were the most vigorous in representing their interests. In many respects, the creation of political space for their inclusion depended upon pro-dam interests being less organised and NGOs being able to claim the space for negotiation. In other words, the convenors of future processes must be aware that for contentious development issues such as dams, inclusion of diverse voices is possible but political trade-offs inevitably arise. The WCD experience suggests that future multi-stakeholder commissions should respond to the challenges of preparation and formation with comprehensive mapping exercises of concerned stakeholders and connected selection processes among stakeholder groups, rather than exclusion of any relevant constituency.

The Significance of the Secretariat’s Role

As Commissioners were the public and political face of the WCD, the process and outcome of Commissioner selection were critical to representation and, therefore, to the legitimacy of the WCD. By contrast, it is not immediately obvious why the composition of the Secretariat, designed as an administrative body, should also have played a part in stakeholder perceptions of the WCD’s legitimacy. And yet, it clearly did. Private sector actors and NGOs concluded that the Secretariat was a critical element of the Commission’s structure, and that the composition of the Secretariat shaped outcomes. As we will discuss in Chapter 5, in operationalising the WCD’s work plan, the Secretariat’s role extended into framing decisions for the Commission in important, if understated, ways. As a result, concerns over the representation of interests became an issue within the Secretariat, just as much as within the Commission.

In processes of this nature, the importance of the Secretariat depends heavily on how Commissioners choose to structure their work. In the early days of the WCD, some Commissioners proposed that each of them conduct an independent work programme using WCD resources, and convene occasionally to knit these disparate elements into a cogent final report. This model would have required only a minimal Secretariat, one which would have had less influence in shaping outcomes and, therefore, fewer implications for the WCD’s overall legitimacy. However, this model was abandoned as the Chairperson argued that only through a collective, unified approach would the Commission have sufficient legitimacy to transcend the partisanship of the dams debate. The Commissioners adopted a single plan that they would supervise together. One significant outcome of this decision was the need for a substantial Secretariat staff to undertake a more comprehensive work programme sanctioned by the WCD. However, this decision put much of the burden of maintaining credibility on to the Secretariat.

Stakeholders concluded that the Secretariat’s composition shaped the outputs of the Commission.

Achim Steiner, Secretary-General, in consultation with the Chairperson, shouldered much of this burden. As a Deputy Director with IUCN, Mr. Steiner had been centrally involved in organising the Gland meeting. Further, for several months he guided the early establishment phase of the IWG as its Interim Co-ordinator, until he left to take up another position. When the time came to select a full-time Secretary-General, Mr. Steiner was summoned back to the WCD. His appointment apparently owed much to the relationship he enjoyed with Prof. Asmal, whose trust and confidence he had gained during the initial establishment phase. Indeed, during the course of the WCD, the close working relationship between Prof. Asmal and Mr. Steiner was repeatedly mentioned as an important glue for the process as a whole.

The Selection of Secretariat Staff

Given the Secretariat’s important role in running the work programme, stakeholders watched closely to see whether their interests were reflected in the its make-up. Recognising the significance of the Secretariat’s composition in gaining stakeholder groups’ confidence, the Chairperson and Secretary-General sought staff with wide-ranging views in the dams debate and a diversity of sectoral expertise. As with the
Commission, the effort was to ensure that the Secretariat, as a whole, demonstrated balance. Thus, some staff brought a history of engagement with civil society groups, while others had worked on electricity and irrigation infrastructure projects. To a limited extent, this composition helped pair Commissioners with particular staff with whom they shared a perspective and background, and facilitated communication between the Commission and the Secretariat.

As with Commissioner selection, NGOs and social movements (including Commissioners from those backgrounds) were most active in identifying candidates for the Secretariat and encouraging them to apply. These efforts helped ensure that civil society viewpoints were represented within the Secretariat. Private sector actors and dams associations also played some role in proposing candidates, but did not do so until quite late in the selection process.

Stakeholder groups on the Forum remained uncomfortable with the Secretariat’s composition for much of the process, although the issue did not lead any of them to withdraw. Civil society groups charged that the Secretariat staff tended to be drawn from a mainstream perspective associated with international development institutions, such as the World Bank. Critics argued that development agency experience fosters a mind-set that emphasises technocratic approaches over the more political views put forward by peoples’ movements and some NGOs. Meanwhile, industry stakeholders noted that several Secretariat staff had previously worked at IUCN, one of the WCD’s convening institutions.

Charges of mainstream bias and IUCN tilt had some factual basis: four staff members brought considerable experience working in bilateral or multilateral development agencies. Three had considerable work experience with IUCN. Three more were drawn from academic or research organisations, two of whom had some experience consulting for development agencies. Two brought considerable media experience to the WCD.

Although it is a relatively simple matter to look at patterns in experience, it is much harder to assess what these patterns mean. Some of the effects of past experience, such as the ways in which problems are framed, are difficult to analyse empirically. It is easier to study the extent to which past experience determined the networks that Secretariat members brought to their jobs. These networks were significant to the work of the WCD. Interviews suggest that Secretariat staff relied heavily on their past contacts to identify consultants to carry out the work programme and participants in the consultations organised by the WCD. For example, the case study consultants in Pakistan were selected based on past work conducted by three senior advisors in Pakistan. This evidence of the importance of social networks suggests that explicit attention to the breadth of past experience within the Secretariat might have made for a more inclusive process.

If we accept that the personal experience of Secretariat staff inevitably affects the work of the Commission in explicit and subtle ways, then it is also relevant to examine the composition of the Secretariat along other parameters. Examined for gender balance, the Secretariat was unbalanced, with only two women (one of whom left during the process) among ten senior advisers. However, the Secretariat did also rely heavily on highly qualified interns, of which three-fourths were women. Thus, women were well represented at junior levels, but under-represented at senior levels.

The geographic balance across regions was also uneven. Of the ten senior advisors, three were from Europe, three from North America, two from South Asia, and one each from Latin America and Africa. Admittedly, these categorisations are crude, since most of the Secretariat staff had varied backgrounds and experience in several regions. In particular, all of the Europeans and North Americans also had considerable experience in Southern countries. In addition, the Secretariat staff explicitly sought out interns from various areas, particularly from those regions where the WCD would host regional consultations.

In sum, the composition of the Secretariat reflected the existing bias in development circles toward development agency experience, a preponderance of men over women, and of Northern rather than Southern origins. Some argue that the demographic characteristics of the Secretariat only reflected the constraints of global society in terms of the requisite skills, training, experience, and availability of personnel. However, the legitimacy of a body explicitly committed to inclusiveness, as the WCD Secretariat was, would have been more
easily defended had it successfully found ways to overcome these limitations.

**Establishment of the Forum**

The participants at the Gland workshop called for roles for diverse stakeholders in the Commission’s structure. In addition to the Commission and Secretariat, they envisioned a consultative group of stakeholders comprised of their own number, supplemented by others, to be used as a sounding board for the Commission’s ideas.33 This vision was realised in the WCD Forum. The intent was by no means for the Commission to be accountable to the Forum on an ongoing basis. Instead, the Forum was an institutionalised means for the Commissioners, assisted by the Secretariat, to receive feedback on their ongoing work. The Forum would ensure that the wider body of stakeholders remained engaged in the process throughout its life and that the Commission did not drift too far from the wider range of opinions in the debate. Finally, the Forum, as the group of stakeholders most closely concerned with the outcome of the WCD, was intended to publicise the work of the WCD and build ownership for the final product. In the eloquent words of Kader Asmal, if the World Bank and IUCN were the midwives, the Forum was the family into whose hands the fledgling WCD report would be delivered.34

The participants in the Gland workshop formed the core of the Forum. It was subsequently expanded to its final size of 68 organisations.35 As with the other organs of the WCD, the initiators sought a balanced representation across various stakeholder groups. Participation in the Forum was by invitation only. The Commission decided upon new members with the help of the Secretariat. Participation was divided into 10 different group types (see Figure 4.1)—a classification that brought a balance of views to the Forum as a whole and that provides a possible model for future processes.

The definition of stakeholder groups had considerable implications for the relative representation of the Forum. For example, had the WCD been explicitly conceived of as a “trilateral network”—a simplistic formulation that has gained popularity in recent years—there would potentially have been considerable pressure to allocate Forum representation equally among governments, civil society organisations, and the private sector. Instead, the WCD chose to adopt a more fine-grained approach based on a close examination of the dams arena. For example, it included separate categories for NGOs and dam-affected peoples to reflect the different perspectives, approaches, and concerns of these two groups. In another example, it divided industry groups into river basin authorities, utilities, and private sector firms. This was entirely appropriate and continued the more sophisticated mapping of stakeholder categories evidenced in Agenda 21 and its follow-up processes. As one commentator wrote of the approach in Agenda 21, “How can you put together NGOs, women, trade unions, scientists, and local government, to mention a few, in one grouping called civil society?”36

**Figure 4.1  Forum composition**

*Source: WCD website, www.dams.org/about/forum_list.htm (28 September 2001).*
Inclusiveness was but one concern in designing the Forum; the other was balance. The different interest groups on the Forum, interestingly, all considered it unbalanced in some way. Industry representatives found the Forum biased towards NGOs and felt that they would not “get their way” until the balance shifted. When community groups and anti-dam NGOs tallied up numbers, they counted many more Forum members from the development establishment, which they considered pro-dam, than from project-affected communities. In the politically charged atmosphere around dams, no single formulation could satisfy all constituencies. The Commission made a broad effort to include multiple voices in approximately level proportions. Its ability to hold the Forum together through the process suggests that the general balance of the WCD’s Forum was right.

The Participation of Women

One shortcoming of the WCD’s stakeholder formulation is that participants who brought a gender perspective were not explicitly included as a separate stakeholder group. The Commission did acknowledge that there should be a slot for women’s issues. The international women’s network DAWN (Development Alternatives for Women in a New Era), which has a rotating secretariat among Southern countries, filled this slot.

Otherwise, gender concerns were captured only incidentally by individuals nominated to the other stakeholder categories. In most cases, the institutions chosen for Forum membership nominated male representatives. (The same phenomenon occurred at the Gland meeting, when IUCN and the World Bank invited institutions, not individuals, to participate and the overwhelming majority of representatives were men.) Although it is true that women seldom form a significant political constituency in dams debates, they do form one of the most important stakeholder groups in overall water use and management. Indeed, the Dublin Principles, agreed by governmental representatives in 1992 in the run-up to the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, recognised, as one of four overarching principles, that “[t]he pivotal role of women as providers and users of water and guardians of the living environment has seldom been reflected in institutional arrangements for the development and management of water.” The call for women’s integral involvement in water management was one of four pillars in the final conference declaration.

The space given to women’s voices on the Commission itself was extremely important—and to some degree corrected for the Forum’s male bias—in terms of women’s influences on the process’ outcome and overall public perceptions of gender bias. However, the Forum’s tilt nonetheless established it as a place where women had a hard time making themselves heard. Women participants—who were overwhelmingly from NGOs—reported how facilitators and rapporteurs of the Forum meetings disregarded their comments. A member of the sole women’s group on the Forum was visibly distressed by the lack of acknowledgement of women’s issues in the discussion. An observing female journalist from India wrote an article following the final Forum meeting that highlighted the preponderance of men at WCD meetings.

For a global process that was committed to good governance, there is enough evidence to suggest that gender bias in the WCD Forum led women to believe it was not a legitimate space for equal dialogue. Future multi-stakeholder processes will have to grapple with issues of organisational versus individual representation, if they follow the advisory forum model. There is a strong case for promoting more equitable women’s and men’s participation in such a design.

The Funding Challenge: Ensuring Adequacy and Independence

The WCD’s fundraising approach raises three questions. First, from a pragmatic point of view, did the WCD raise adequate funds to sustain itself effectively? Second, did the process of fundraising support or undermine the commitment to inde-
dependence, broad participation, and transparency that characterised the WCD’s work? Third, did the funding sources constrain or inhibit the working of the WCD?

From a pragmatic perspective, the WCD successfully met an ambitious budget, which allowed it to accomplish a significant amount of work over its two-year duration. This was a commendable accomplishment. At the same time, the WCD laboured under considerable uncertainty, particularly in its early months, over whether it would meet its fundraising targets. This uncertainty hampered its early work. Greater certainty of funds in the planning phase would undoubtedly have facilitated smoother implementation of the work plan.\(^4\)

The fundraising strategy was designed to ensure the WCD’s independence from possible sources of influence over its product and to mirror the multi-stakeholder nature of the Commission itself. Independence was sought by adopting a “no strings attached” fundraising policy. To ensure participation from a spectrum of actors, the WCD sought funds from the public sector, the private sector, and civil society institutions. The intent was to avoid undue reliance on any single funder and promote buy-in by all interest groups in the debate.\(^4\) The total projected budget for the WCD was just under US$10 million.

One indication of the fundraising strategy’s success was that the sources of funds and the means of raising funds did not provoke any debates during what was a highly scrutinised process. Multiple sources of funds allowed the WCD to claim that there was broad belief in the work of the Commission, as evidenced by the range of funders it attracted, including governments, industry, multilateral organisations, NGOs, and private philanthropic foundations. In examining the funding strategy in more depth, however, two caveats emerge.
First, although a wide range of funders from a variety of sectors did contribute, the bulk of the contributions came from the public sector. As Figure 4.2 shows, governments and multilateral agencies accounted for 88 percent of total financing for the WCD. Bilateral donor agencies from OECD countries, who funnelled their contributions through a trust fund set up by the World Bank, were a particularly important source of financing. This suggests that other stakeholder groups cannot or will not pick up the tab for commissions of this nature.

Second, the process of fundraising, at least in part, drove expansion of the Forum. Several Forum members, including a multilateral organisation, a government agency, and a private sector firm reported that they joined the Forum after being approached for a financial contribution to the WCD. Did this compromise the independence of the Forum? The answer is likely negative, because there is no evidence that funding was a requirement for membership on the Forum for these groups. Indeed, in one case, the organisation, citing its internal constraints, refused to fund the WCD but was nonetheless invited to participate on the Forum. However, the fact that some Forum members did perceive a linkage between Forum membership and funds suggests that the Secretariat did have trouble maintaining absolute independence. This process does illustrate the potential for fundraising imperatives to compromise the independence of a commission, or, almost as serious, to create perceptions of compromised independence, which could damage the integrity of the process.

Second, the WCD made some compromises on its “no strings attached” clause. Specifically, in some cases donors made requests regarding how their funds would be used, or provided in-kind information or expertise. Normally, this had no discernible impact on the functioning of the WCD. For instance, the U.K. Department for International Development (DFID) sought to support British input to the WCD. The WCD was able to meet this requirement through internal accounting that showed DFID funds were used to support British citizens on the Secretariat. The Asian Development Bank provided funds earmarked for the WCD’s consultations in Asia. Such geographically bounded provisions are not uncommon for bilateral and multilateral agencies.

Occasionally, funder preferences did influence the work programme in small ways. For example, the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) chose to provide an in-kind contribution to the survey portion of the work programme from a Norwegian trust fund under its control. From the perspective of WCD staff, this led to considerable IDB control over the process, as the IDB, not the WCD, chose a Norwegian consulting firm to conduct the work and added questions to the survey. For its part, the IDB suggested that they were forced into more of a management role by the WCD than they desired. In another case, a potential funder was rejected because the institution wanted to tie its funds. It subsequently dropped the restrictions and joined.

In summary, the WCD faced a trade-off between independence and obtaining sufficient funds to promote inclusion in the process. The evidence does not suggest that these incidents substantially altered the trajectory or outcomes of the WCD, nor were they significant in undermining perceptions of the WCD’s independence. However, they do suggest that the WCD faced continuous pressures in maintaining independence, and that the WCD had to make judgement calls as to what degree of interference was acceptable.

Conclusions
A commission built in part around the representation of stakeholders provides a promising alternative to a commission based on eminent persons. If key stakeholder groups perceive commissioners as legitimate representatives of their interests, then such a structure increases the likelihood that stakeholders will endorse the final outcome of the process. In order for this model to work, however, stakeholder groups must have a voice in the process of selecting Commissioners, and this voice should be recognised early in the process. This was the case in the WCD’s formation, when a small but diverse group of stakeholders from the Gland meeting participated in Commissioner selection.
A model designed around representation also brings with it complexities of implementation. Representation of large, unbounded groups of stakeholders with no formal structures of coordination or accountability cannot be based on formal representation. Instead, representation is based on the loose accountability of commissioners and on their reputation as individuals. This hybrid model requires that each stakeholder group is able to build consensus around legitimate representatives. Advocacy NGOs and social movements felt well represented on the WCD because their high level of organisation led to coherent demands for representation. Industry groups, by contrast, were poorly organised to participate at first, and did not feel well represented. Finally, the WCD experience shows that representation along the lines of interest groups has to be integrated with representation of experience, regional diversity, and gender diversity.

The secretariat that administers the day-to-day functioning of a commission has a key role in creating the political space for diverse participation. If it is perceived as broadly representative of stakeholder interests, it will have the trust of these groups. In the case of the WCD, the Secretariat mirrored the make-up of the professional development bureaucracy. The availability of qualified staff can pose a challenge to achieving sufficient diversity across interests, expertise, and gender and in regional balance. However, diversity in a secretariat, no less than in a commission, is worth striving for.

A fundraising strategy that draws upon a wide variety of contributors and that explicitly seeks independence from funders is an appropriate approach for a multi-stakeholder commission such as the WCD. The fact that the WCD’s funding was not a contentious issue and did not cause any interest groups to leave the process suggests that securing funding from diverse sources was an important part of the platform for broad stakeholder engagement. Not only did this strategy ensure the direct buy-in of many actors, it also built the trust and co-operation of others (for instance, had the WCD been only corporate-funded, it would have eroded the trust of civil society). Diversifying sources is an appropriate strategy to minimise dependence and possible control imposed by a narrow donor base.

**STRATEGIES FOR BUILDING CREDIBLE MULTI-STAKEHOLDER PROCESSES**

- Base representation on broad constituencies and skills-based categories, rather than on eminence alone, to create the political space for a large range of stakeholders to get involved.
- Undertake an assessment to determine major categories of stakeholders who must be brought to the table.
- Engage the full range of stakeholders early in the process of selection to gauge the political acceptability of commission composition, particularly if the commission is based on the representation of interest groups.
- Ensure that the composition of the Secretariat embraces disciplinary breadth and is seen to reflect broader stakeholder interests.
- Ensure that a gender perspective is represented in all of a commission’s bodies.
- Seek diverse funding based on untied funds.
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Chapter 5

Implementing the Work Programme: The Commissioned Studies

As with other multi-stakeholder processes, the success of the World Commission on Dams rested on its legitimacy with the stakeholders whose actions brought it into being, and to whom it would turn over its findings. Indeed, the final product’s authority depended upon a good process that enabled diverse stakeholders to contribute. The implicit benefits of diverse engagement were two-fold: first, such a process would be better informed by integrating diverse subjective viewpoints. Second, inclusion would build constituencies for implementation.

In order to “get the process right to ensure legitimacy,” the Commission committed to a set of guiding principles for its work programme. These included transparency, inclusiveness, independence, and accessibility. This chapter and the following chapter ask: How did the WCD put these principles of good governance into practice? What was the effect of these efforts on stakeholder buy-in to the Commission’s work? We also consider the implications of this experience for the design of future processes.

An Inclusive Approach to Knowledge Gathering

Participants at the Gland workshop articulated what the Commission should do, and how to do it. They called for a Commission that would make decision-making on dams more transparent and accountable and that would model these values in its own practice. The challenge of operationalising this mandate rested with a group of very diverse Commissioners, brought together through an acrimonious process. Focusing a work programme to the mutual satisfaction of such a group brought greater challenges than if the Commission had been less heterogeneous and less closely tied to the interests in the dams debate.

The Commissioners wisely decided on a flexible work programme that created the political space for diverse views on dam planning and practice to emerge. They used the creation of a global “knowledge base,” a central part of their mandate, as an opportunity to engage most major interest groups. The next section of this chapter details aspects of the work programme’s design that were intended to capture these diverse views and engage a broad cross section of stakeholders in the knowledge-gathering exercise.

Defining the specific tasks and scope of the knowledge base was a daunting task. Given the huge number of large dams—45,000 in all—the Commission realised it would not be possible to analyse a statistically representative sample. Rather, according to early work documents, the Commission would foster “a structured, transparent, and inclusive dialogue around key issues and major controversies that have proved to be so divisive.”

The dialogue would be accomplished through four activities, which became known as the “four pillars” of the Commission’s knowledge base and are detailed in Box 5.1. First, in-depth case studies would illuminate large dams’ performance. Second, a survey of 150 large dams would capture trends in performance. Third, cross-cutting issues papers (“thematic reviews”) would highlight best practices and recurring problems from around the world, as well as alternatives to large dams in providing water supply, energy, and flood control services. Fourth, public consultations would be held in all major world regions to provide stakeholders with the opportunity to share their views directly, and the public would be able to make
Box 5.1 The four pillars of the knowledge base

general submissions to the Secretariat, by mail, in person, or through the Commission’s website. This framework emerged out of considerable discussion and after several alternative frameworks were considered.

The flexible work programme created political space for diverse stakeholder views.

The Commissioners did not review past dams experience with a specific yardstick for “development effectiveness” (indeed, it would likely have been impossible for the diverse Commissioners to agree on such a yardstick at the start). Instead, they encouraged stakeholders to air their own views on what constitutes development effectiveness, and they promised to weigh convergent and divergent views. Kader Asmal’s injunction for people to have their “day in court” in the context of one component of the work programme, the regional consultations, was therefore a suitable allegory for the WCD’s work as a whole. Normative judgements about the justice of dam building and distribution of benefits were as welcome as technical cost-benefit calculations when it came to stakeholder consultations and general submissions.

Significantly, this approach gave many groups the hope that their views might prevail. If, by contrast, the Commission had tried to come up with a single yardstick for assessing dams, they might have alienated certain interest groups from the start. The Commission side-stepped the flaw in the World Bank Operations Evaluation Department (OED) study that had ignited NGO criticism. The OED Review had rated World Bank-funded dams on a scale of unacceptable to acceptable but had run into trouble because NGOs criticised the World Bank’s evidence and OED’s notion of “acceptable.”

“In many other areas, people feel excluded,” said one Commissioner from government. “Here we have a unique opportunity, people feel included.” A community-based Commissioner rallied an NGO meeting with a similar statement: “I think we can reassure the communities that the WCD is demanded by the people themselves. You can tell them it’s up to us, the civil society, as to how we use this process effectively.”

In spite of these benefits, it is important to note a discrepancy among stakeholders of what the knowledge base was meant to achieve. According to the Commission and Secretariat, the knowledge base was intended to both contribute to the Commission’s learning from the past and to highlight current and future good practice in dam building, operations, and decommissioning. But government and industry actors, on the one hand, and NGO and movement groups, on the other, had fundamental differences about the appropriate orientation of the workplan. Government and industry actors thought the exercise should focus as much as possible on good practice in recent dams history. They were looking for changes that could be adopted relatively easily within given development frameworks. Non-governmental actors were looking for full documentation of bad dams practice that would support their campaigns for compensation for displaced people and their desire for large dams technology to be condemned in the future. This ongoing contestation would colour the next two years’ work.

The regional consultations gave people their “day in court.”

The knowledge generation process for the WCD could have taken different paths. Early on, Commissioners discussed whether they could individually supervise independent reviews of dams experience in their regions with light co-ordination by the Chairperson and Secretary-General, but the Commissioners rejected this model on the basis that their credibility rested on a uniformity of approach across case studies. This could only be achieved by having a substantial body of senior advisors in Cape Town to co-ordinate the studies. Considering that individual Commissioners tended to raise suspicion when they appeared alone in the WCD context, it is also possible that such a decentralised model would have alienated key interest groups in the regions. Although rejection of this model implied hiring a larger Secretariat, it probably increased the inclusiveness of the process.

Some development practitioners and Secretariat members favoured a second model that involved undertaking a full-blown assessment of the development effectiveness of energy alternatives to
This approach would have placed the future of dams within the framework of global energy forecasts (as well as freshwater needs), and would have illuminated the comparative advantages and disadvantages of dams over other means of obtaining these services. Many industry and governmental participants remain displeased, to this day, that such a comprehensive options assessment was not undertaken. The Commission rejected this model on the basis that global forecasting was a niche occupied by existing think tanks. Moreover, a technocratic approach of this nature would not have supported the commitment to inclusion and participation demanded by the Reference Group at Gland.

Participation in the Framing Process

The earliest expressions of the Commission’s mandate called for a body that would undertake its work in a participatory fashion. Yet, the convenors of any multi-stakeholder process must ask: When should we invite stakeholders to participate? Should the process be open to public comment at every step of the way, or does this make the transaction costs too high? This question applied at every stage in the WCD process: from the call for a World Commission on Dams, through the drafting of the final report. As shown in Chapter 3, an open dialogue among core stakeholders on the composition of the Commission proved essential to obtaining their groups’ support for the two-year process. In the following process to shape and define the work programme, the newly formed Commission erred toward providing frequent opportunities for public comment.

The catch with the WCD’s initial efforts to invite participation is that they were not sufficiently publicised to garner significant input. Because of funding constraints and a small staff in the early days, the WCD’s invitations for public comment on the emerging work programme were largely disseminated on its website in 1998. However, this virtual forum was barely used and was consequently removed from the site. Instead, comment came predominantly from networks of NGOs and professional associations who learned of the WCD from colleagues on the Commission and Secretariat and used these contacts as pressure points.

It was not until the first meeting of the WCD’s advisory Forum in April 1999 that a broader range of stakeholder inputs—through the Forum members and their networks—developed. During this meeting, the diverse members of the Forum became fully informed about the scope and elements of the work programme. By then, the window of opportunity was closing for comment on the framing of Commission studies. Of this consultation period, one senior Secretariat member noted, “One lesson is, don’t assume that if you don’t have comments on the work programme that they’re happy with it!”

One Forum member from a development bank noted that the process of consolidating the work programme had happened too fast for his colleagues to absorb and respond to the information. “[The WCD] needed time for proper outreach on the methodology, for country studies and finding support from all corners,” he said.

In fairness to the WCD, its budget was extremely tight for the first two-thirds of its history, with scarce funds for elaborate outreach. The Secretariat’s outreach efforts were challenged by the amount of time that the Commissioners took to settle on the precise elements of the workplan (it took until December 1998 to establish the main cases and questions). Outreach was also slowed by fundraising. Difficulties in fundraising distracted Secretariat staff from their other work and delayed portions of the work programme.

The WCD’s experience highlights the importance of publicising the nature and aims of a commission at the outset, extending beyond electronic means as much as possible. The WCD made reasonable efforts to reach out in person. Future commissions should try to do even more to ensure they are reaching those without Internet access, and to ensure they win relevant stakeholders’ attention early.

The Commissioned Studies: Case Studies

The Choice of Case Studies: A Political Balancing Act

The WCD’s case studies were a key component in the Commission’s Global Review of Large Dams. They were intended to give “the first integrated look at dams from the perspective of all interest groups, be it from the point of view of government agencies, local economists, the riparian habitat, or impacts on the diets of indigenous peoples.”
The main question facing the Commission in its choice of studies was: How would it access an adequate breadth of experience about large dams and their impacts? It was not simply a question of how to assemble a representative picture of the experience with large dams, but also of how to ensure that the Commission appeared neutral to outside audiences. The Commission did not wish to alienate any major groups with its choice of case studies.

Dam proponents feared the Commission would choose only “failed” dams as a way of tarnishing the whole industry. Dam opponents wanted to make sure that the WCD recognised some of the grossest human rights abuses, dam-related corruption, and questions of ecological and economic viability around which they had mobilised in the first place. Would the Commission demonstrate its neutrality by choosing a balanced set of case studies of “good” and “bad” dams?

The WCD appeared to satisfy most major stakeholder groups who were then monitoring the process—the advocacy NGOs and dams interest groups—by selecting a set of case studies that encompassed diversity in geography, function, age, size, and catchment area. The case studies are listed in Box 5.2.

---

**Box 5.2**

**The WCD case studies**

**Focal Dams and River Basins:**
- Brazil: Tucurui Dam and Amazon/Tocantins River
- Norway: Glomma and Lågen River Basin
- Pakistan: Tarbela Dam and Indus River Basin
- Thailand: Pak Mun Dam and Mekong/Mun River Basins
- Turkey: Aslantas Dam and Ceyhan River Basin
- United States: Grand Coulee Dam and Columbia River Basin
- Zambia and Zimbabwe: Kariba Dam and Zambezi River Basin

**Country Reviews:**
- China
- India
- Russia

**Pilot Study:**
- South Africa: Gariep and Van der Kloof Dams and Orange River Basin

---

*The Commission intended for the case study dams to be set in a basin-wide context, as explained in the WCD’s Work Programme of February 1999, so that they might illustrate the cumulative effects of a cascade of dams or the effects of dams far downstream beyond the project site. This proved difficult to accomplish in practice, and the study of the Glomma and Lågen Basins in Norway was the only study that demonstrated cumulative impacts and decision-making across an entire river basin. (Interviews with senior Secretariat staff, 6 November 2000 and 28 February 2001.)*


---

An additional criterion for case study selection was diversity in political regimes, so that the Commission could study the differences in decision-making around large dams. (See Box 5.3.) However, in the pursuit of such political diversity, the Commission also wanted to avoid regimes so oppressive that it would be unable to consult with communities or raise transparency and accountability issues in the course of its assessment. The WCD case studies did demonstrate political diversity, but restrictions on civil society participation in three of the countries (Turkey, Pakistan, and China) limited the vitality of discussions later on. The Commission faced a trade-off between analysing the diverse political conditions under which dams are built and its desire for a thorough study in each case.

The only major upset about the choice of case studies occurred when ICOLD, the main dam industry association, learned from an internal WCD document that Turkey’s Ataturk Dam was on the shortlist. Ataturk was a primary example of a “problematic” dam that the association feared the WCD would use to cast doubt on the profession as a whole. As some ICOLD members were already suspicious of the Commission, choosing the Ataturk Dam may have caused a serious breach with this group. The Secretariat hurriedly removed the dam from consideration.

Community-based organisations put pressure on the Commission to intervene in the decision-making process.
making related to controversial dams under planning or construction. This tension first emerged during case study selection but resurfaced many times during the process.

The Controversy over Assessing Current Dam Projects

Two community-based organisations pleaded with the WCD to look at their cases, in the hope that it would have a positive influence on their campaigns. The WCD declined to get involved because the projects were ongoing and the Commission judged their intervention to be politically infeasible. This wise decision enhanced the Commission’s wider legitimacy.

The Brazilian Movement of Dam-affected People (MAB) encouraged the Commission to choose a particular dam where intensive civil society engagement had changed the features of the project. They wanted to demonstrate what could be accomplished when decision-making processes were democratised. Meanwhile, the Cree Nation, a native people in Canada, asked the Commission to consider the Churchill Falls Dam in Newfoundland, which was being planned in the face of native people’s dissent.

Many Commissioners feared it would be difficult to appear balanced and that they would risk alienating stakeholder groups. “The whole political space of the Commission would have been destroyed” if stakeholders had understood it to be adjudicating on current dam controversies, noted one senior advisor. “One of the spaces the Commission has is to look at the range of experience of dams worldwide” without judging specific ones. Furthermore, most Commissioners believed that for the purposes of assessing development effectiveness in the case studies, it was necessary to study completed dam projects from which the benefits and costs already flowed, with all their foreseen and unforeseen impacts.

In the case of the Brazilian social movement’s and the Cree Nation’s interventions, failure of the WCD to pick their choice of case study did not make these actors leave the process. However, the overall issue of whether the WCD would study current dam projects in depth continued to irk community-based and NGO stakeholders. Their dissatisfaction was understandable. Several groups with representatives on the Commission or WCD Forum were active in current struggles to block large dams or seek reparations from past projects. These groups justified their involvement in the WCD process with the hope that their commitments in scarce human and financial resources would bring progress in their specific campaigns.

To satisfy these groups, the Commission had to seek less confrontational ways of allowing them to express concerns about current dam projects. For instance, stakeholders could make submissions to the Secretariat about current dam concerns and, in most cases, had the opportunity to present current issues at regional consultations (although this process was not entirely “free,” as described in Chapter 6).

Stakeholders on the pro-dams side complained that the dams studied by the Commission were too old and did not adequately reflect the advances in environmental mitigation technology and compensation practices made in recent years. However, most of these complaints did not surface until after the WCD report was released. Ironically, NGOs’ and peoples’ movements also wanted the WCD to look at dams under construction in order to demonstrate what they perceived as the inadequacy of current decision-making processes and mitigation measures.

Later events supported the WCD’s decision to distance itself from current dam projects. As documented in Chapter 6 (see Box 6.3), the Indian government perceived the WCD to be meddling in the Narmada Valley Dams dispute when the Commission planned a field trip to the Valley. This

Box 5.3

Guiding questions for the case studies

1. What were the projected versus actual benefits, costs, and impacts of the dam?
2. What were the unexpected benefits, costs, and impacts?
3. What was the distribution of costs and benefits - who gained and who lost?
4. How were decisions made?
5. Did the project comply with the criteria and guidelines of the day?
6. What were the lessons learned?

conflict damaged relations between the WCD and the Government of India almost irreparably. The Chinese government was initially involved in the WCD but later withdrew from the process. One of the reasons for withdrawal, according to the WCD, was that officials of China’s Ministry of Water Resources mistakenly understood the WCD to be passing judgement on the Three Gorges Project.31

Future commissions and multi-stakeholder processes are likely to encounter similar tensions around the discussion of controversial current projects. They would do well to learn from the WCD’s wisdom and refrain from intervening, or being seen to arbitrate in, specific disputes.

The Country Studies: A Second Best Option

The Commission sought to be as comprehensive in its knowledge base as resources would allow. In some cases, lack of government co-operation limited available data. According to the Commission’s final report, the WCD sponsored country-level studies of large dams in India and China because these governments would not agree to in-depth studies of individual dams and river basins.32 This alternative approach was borne of the political tensions described above. In the case of Russia, another major dam-builder, the Commission could not raise the funds for a case study and settled for a more modest briefing paper.

Almost nobody was satisfied with the results of the China and India country studies. The Indian government’s Central Water Committee was extremely critical of the study, because it felt its officials were inadequately consulted during the process. Civil society groups criticised the study for its lack of thoroughness and its slim treatment of options to large dams. Those in the international community who were knowledgeable about China’s society and environment found little of use in the China study, which failed to address political economy issues in a significant way.33

The Commission’s difficulty in maintaining the trust of the Indian and Chinese governments, a story in which the country studies play just one part, was to vex the Commission throughout its history. China’s and India’s distancing from the process held implications for the WCD’s inclusiveness and demonstrated the hard reality of the political trade-offs the process faced. We revisit these questions in Chapters 8 and 9, where we explore broad stakeholder reactions to the WCD’s final report, and the relation between the process and stakeholder willingness to promote and adopt the recommendations.

The Role of Case Study Teams in Creating an Inclusive Knowledge Base

The Commission instructed its case study consultants to seek quantitative and qualitative information to “assess and illustrate stakeholders’ views.”34 To accomplish this, consultants’ ability to seek out diverse views and garner the respect of different stakeholders was critical.

According to the WCD’s final report, the Commission decided to employ “national teams of experts rather than using international consultants...while creating greater challenges in terms of independence and neutrality it provided the Commission with a deeper insight into the political, historical and cultural contexts for water and energy resources management.”35 Forum members welcomed the choice of national teams, for many members (especially NGOs) suspected that international consultants would treat local problems superficially. However, as the Commission acknowledged, there were significant practical challenges to assembling study teams that were politically acceptable to most stakeholders.36

The Secretariat sought study teams with multi-disciplinary expertise and from a range of institutions in the relevant country to provide a multi-stakeholder profile. Most of all, the Secretariat sought consultants who were open-minded and had experience working in different sectors, such as government, NGO, and business.37 This strategy had mixed success in soliciting information from the broader community of stakeholders. But the strategy was successful enough to suggest that the model is worth trying in future commissions.
Initial efforts by the WCD and its convening institutions to court the Chinese government reflected China's dam-building status. The only ministry-level representative at the Gland meeting came from China. A representative of the country’s Ministry of Water Resources was offered a place on the Commission, and Shen Guoyi accepted. The government agreed to sponsor the WCD. Initial discussions took place between the Commission and the Chinese government about the possibility of undertaking a case study of the Danjiangkou Dam.  

It is difficult to find public sources of information about the Chinese government’s view of the WCD. However, early articles by Chinese officials indicate that they welcomed these opportunities to summarise past experiences and study the dam-building practices of other countries. A working group of Chinese experts was established to provide opinion on the WCD’s studies, write a report on China’s position on dams and sustainable development, and prepare materials for members of the Chinese National Committee on Large Dams (CHINCOLD), who intended to participate in WCD activities.

In time, China’s engagement with the WCD tapered off. As the WCD’s requests for technical data became more detailed, the government became less responsive. Almost one year into the process, China declined permission for the WCD to undertake a full case study of the Danjiangkou Dam. Around the same time, a restructuring occurred in the Ministry of Water Resources that coincided with decreasing political support for WCD activities, including a suspicion that the WCD was against dams and that its discourse was incompatible with Chinese interests. Ms. Shen resigned from the Commission, citing health reasons. The Commission downgraded its assessment of China’s dams experience from a case study to a country study, and then to an external review undertaken by foreign consultants.

In the final analysis, of more than 180 consultants hired by the WCD in its work programme, only 3 were Chinese. There was no Chinese national on the Commission, Secretariat, or Forum following Ms. Shen’s resignation. The government refused to release basic technical data on its 22,000 large dams, which represent almost half of the global population. China’s involvement in the WCD had effectively ended.

According to a senior Secretariat staff member, the WCD continued to send materials to their “many contacts in the [Chinese] system.” However, once the Commission lacked official sanction, its outreach to Chinese institutions was cautious and limited. China’s representation at the WCD’s East Asia regional hearing in Vietnam was extremely modest. In China, media reports came to be dominated by resounding approval of the Three Gorges Project provided by ICOLD engineers during their September 2000 Congress in Beijing. WCD Commissioner Judy Henderson’s presentation to the ICOLD Congress at the time received scant attention.

The Chinese government’s withdrawal from the process, although difficult to corroborate from direct sources, may be analysed within the complex framework of China’s current political situation. There is growing awareness in China that more is at stake in the Three Gorges Project than isolated technical and social issues. Consequently, internal tension over the feasibility and possible impacts of Three Gorges has influenced the Chinese government’s approach toward dams issues, both domestically and internationally.

---

Box 5.4
The World Commission on Dams and China

Initial efforts by the WCD and its convening institutions to court the Chinese government reflected China’s dam-building status. The only ministry-level representative at the Gland meeting came from China. A representative of the country’s Ministry of Water Resources was offered a place on the Commission, and Shen Guoyi accepted. The government agreed to sponsor the WCD. Initial discussions took place between the Commission and the Chinese government about the possibility of undertaking a case study of the Danjiangkou Dam.

It is difficult to find public sources of information about the Chinese government’s view of the WCD. However, early articles by Chinese officials indicate that they welcomed these opportunities to summarise past experiences and study the dam-building practices of other countries. A working group of Chinese experts was established to provide opinion on the WCD’s studies, write a report on China’s position on dams and sustainable development, and prepare materials for members of the Chinese National Committee on Large Dams (CHINCOLD), who intended to participate in WCD activities.

In time, China’s engagement with the WCD tapered off. As the WCD’s requests for technical data became more detailed, the government became less responsive. Almost one year into the process, China declined permission for the WCD to undertake a full case study of the Danjiangkou Dam. Around the same time, a restructuring occurred in the Ministry of Water Resources that coincided with decreasing political support for WCD activities, including a suspicion that the WCD was against dams and that its discourse was incompatible with Chinese interests. Ms. Shen resigned from the Commission, citing health reasons. The Commission downgraded its assessment of China’s dams experience from a case study to a country study, and then to an external review undertaken by foreign consultants.

In the final analysis, of more than 180 consultants hired by the WCD in its work programme, only 3 were Chinese. There was no Chinese national on the Commission, Secretariat, or Forum following Ms. Shen’s resignation. The government refused to release basic technical data on its 22,000 large dams, which represent almost half of the global population. China’s involvement in the WCD had effectively ended.

According to a senior Secretariat staff member, the WCD continued to send materials to their “many contacts in the [Chinese] system.” However, once the Commission lacked official sanction, its outreach to Chinese institutions was cautious and limited. China’s representation at the WCD’s East Asia regional hearing in Vietnam was extremely modest. In China, media reports came to be dominated by resounding approval of the Three Gorges Project provided by ICOLD engineers during their September 2000 Congress in Beijing. WCD Commissioner Judy Henderson’s presentation to the ICOLD Congress at the time received scant attention.

The Chinese government’s withdrawal from the process, although difficult to corroborate from direct sources, may be analysed within the complex framework of China’s current political situation. There is growing awareness in China that more is at stake in the Three Gorges Project than isolated technical and social issues. Consequently, internal tension over the feasibility and possible impacts of Three Gorges has influenced the Chinese government’s approach toward dams issues, both domestically and internationally.

---

An American team was the most successful study team in eliciting diverse views from the local and national experience and producing a report with substantially new information. The team leaders were civil engineers from two well known universities who were considered politically neutral by stakeholders at the study site. They sought a range of complementary expertise in economic, ecological, and social issues among colleagues in other university departments. Under criticism from at least one Commissioner for not having someone with practical experience on the team, they later added a consultant from Harza Engineering Corporation. The team also took care to survey local communities, including Native American peoples, for data on the demonstrated costs and benefits of the Grand Coulee Dam. Their report represented convergent and divergent areas of stakeholder opinion. A wide range of concerned local parties praised the report.38

An ambitious effort to involve a diverse collection of scholars and practitioners in co-authoring the case study in Thailand, including a radical academic, consulting engineers, and government fisheries staff, was difficult to manage in practical terms, perhaps because of the sheer range of perspectives.39 The team nonetheless succeeded in producing a path-breaking report that documented how the Pak Mun Dam had affected fishing communities’ livelihoods on an unforeseen scale and had failed to pay for itself. The World Bank and the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand (EGAT)—the Pak Mun Dam’s backers—rejected the findings on the basis that the authors did not use an appropriate model to forecast the dam’s rate of return. The Bank and EGAT never shared the relevant models with the WCD or its consultants as proof.40

In the Pakistan study, the study team came predominantly from one development consultancy, but local stakeholders disputed the team’s political neutrality. Team members from Asianics Agro-Dev International had a variety of expertise, including irrigation, agricultural economics, sociology, and environmental science. One of the chief criteria for choosing the firm was its apparent independence from government.41 However, civil society groups considered the team to be strongly biased toward the dams establishment.42 To redress the balance, the WCD invited one of the main critics, a non-governmental advocacy group called the Pakistan Network on Dams, Rivers and People (PNDRP), to contribute staff toward the effort. They declined to join the analysis, but were instrumental in mobilising affected people and others to take part in the review meeting, which had a significant effect on the content of the final draft.

Based on this diverse implementation experience, was there a winning combination of characteristics in a case study team to ensure broad stakeholder acceptance and, hence, credibility for the Commission? The most accepted combination appears to have been an academic/research team that combined interdisciplinary expertise with overall political neutrality. Having some practical experience on the team in managing large dams or their impacts was necessary to gain the trust of practitioners, and having experience with, and appreciation for, project-affected peoples was necessary to gain the confidence of NGOs and social movements.

**Review Meetings as a Means to Broaden Participation**

A principal design feature for inclusiveness and transparency in the case studies were the multi-stakeholder review meetings. The first stakeholder meeting was intended to gather feedback on the terms of reference prepared by the Secretariat. The second multi-stakeholder meeting was intended to solicit comments on the consultants’ draft of the case study and gather participants’ oral and written views on the development effectiveness of the dam.

According to a senior Secretariat staff member, the case study meetings were the Commission’s chance to get close to dam-affected and other local people. For example, the WCD arranged for Tonga chiefs from Zambia to make a long journey to attend a stakeholder meeting for the Kariba Dam study,43 and it mobilised tribespeople on the Zimbabwean side and various NGO supporters.44 The study teams who managed to mobilise credible community participation in these meetings earned the approval of international NGOs and agency personnel who were monitoring the process—and provided good publicity for the Commission. Many Forum members appreciated the WCD’s efforts to go beyond the relatively elitist consultations of most regional and international policy processes. (See, for comparison, Chapter 6, Box 6.1.)
The inclusiveness of the dialogue at these review meetings depended on several factors outside the Commission’s immediate control. It depended on the co-operation of the government and the overall enabling environment for civil society mobilisation and expression. Where the political conditions for NGO mobilisation were constrained, the Commission was unable to elicit a broad range of stakeholder viewpoints. For instance, the case study of the Aslantas Dam and Ceyhan River Basin in Turkey did not probe social and environmental issues in depth and failed to investigate the development benefits or losses to the displaced population. The country meeting to discuss the draft paper was dominated by the State Hydrological Works Department (DSI), whose officials refused to discuss resettlement and ethnic minority issues. Environmental and advocacy NGOs were entirely absent from the meeting, perhaps because of the weakness of the NGO sector in Turkey.45

---

**Multi-stakeholder review meetings allowed communities to provide feedback on case studies.**

---

Meanwhile, Pakistan’s change from a nominal democracy to a military dictatorship while the WCD was undertaking the Tarbela Dam case study worried Commissioners. “In Pakistan, because of the military regime and the removal of the carpet of democracy and the denial of a healthy social and political process, we were very concerned about the lack of democratic participation in the Karachi [first stakeholder] WCD meeting,” said one Commissioner. “Despite that, we decided to go ahead. While some serious problems prevailed, we were able to generate some open debate on a highly secretive and undemocratic process. Even the government and the army conceded that there was need for debate on large water management projects.”46 Similar concerns about participation under authoritarian regimes pervaded some regional hearings as well. These are described in Chapter 6.

The Commissioned Studies: Cross-check Survey of 150 Large Dams47

**Transparency and Inclusiveness in the Cross-check Survey**

The Commission complemented the in-depth case studies with a cross-check survey of the technical, social, environmental, and decision-making characteristics of 150 large dams around the world. The cross-check survey, as it was known, presented an opportunity to “expand on the case study dams and at the same time, to make [the data set] regionally reflective.”48 Although it could not claim to be statistically representative, the sample would “seek to generate broader patterns and trends” than was otherwise possible with the case studies.49 Survey dams were chosen from the Commission’s focal river basins as well as from existing databases (such as the World Bank’s). Other dams were added to increase the sample’s diversity. Through much of the two-year process, the survey was something of a poor cousin to other elements of the work programme: it had a low public profile and was slow to show results given the tremendous logistical challenges of gathering completed questionnaires.

The survey was an important source of independent data for the WCD’s Global Review of Large Dams, as is evident in the Commission’s final report. The primary method was a survey about the dam’s technical, economic, social, environmental, and decision-making history distributed to dam operators, consultants, and research institutes. The survey did not have multi-stakeholder input built into its design, as with the case studies (resources did not stretch that far), but in the later stages of the work programme, the Secretariat conducted a limited review process to validate data and solicit wider input. The review process pleased NGOs that were monitoring the process, as it gave them a role. The Secretariat chose participants, mostly from local NGOs, to review 17 randomly chosen and 18 controversial dam projects in the total sample.50 An activist NGO in Cape Town even became involved in contacting local NGOs in various countries and drumming up support for alternative contributions.51

Comprehensive responses to the survey were only achieved through an immense logistical effort by the Secretariat—a challenge that holds implications for future processes. Staff created software to help respondents complete the form. However,
many of the respondents had difficulty downloading attachments or were simply too worried about computer viruses to use the programme. In the end, the Secretariat faxed and phoned extensively to gather the data they sought. Language problems also posed a challenge, as few respondents had English as a first language and translation was limited to a Spanish version of the survey. Dam operators’ sheer lack of information about the selected dams also challenged the breadth and excellence of the sample. As the Secretariat noted, they could have chosen the “largest most controversial dams, and got a lot of data. (But) the fact is that most large dams are less than 30 meters in height. The interesting thing…was to see the impact of all these smaller dams.”52 Some governments did not even know the co-ordinates of the large dams selected for the Commission’s survey.53

Conflicts over Knowledge

Even if data management had not been an issue, the WCD would have been challenged to nurture relations with the development agencies, professional associations, and technical and research institutes that hold the fragmented and (for the most part) poorly organised data concerning the performance of large dams. Negotiations for data can take time under the most open political and institutional regimes. In the WCD’s case, staff and consultants also had to overcome potential contributors’ scepticism or disinterest in the Commission’s work and persuade them that the WCD was a worthwhile enterprise for the future of the industry.

Among the most important repositories of information about dams and dam-related development were the professional associations: the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) and the International Committee for Irrigation and Drainage (ICID). Although these organisations eventually shared their data with the WCD, members remained sceptical that the WCD had any value to add beyond the professional datasets and standards their organisations had already developed. The contention over validity of datasets and analytic methods was captured by a senior ICID official’s remark toward the end of the WCD’s knowledge generation process: “We have the best databases on irrigation in the world. The WCD is not helpful, we are only in it [the Forum] for damage control.”54 Dam proponents unhappy with the WCD’s findings would later use the issue of data validity and representativeness as a reason to dismiss the final report.

Governments were wary about the WCD’s access to and use of dam-related data.

Governments also proved to be wary about the WCD’s access to and use of material. Although the WCD emphasised that it was seeking to establish trends for the entire 150-dam sample, governments and utilities opposed public disclosure of raw data on individual dams. “Governments and utilities were worried that opponents would use [the data] against them,” said the Secretariat member in charge.55 In all, the WCD received permission to
make public the individual raw data on only 50 dams out of the eventual 125 in the full survey. These constraints, while representative of the political realities of data disclosure in many countries, nonetheless undermined the Secretariat’s commitment to greater transparency. The sheer difficulty of extracting geographically diverse data on large dams suggests that future commissions and multi-stakeholder processes must plan for a time-consuming effort if they are to consolidate even existing data on a sector.

The Commissioned Studies: Thematic Reviews

The Commission’s Terms of Reference, as articulated in Gland, said the Commission must respond to a changing global context where there are multiple criteria for decision-making. In addition, the WCD was born of the growing appreciation that past decision-making has emphasised the benefits of dams and ignored or underestimated the costs of dam building. The WCD, then, was to focus on “those key issues around which there is greatest disagreement.”

The thematic reviews focussed on issues around which there was greatest disagreement.

To look at issues of disagreement while satisfying all stakeholders of their impartiality was a considerable challenge. The Commission, based on drafts prepared by the Secretariat, agreed to pursue 17 thematic reviews on a range of controversial issues around dams. These reviews were grouped into five clusters of issues: social, environmental, economic and financial, and institutional and governance issues, and options for water and energy generation. In the Secretariat’s view, technical organisations, such as ICOLD, had already covered more technical issues related to dams, and focussing on areas of controversy would allow the WCD to pursue its comparative advantage. However, this approach quickly rang alarm bells with some stakeholders. Industry groups active in the WCD process felt that the thematic reviews’ focus on controversial issues would be unlikely to capture adequately the full benefits of dams. From their perspective, case studies of individual dams would better allow for a balanced assessment of costs and benefits. For their part, civil society groups were convinced that a truly independent and objective review of experience with large dams—whether on a sectoral or case study basis—would vindicate their views. Hence, the WCD’s credibility as a fair and neutral body was at stake in how the thematic reviews were carried out. What quickly became apparent, however, was that a research process of this nature could not be entirely free of negotiation with stakeholder groups. The Commission was tested on how it managed the stakeholder debates that inevitably arose over framing and content of the thematic papers.

Stakeholders’ Jostling for Position

The thematic review process was designed to incorporate a substantial measure of transparency and openness. The Secretariat circulated terms of reference to reviewers for comment and placed them on the WCD’s website. Drafts of the thematic papers were circulated to Commissioners and external reviewers, including Forum members. The shifting scope and definitions of thematic review studies somewhat hampered these efforts at transparency. For example, the review of Regulation, Compliance, and Implementation was narrowed from a comprehensive review of existing criteria, guidelines, standards, and legal, policy, and institutional frameworks for dams, to a more limited subset of these issues based on discussions within the Secretariat. Reviewers lacked clear and timely signals about the status of the studies because of uncertain budget allocation for thematic review studies.

In addition, achieving agreement on the basic research question for several thematics proved to be a politically charged task. For example, the Economic, Financial, and Distributional Analysis thematic was hamstrung by a debate over the relative merits of a focus on theory, practice, or a review of past performance. Stakeholder groups clashed over the basic methodology of comparing ecosystem impacts of dams against a base scenario of no dam on the same site in the Ecosystems thematic review, with industry representatives rejecting this notion. In one of the most intensive thematic review processes, debate over the appropriate scope and framing question for the Social Impact of Large Dams review continued well into the drafting stage.
Resolution of suspicions of this sort required implicit negotiation, which operated through submissions and comments to the Secretariat on the draft review papers. In the case of the social impact paper (see Box 5.6), a special workshop provided the setting for explicit negotiation. To the Secretariat’s credit, there was considerable scope for commenting on the papers overall. A core set of stakeholders from industry and civil society took advantage of these opportunities and were extremely active in scrutinising and commenting on draft papers. The engagement of these core actors enhanced the Commission’s continued legitimacy with broader networks.

Not all stakeholders were equally well equipped to take advantage of this mechanism for feedback. The Secretariat perceived civil society groups and academics as being better able to network and react quickly than were stakeholders used to functioning in a more bureaucratic manner, such as dam-builders’ associations.61 Governments participated in the review process via individuals from various government departments. They did not establish a collective, organised effort to influence the framing of issues as did civil society and industry groups. As a result, government representatives had a less sustained and influential voice in shaping the thematic papers.

Commissioners reviewed the terms of reference for the studies, but the Secretariat was largely on the frontline and in control of the negotiating process. As a result, the credibility of the Commission as a whole was under-utilised. Had negotiation occurred through the Commissioners, the resultant terms of reference would have had greater credibility and been less subject to question later in the process. In the early stages of the WCD, the Commission intended to organise Programmatic Committees that would have allocated specific reviews to specific Commissioners. Under pressure of time and workload, this evolved into a looser structure in which Commissioners expressed an interest in particular thematics, but without a corresponding, defined set of responsibilities for their chosen areas. In hindsight, a more structured approach might have provided a better vehicle for Commissioner inputs.

---

**Box 5.5**

**What is the “right” question? Economic, Financial, and Distributional Analysis**

The experience of the Economic, Financial, and Distributional Analysis thematic review points to the importance of the research question in framing the final output. It also illustrates the negotiation that occurred over some thematic reviews.

The initial terms of reference called for a review of the capacities and limitations of cost-benefit methodologies. Even at this early stage, there were indications of discontent, mostly from civil society groups, with the phrasing of the question. The first draft of the review paper stuck narrowly to this limited scope. The Commissioners received it poorly, calling for more discussion of actual practice. Civil society reviewers argued for empirical evidence of the accuracy of cost-benefit analyses on dams. Consequently, a practitioner of cost-benefit analysis was asked to prepare a second draft with more discussion of practice. This paper, too, did not meet with the approval of the Commissioners, one of whom dismissed it as “half-naked!” Academic reviewers declared this version a step back from the state of knowledge on the topic, and civil society groups argued it lacked a comparison of performance and projections. Finally, a Secretariat staff member prepared a third paper, drawing on earlier drafts and on submissions to provide empirical detail.

The reviewers’ reactions were only in part dictated by the quality of the various drafts. Also at stake was the emphasis of the review and its implications for the various stakeholder positions. Thus, a narrow theoretical analysis of cost-benefit analysis would have illustrated the potential of the technique, but would have failed to reveal flaws in implementation. An assessment of practice alone would have highlighted procedural flaws, but would not have provided details on how past dams have performed. An exclusive focus on empirical experience would have allowed an assessment of past experience, but not shed light on whether the problem lies in flawed implementation or deeper problems with the approach. These alternatives were preferred to different extents by the various stakeholders, each of whom tried to advance their interests in the design of the thematic review.

---

* Interview with Commissioner, April 2000.
* Source: Based on a review of the Secretariat’s archival material by Luna Ranjit, WRI.


Chapter 5

A Watershed in Global Governance?

Public Submissions: A Participation Channel that Needs Resources

The 970 submissions made to the WCD by a range of stakeholders from around the world were arguably the most significant casualties of the time pressure the WCD faced. The submissions were solicited both through the regional consultations and independently, and were intended to be a means of opening up the knowledge generation process. However, the mechanism for ensuring that submissions were incorporated into the thematic reviews was inadequate for two reasons. First, the timing of submissions and thematic reviews was not synchronised. The Commission was still receiving submissions long after drafts of the thematic reviews were completed. Second, consultants were not always amenable to incorporating submissions into their work. Although Secretariat interns were allotted the task of processing the submissions for easy inclusion into thematics, it is not clear this effort met with success. Indeed, none of the consultants contacted in the course of this assessment acknowledged the receipt of submissions to incorporate into their work.

In addition, the perspective of at least some of the submission writers and the consultants illustrated a clash in perspectives over the scientific nature of knowledge. The authors of the Ecosystem thematic, for example, sought quantitative knowledge rather than anecdotal inputs. Thus, the Commission’s efforts at democratisation of knowledge were affected not only by time pressures but also by opinions in the Secretariat and consultant body over the credibility of different forms of knowledge.

The Power of the Pen: Selection of the Research Team

As in the case studies, the mix of consultants chosen to implement the thematic reviews affected the WCD’s ability to engage a wide range of stakeholders. The Secretariat recognised the importance of consultant selection from an early stage and called for a range of disciplinary ap-
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approaches, institutional backgrounds, and political perspectives among consultants. In addition, the selection process placed a premium on geographic, racial, and gender balance. In general, the Secretariat strove for impartial writers. Where thematic studies were the outcome of a panel or task force, the Secretariat attempted a balance of perspectives.64 As one Secretariat member put it, the consultant selection process mirrored the efforts to establish balance in the Secretariat itself. Putting together a consultant team was like establishing “mini-secretariats.”65

There proved to be a number of barriers in translating policy into practice. First, the short timeframe of the Commission’s work placed limits on whom the Commission could call upon. For example, researchers with full-time positions were unable to commit to the deadlines demanded by the Commission’s workplan. The result was a smaller available pool of contributors, limited to short-term consultants, which potentially compromised the quality of the knowledge base. Moreover, in the eyes of some civil society Forum members, short-term consultants tend to operate within a mainstream development framework associated with large development bureaucracies, because the bulk of their work is for these bureaucracies.66 Civil society members felt this perspective was carried over to consultants’ work for the WCD and systematically skewed it toward a mainstream orientation.67

An analysis of consultants’ backgrounds partially supports the view that they had a mainstream orientation. (See Figure 5.1.) The single largest category of thematic review writers was academic/research (36 percent), and the second largest was consulting (34 percent). However, these are slippery categories and only imperfectly reflect the issue at hand—a perception of mainstream mindset.68 Moreover, some Secretariat members found that consultants gravitated toward standard research models based on their work for international agencies, and that it was a challenge to force consultants “out of their own little world.”69 In summary, the consultants dissatisfied civil society groups engaged in the process and, at the time, tempered many groups’ support for the process. Consultants’ lack of familiarity with a broad, multi-stakeholder approach imposed an additional supervisory burden on Secretariat staff. Although the WCD’s aspirations for consultant use provide a good standard for future processes, its experience demonstrates the practical hurdles involved.

Second, with the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson of the WCD both from the South, the Commission was finely attuned to the need for adequate representation from Southern countries on the research teams. Yet, this proved difficult to put into practice in the selection process. Researchers from the South were often national or regional experts who would have been hard pressed to conduct a global review. The requirement that work be conducted in English posed a further challenge to recruitment. Thus, 56 percent of the consultants used for the thematic review were from North America and Europe.70 (See Figure 5.2.) Moreover, Commissioners were concerned that lead writers were disproportionately chosen from the North, and particularly from the English-speaking countries.71

Women were similarly under-represented in the consultant pool and hence in weaving their

---

Figure 5.1 Consultant background (thematic review)

Based on information available from 84% of 120 total thematic review consultants.

Source: Data provided by the Secretariat.
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perspectives into the WCD’s formal knowledge base. A cross-cutting analysis of the Commission’s consultants shows the low percentage of women consultants—only 25 percent of the total. This is surprising given the Commission’s relative emphasis on understanding the environmental and social problems associated with dams, rather than on the technical aspects of dam engineering, a more heavily male-dominated field. The Commission may have been stymied by discrimination (including lack of qualified female analysts) in the particular countries where it chose to work.

Cross-cutting Issues

Assistant, Professor, Editor, and Referee: The Roles of the Secretariat

The work of the WCD, opined a Commissioner, is like cooking vegetables. In this process, the Secretariat and the Commissioners have distinct roles. “Once the vegetables are bought, cleaned, and cut into the necessary pieces, the role of the cook begins. The Secretariat is not the cook. We [the Commission] will decide the taste, the flavour, the aroma and the temperature . . . .” This metaphor appropriately captures the expected division of labour between the Commissioners and the Secretariat. It also, however, captures the ambiguity of the Secretariat’s role. The Secretariat was a helper, but in its choice and preparation of the raw materials had considerable influence over the final dish.

In the design of the WCD, Secretariat staff members were the first to phrase the questions and themes that the Commissioners discussed. Secretariat staff wrote overarching background papers, and terms of reference for consultant papers. The Secretariat’s work was not accepted unquestioningly. On several occasions, such as the social thematic and the financial thematic, the Commission exercised its right to send the draft back with instructions for a complete re-write. Although the Commissioners were highly dedicated, most also had other ongoing commitments and were unable to devote all their time to the Commission. In the context of limited Commissioner time and attention, the role of the Secretariat in framing issues gave them, as one Commissioner put it, the “power of the professor.”

In addition to framing debates, the Secretariat also exercised the power of the editor. The Secretariat bore the enormous burden of synthesising large amounts of carefully worded, and, in some cases, negotiated, text into brief summaries for the Commissioners’ consumption. This is not to suggest that Secretariat staff consciously filtered information for the Commissioners’ consumption; however, the summarising process inevitably required Secretariat staff to exercise their judgement of the relative weight of arguments and issues raised in thematic papers. Commissioners were acutely aware of the Secretariat’s filtering role, and in some cases, sought to read unedited documents.

The Secretariat was also a referee. In the negotiation process through which case studies and thematic reviews were defined, written, and revised, the Secretariat was the gatekeeper of the Commission’s neutrality. This was a challenging task. Secretariat members had to ensure that all sides were represented in the review process and had to establish and defend the line between input and undue influence.

Finally, the Secretariat’s influence was amplified by their pre-eminent role in consultant selection. As one might reasonably expect, the primary sources of candidate consultants were the staff members’ own professional networks. Commissioners and Forum members’ suggestions supplemented Secretariat
selections, but primary control rested with the Secretariat. Indeed, some Commissioners made it clear that consultant selection was not their job and even viewed the active role of their colleagues as interference in the work of the Secretariat.78

**The Importance of Accessibility: Language and the Internet**

Although the country meetings provided communities with an opportunity for direct participation in the WCD process, these meetings also revealed one of the greatest stumbling blocks to grassroots participation: inadequate translation of documents from English. Language problems mounted a common challenge to full stakeholder participation in all case studies (except the United States) and limited the scope for meaningful local input. These problems were of sufficient magnitude to undermine the Commission’s legitimacy with civil society groups in some case study countries. For example, an Urdu language summary of the draft Tarbela case study only became available to participants on the morning of the second stakeholder meeting, causing discomfort among local civil society participants.79

The Secretariat argued that these difficulties were both a function of time and budget. To keep their timeline on track, they were not willing to translate long case study drafts into national languages.81 However, it could be argued that translations should be built in as an integral part of the time line and scope of work from the start. Given the broader historical tendency for global public policymaking processes to be elitist in nature and the thrust of the WCD toward greater inclusion, the problems posed by language issues partly undermined the Commission’s larger effort.

For the process as a whole, language barriers, compounded with reliance on the Internet for communications, posed a double bind for participants in the South. On the one hand, electronic mail (e-mail) technology contributed greatly to the participation of certain groups and individuals from Southern countries in the Commission’s work. The Southern members of the Commission itself were able to communicate quickly and efficiently with the Secretariat and fellow Commissioners by e-mail. Secretariat members attributed much of their responsiveness to Commissioner and Forum members’ concerns—spontaneously and across multiple time zones—to their e-mail connectivity.82 The technology also helped the Secretariat supervise consultants and elicit results within the ambitious timeframe mandated. On the other hand, the Internet sped up the process so much that, as the Brazilian example above illustrates, groups in the South were challenged to keep up. This experience joins a body of analytic material on multi-stakeholder processes documenting the dangers of relying too much—or exclusively—on Internet communication because of disparities in access.83

**Conclusions**

The investigative process inevitably affects public perceptions of legitimacy in multi-stakeholder
processes that study past practice as the basis for forward-looking recommendations. Stakeholders ask whether the process is balanced, inclusive, transparent, and fair; and their reception of the recommendations depends on the answer being “yes.”

Several major aspects of the WCD’s work programme affected its credibility. First, the explicit effort to design good governance principles into all components of the work programme earned stakeholder trust. This commitment helped to engage interest groups in negotiation over the framing and composition of the work programme. In other words, the WCD’s efforts to cast itself as an honest broker and open listener in gathering knowledge about large dams provided the preconditions for the broader stakeholder involvement that followed.

Second, having established that political space, the work programme became a platform for heated contention among interest groups, which vied for influence in shaping the way issues were framed. Did a dam damage an ecosystem irreparably? Did it create new, viable ecosystems of its own? It was over the phrasing and emphasis of such questions that interest groups pressured the WCD—and primarily the Secretariat as mediators—in the course of knowledge gathering.

This ability to influence the work programme was empowering for interest groups that had access to the WCD’s work through their networks (contacts with either Secretariat or Commission members), their English language ability, and their access to telecommunications technology. For concerned stakeholders with more limited access to the Internet or English language, events moved too fast for their meaningful participation and they were reliant on information filtered through secondary sources. The process was disempowering for them. Even stakeholders who wanted to participate in the shaping of the work programme and had easy access to Commission publications found the time for digesting material and providing input too short. Their complaints led to time-consuming negotiations later.

The lesson for future processes is that ample time must be budgeted for informing stakeholder groups of the process’ aims. For political acceptability, a core group of stakeholders (such as, in the WCD’s case, the advisory Forum members) must have the chance to comment on the direction of the work programme. This accomplishes two benefits: groups can then mobilise their own resources to contribute to the work programme; and they can negotiate contested concepts early on, which reduces the need for expensive course corrections later.

Another lesson, arising from the overall negotiation of the work programme as well as the individual country and river basin meetings, is the need for more document translation. Although expensive, time and money for translations and interpretations should form an integral part of budgets and workplans in future processes of this kind. Because it was not practical to translate multiple drafts of working papers for stakeholder dissemination, a reasonable standard may be to translate essential framing documents and interim products into major world languages.

**Strategies for building credible multi-stakeholder processes**

- Adopt an explicit commitment to good governance in order to create the political space for engagement of diverse voices—this diversity is what demonstrates the value-added of the multi-stakeholder process.
- Adopt a work programme that allows stakeholders to propose diverse approaches and measures in order to foster inclusion.
- Budget sufficient time for concerned interest groups to become informed about the work programme and participate in its shaping.
- Choose local consultants rather than international consultants to engage in fact-finding wherever possible, but check their political acceptability with a range of local stakeholders to avoid disenfranchisement.
- Recognise that perceptions of the relative roles of the commission and secretariat in directing the process can affect stakeholders’ trust. The commission should identify and take clear control over decisions that are controversial in stakeholders’ eyes.
- Budget sufficient time and money to translate framing documents and synthesis outputs into other languages, especially for countries where significant consultation and data gathering is taking place.
- Do not allow the speed of Internet communication to speed up the pace of the work programme beyond the ability of non-connected, non-English speakers to participate.
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A third major area for consideration in future multi-stakeholder processes relates to the difficult interface of global forums with individual country politics. Future processes will face the same trade-offs as the WCD did, whereby the WCD sought to create the space for multi-stakeholder dialogue in each of its case studies. However, this aspiration limited the choice of countries where it could work. In the semi-authoritarian countries where the WCD chose to work (based on the dams population), civil society input was curtailed. Participants in future processes will have to choose between promoting dialogue and gathering data in countries with open political systems where inclusiveness will not be a challenge versus pushing the envelope on inclusivity in less open political regimes.

**The explicit effort to build good governance in the work programme earned stakeholder trust.**

Debates over which kinds of data belong in the knowledge base will play a prominent role in any future multi-stakeholder process with a serious fact-finding component. The knowledge gathering process often requires several contributors from one place to provide a range of perspectives and, therefore, ensure credibility. Political tensions around access to and privilege over scientific data posed major problems to both the comprehensive- ness of the WCD’s knowledge base and its acceptability to various stakeholders. In some cases, project owners were simply unwilling to share data because of security and other concerns. In other cases, the WCD chose local consultants who had access to official data but such consultants typically alienated civil society groups by neglecting qualitative and experiential forms of knowledge.

Finally, future processes will need a carefully negotiated division of labour between the commission and secretariat that takes fully into account interest group sensibilities about bias and dissipates tension with the fullest transparency possible. It may be possible for future commissions to identify the management issues that are especially sensitive to stakeholders and to have a greater say in them. In terms of the WCD, the work programme was so ambitious that the Commission had to delegate most of the direct fact-finding to the Secretariat and consultants, while it took the role of weighing the evidence and reaching final conclusions. Given the contested history of the Commission’s formation, based on negotiation by interest groups, this delegation to the Secretariat and consultants (who were not chosen through such a shared process) concerned stakeholders who feared the introduction of bias. The neutrality of the Secretariat and consultant body remained a hot issue throughout the process, especially for NGO advocates.

This paragraph updates and corrects important information on p. 59 (Chapter 5) brought to our attention after the release of “A Watershed in Global Governance?”

Various sources expressed some criticism of the India country study, the nature of which reveals the political nature of the Commission’s knowledge generation process. The Indian government’s criticism of the study, in particular that it felt its views had not been incorporated adequately into the study, reinforces the perception of an ongoing contentious relationship between the Indian government and the WCD.* This history of contention illustrates the considerable challenge the WCD faced in maintaining a sufficiently open political space that allowed for all stakeholders to continue participation in the process. The government’s view did not go unchallenged, however. In a systematic response, one of the authors of the India country study reacts to these criticisms, explores the context for the government’s reaction to the report, and calls on the government to enter into an honest dialogue on the issues.**

Representatives of civil society groups expressed some reservations about the draft version of the India country study, on which a public consultation was held.*** That some members of civil society chose to voice some concerns is best read, in our opinion, as an effort to ensure that these concerns were as fully addressed as possible in the final study. When the final study was released, an umbrella organization of civil society groups in India active on dams issued a press release approvingly quoting the findings of the India country study.**** Once again, this sequence of events suggests that the knowledge creation process of the WCD was a challenging one, and had to of necessity balance strong viewpoints of contending stakeholders.

*** Discussions at the Stakeholders meeting organized to discuss the India Country Study. The meeting was held at the Indian Institute for Public Administration on March 3, 2000. Also, interviews with civil society activists, March 3, 2000.
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Chapter 6
Implementing the Work Programme: Consultations and Outreach

Public consultations have increasingly become a norm for development policy processes at the regional and global levels. Because the Brundtland Commission gave public consultations higher visibility, decision-makers have viewed them as ways of raising awareness of forthcoming policies, providing a sounding board for policies’ acceptability, and strengthening their content. In the recent history of global commissions, public consultations have played an important role in helping commissioners to define their problem statement and sustain wider public engagement. Multilateral development banks have increasingly built public consultations into policy processes.

For the World Commission on Dams, the regional consultations served both a fact-finding purpose and a way of raising the profile of the Commission and its work around the world. In a symbolic sense, the regional consultations were intended to portray the WCD as an open, listening commission and to make Commissioners more accessible to people. In this way, the decision to hold regional consultations grew directly from the Commission’s commitment to inclusiveness and transparency and its commitment to project an appropriately unbiased image. However, raising the public profile also brought the Commission under greater scrutiny and increased the risk of alienating interest groups, if consultations went wrong. This chapter examines the Commission’s success in fulfilling the multiple objectives of the public consultations: Did the Commission gather diverse viewpoints from its consultations? Did it raise the profile of its work with concerned stakeholders? And most important, what aspects of the consultations strengthened or undermined the Commission’s broader legitimacy?

A Listening Commission: The Regional Consultations

The Commission undertook four regional consultations: in South Asia, Latin America, Africa and the Middle East, and East and Southeast Asia. (See Box 6.1.) In total, 1,400 individuals from 59 countries took part in the regional consultations. In the recent history of global commissions, public consultations have played an important role in helping commissioners to define their problem statement and sustain wider public engagement. Multilateral development banks have increasingly built public consultations into policy processes.

Given limited funds and time, the Commission decided to focus on listening to stakeholders in world regions where dam building was high on the agenda for future development, i.e., in developing countries. By 1998, Europe and North America had some of the longest experience in dam building, but they had largely exploited their hydro potential. Stakeholders widely accepted the emphasis on Southern regions: Not only did those regions face the greatest challenges in water and energy supply, but their citizens also had the greatest difficulty in accessing international policy fora. It was fitting that the Commission should come to them.

Box 6.1
WCD regional consultations

- South Asia—Colombo, Sri Lanka, 10–11 December 1998
- Latin America—São Paulo, Brazil, 12–13 August 1999
- Africa / Middle East—Cairo, Egypt, 8–9 December 1999
- East and Southeast Asia—Hanoi, Vietnam, 26–27 February 2000
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The consultations provided legitimacy for the Commission’s final report.

When it came to marketing the Commission’s final report, the consultations served as a strong public relations tool for legitimising the product. Given the historical precedent of and increasing expectation for consultation in local, national, and international development processes, the absence of consultations would likely have undermined the Commission’s credibility, particularly with civil society groups. Such mechanisms were incorporated in concurrent environment and development processes, such as the World Water Vision process. (See Box 6.2.)

The Sensitive Interface of Global Process and Local Politics

The WCD’s first consultation, planned for the South Asia region and to be held in India, ran headlong into the complexities of domestic politics. Instead of an opportunity for the WCD to model how it would listen to different sides of the dams story, the event turned into a lesson on the perils of national and local politics for the perceived independence of a global commission.

The Commission chose Bhopal, in the Indian state of Madhya Pradesh, as its meeting site. The neighbouring state of Gujarat is intended to be the prime beneficiary of water and power from the huge and controversial Sardar Sarovar Project on the Narmada River. The Narmada River, for which more than 3,000 dams have been proposed, runs through both states. Over time, the social movement opposing the project has built up a remarkable national and global alliance of support groups. Major donors have withdrawn from the project in light of its serious social, environmental, and economic impacts, including the World Bank whose Morse Commission sounded the alarm following a thorough inquiry. This history and context made the Gujarat government particularly sensitive to international intervention.

The WCD’s field trip to the Narmada Valley construction and protest sites, planned by the activist Indian Commissioner Medha Patkar, caused great concern to Gujarati officials. The Government of India already suspected the WCD of an anti-dam bias, as recounted in Chapter 4, simply because Ms. Patkar was on the Commission. When news of the proposed sifting of the consultation in Bhopal and the Commissioners’ field trip to the Valley filtered out, the officials felt their worst fears about international intervention had been confirmed. The Gujarat assembly pressured the national government to withdraw its permission for the WCD meeting. The national government did so, only four days before the scheduled meeting date. The state government called the proposed WCD visit “an invasion by developed nations on under-developed countries.” The Indian press carried negative reports of the WCD. Of the many columns that appeared, one went so far as to dub the WCD a “fraud commission.” Another characterised the Commission as “conceived last year by a group of about 40 people from various countries to launch a campaign against large dams.”

This difficult beginning tarnished the Commission’s reputation with external audiences and led to much soul-searching within. It taught the Commissioners and Secretariat a lesson they would never forget: the consultations of a global body can be highly sensitive in certain local and national contexts. The Commission’s substitute regional consultation for South Asia was held in Colombo, Sri Lanka, in December 1998. Commissioners and Secretariat staff lauded the event for its success in bringing opposing sides of the debate to the table for constructive exchange. “I never imagined seeing such democracy at work,” said Medha Patkar of the diverse participation at the Colombo meeting. The Commission continued its regional consultation events in São Paulo, Cairo, and Hanoi.

Meeting Participation under Restrictive Political Regimes

The Commission chose country venues for its regional consultations based primarily on practical
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Box 6.2

The World Water Vision process

The WCD process took place at the same time as an evaluation of water management at the global level: the “Long Term Vision for Water, Life and Environment in the 21st Century,” or World Water Vision process (WWV, 1997-2000). The objective of WWV was to formulate a shared vision for how to mitigate the forthcoming global challenge of water scarcity. The exercise was based on regional and sectoral visions produced by stakeholders through a series of consultations. A complementary World Commission on Water was formed in July 1998 chaired by Ismail Serageldin, then a Vice President at the World Bank, to issue an independent report based on the visioning exercise.

According to the Vision report, the WWV’s consultative process involved “authorities and ordinary people, water experts and environmentalists, government officials and private sector participants, academics and NGOs.” The organisers estimate that at least 15,000 people were directly involved in drafting Vision documents for specific regions and sectors through these consultations. Although the WWV reached a greater number of people through its consultative process than the WCD did, the WWV provided a platform for a narrower range of stakeholders to express their views than did the WCD.

The sectoral consultations were organised around four principal themes: Water for People; Water for Food and Rural Development; Water and Nature; and Water in Rivers. Major water experts and water-related interest groups, such as the International Committee for Irrigation and Drainage (ICID) and members of the Consultative Group for International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) system, organised these consultations and wrote the resulting “Vision” documents.

The regional consultations were initiated by the regional committees of the Global Water Partnership, a pre-existing network representing “eminent expertise within each region on water resources management.” They took place in all major continents, as well as in major river basins or riverine systems, such as the Nile and Aral Sea Basins. Notably, the World Water Vision’s regional consultations were decentralised: “A key part of the contract with the groups doing the consultations was that they would be free to identify the issues of concern to them and draw their own conclusions.” This structure was nearly opposite to the WCD’s, in which consultations took the form of hearings and were tightly organised under the central control of the Secretariat staff. The promise of the WWV model was that stakeholders might achieve a more collaborative interaction and greater ownership through direct participation. The risk of the model was that consultations might be dominated by the actors with greatest power and authority, the water “establishment.”

Widespread accounts of the consultations, including accounts by the WWV Secretariat itself, indicate that governmental and quasi-governmental water agencies did play a dominant role. There was a greater effort to incorporate women’s groups and NGOs during the latter half of the process after these groups complained that they felt excluded. And the sectoral consultation on Water for People, co-ordinated by the Collaborative Council on Water Supply and Sanitation, was notable for its attempt at a “bottom-up approach.” But the Vision’s organisers concede that overall, the process was not as inclusive of grassroots and civil society inputs as they had hoped.

The WWV process resulted in a global report that painted future scenarios for water use and water scarcity in broad brushstrokes and provided general recommendations for averting an acute crisis. The sheer number of large and influential water agencies involved in the process ensured that it captured headlines when the Vision report was released in March 2000 in The Hague. This event, the Second World Water Forum, involved a ministerial meeting that was well attended by international agencies and NGOs.

Advocacy NGOs were highly critical of the WWV process, to the point that they issued an alternative vision for management of the world’s water. One NGO press release called the WWV consultations a “sham.” It charged, “The process has been controlled from the start by a small group of aid agency and water multinational officials, mainly from the Global Water Partnership, World Water Council, World Bank and Suez-Lyonnaise des Eaux. The key conclusions of the WCW [World Commission on Water] report that there is a global water shortage crisis which can only be solved with a massive increase in private funding for water projects in developing countries, backed up with guarantees from the World Bank and other aid agencies was predetermined.”

h. Personal communication with World Water Vision Management Unit staff, 10 May 2001.
i. Both Ends, People-Oriented River Basin Management: An NGO Vision (Netherlands, 2000).

j. Excerpted from the statement “Old Water in a New Bottle: World Water Vision is Chronically Short-sighted:” Written by International Rivers Network (USA), International Committee on Dams, Rivers and People, and Both Ends (Netherlands) and endorsed by 16 non-governmental groups from Brazil, England, India, Nepal, Pakistan, Slovakia, South Africa, Switzerland, and Thailand, 17 March 2000.
considerations: which governments were willing to grant permission, which locations were well situated geographically, and so on. For instance, Egypt was a natural crossroads between Africa and the Middle East. Vietnam provided a good opportunity to influence dam decision-making as it had so many dams on the drawing board.

The Commission also had to consider how a host country’s political regime affected participants’ ability to express themselves. For a Commission seeking to promote a new consensus on dams and to operate in an inclusive way, the choice of country venue posed important trade-offs. Countries with open democratic systems would facilitate participation of diverse stakeholder interests. Those with less of a democratic tradition would potentially constrain it. The Commission faced choices between mobilising diverse stakeholder participation in countries with open political regimes, and advancing norms of multi-stakeholder participation in countries that traditionally allowed less political space for dialogue. Yet, as WCD Chairperson Kader Asmal noted, closed decision-making processes were the very reason for the WCD’s formation, and were the practices the WCD most sought to change. This observation argued for holding consultations where democratic process was weak, with the intent of advancing norms of public participation.

Among the WCD’s choices, the political environments in Sri Lanka and Brazil allowed for expression of diverse viewpoints in the dams debate. By contrast, in Egypt and Vietnam the number of independent civil society groups was limited. In Egypt, the government had passed a law in 1998 requiring governmental intervention in the management decisions of non-governmental organisations. Environmental NGOs, while regional and global in their vision for environmental protection, dared not question the equity and benefits-sharing aspects of large water projects and this was reflected in the limited nature of the Egyptian presentations at the WCD event. (See Box 6.3.) In Vietnam, the government has long discouraged independent civil society organising. The only independent Vietnamese voices at the Hanoi consultation, as opposed to ministry views, came from staff of an international NGO.

At the same time, both the Egyptian and Vietnamese consultations, particularly the Hanoi meeting, illustrated the WCD’s ability to be a catalyst for greater openness. The WCD consultation took place at a time of opening in Vietnam, only two months after the national government passed a decree recognising non-governmental entities (“foundations”) for the first time. The Commission required freedom from restrictions on travel by participants from around the region as a condition for holding the meeting in Hanoi, and

**Box 6.3**

The missing voice of Egyptian Nubians

The Aswan High Dam, completed in 1972, is a huge monument to centralised development. The dam was built to reduce Egypt’s vulnerability to flood and drought and expand its irrigated agriculture. A total of 120,000 ethnic minority Nubians were displaced from their homelands in Egypt and Sudan during the dam’s construction. The displaced Nubian population on the Egyptian side of the border reached 50,000. The government never recognised some families’ claims for compensation.

At the World Commission on Dams’ regional consultation in Cairo on 8-9 December 1999, a morning was dedicated to hearings about Egypt’s large dams experience. These presentations showed only the official history. They covered the development benefits to Egypt of the Aswan High Dam and, to a limited degree, contentions over environmental impacts. In spite of outstanding issues around compensation to the affected Nubian community and long-term impacts of loss of cultural heritage, social justice and distributional issues around water in Egypt were not part of the agenda. The missing voices of the Egyptian Nubians from the regional consultation demonstrate the compromises to full and frank dialogue that occur when a global Commission, seeking to establish democratic process and norms, chooses to operate in an authoritarian context.

---

a Personal communication with Commissioner, August 2001.
b Interview with Egyptian Nubians, 11 December 1999.
The assistance of Yomna Kamel in interpreting from the Arabic is gratefully acknowledged.
c Interviews with Egyptian Nubians, Cairo, 7-10 December 1999.
there were, indeed, no reported restrictions. In some ways, the government’s hosting of the WCD meeting demonstrated willingness to experiment with a more open development dialogue. In the words of a Vietnamese social science researcher: “The Vietnamese government has created favourable conditions for NGOs in Vietnam now and democracy is increasing quickly.” Likewise, some Egyptian government officials were impressed to hear an “unusually” diverse range of views at the WCD regional meeting in Cairo. Although these consultations were constrained, they may well have promoted the value of multi-stakeholder consultation in policy formulation. Future commissions will have to weigh carefully the choice of country—if they are to ensure rich, productive dialogue—and clearly negotiate the terms of the consultation with the host country in order to advance norms of participation in closed societies.

**Challenges of Outreach to a Broad Range of Stakeholders**

The WCD’s modes of outreach for its regional meetings relied heavily upon the personal and professional networks of Commission, Secretariat, and Forum members. The Secretariat issued announcements and calls for submissions for the regional meetings, which were disseminated predominantly through the Forum’s networks. For instance, the World Bank, IUCN, International Rivers Network, and the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) formed major outreach nodes. The Secretariat also sent announcements to contacts in government and in the Secretariat staff’s own professional networks. Typically, the announcements were translated into the host country language (Hindi, Portuguese, Arabic, Vietnamese) to raise local awareness. The WCD announced forthcoming events in its English language quarterly newsletter *Dams* (circulation 2000), and it posted news of forthcoming events on its website.

Civil society organisations on the WCD Forum and their networks made extraordinary efforts to solicit community inputs to the process. NGO and social movement representatives phoned, faxed, e-mailed, and met with dozens of community organisations, particularly in Africa, South Asia, and Brazil, to encourage them to make submissions to the WCD and participate in regional meetings. In addition, they organised and produced reports of regional hearings in South Africa and Western Europe, to which Commissioners and Secretariat members were invited. The hearings were intended as formal inputs to the Commission’s process. (See Box 6.4.)

---

**Civil society groups made extraordinary efforts to solicit community input for the process.**

---

The mobilisation by the Brazilian Movement of Dam-affected People (MAB) was particularly effective. MAB saw the Latin America Regional Consultation as a key opportunity for dam-affected people without easy access to phone, fax, and e-mail to contact the Commission directly and to demonstrate the strength of their movement. The leadership anticipated that this event would be tremendously meaningful for grassroots participation and that it could be “the time for MAB to print its own stamp on the WCD process.” As a result of their efforts, 600 Brazilian dam-affected people attended the regional consultation in São Paulo. Limits on space precluded all the participants from filling the conference hall at once, and participants were disappointed at the lack of an open forum for exchanging views. However, they reported being moved by the experiences from neighbouring countries and heartened by their success in opening up the event beyond government, business, and academic participation. In all, 40 percent of the presentations at the São Paulo consultation came from MAB and its NGO allies.

However, civil society resources were limited, and the WCD did not compensate civil society efforts at outreach. Moreover, as with the Commission and Secretariat, civil society networks were not comprehensive either. For instance, the groups in Southern Africa that mobilised significant community input for the African regional event (see Box 6.4) had few contacts in East Africa, where controversial dam-planning and building are underway. In this case, adding another Forum member from the under-represented region may have boosted the WCD’s ability to mobilise participation.

In a successful effort to broaden participation, the WCD did provide funding for developing country participants to attend regional meetings, based
Mobilisation in Africa

In Southern Africa, the Environmental Monitoring Group (EMG) along with the Group for Environmental Monitoring and the Botswana office of the International Rivers Network organised the “Southern African Hearings for Communities Affected by Large Dams.” The hearing was not an official WCD event, but it was directed explicitly at the Commission. The event was intended to provide affected communities with an opportunity to present their experiences, which these NGOs felt had not been adequately covered in the Commission’s work. The Secretariat staff, Chair, Secretary-General, and one Commissioner attended.

Participants produced a “Final Declaration: Voices of Affected Communities” that decried the social, cultural, economic, and ecological dislocations caused by large dams in the region and called for authorities to address outstanding historical injustices.

Based on contacts made in this process, EMG encouraged community groups to make formal submissions to the Commission. In addition, EMG staff e-mailed, faxed, and phoned all their contacts in community groups and NGOs throughout Africa to encourage submissions to the WCD. This outreach bore fruit: as a result of their efforts, EMG mobilised about 35 submissions to the WCD. The Commission selected seven of those authors to present their views in person and gave the authors grants to travel to the Africa and Middle East regional consultation in Cairo. According to a displaced man from Kwa-Zulu Natal, the information and moral support provided by EMG made his journey possible.

Given that the WCD Secretariat’s outreach for the Africa and Middle East consultation was limited largely to contacts in their staff’s professional networks, such as the World Bank, IUCN, and governmental communities, along with stakeholders who had e-mail access, EMG’s efforts to undertake a broader mobilisation proved invaluable in diversifying participation.

Mobilisation in Europe

In Europe, NGOs led by Friends of the Earth–Slovakia organised a hearing entitled “Dammed at Home, Damming Abroad” in January 2000. The hearing was supported by private foundations and was closely coordinated with the Commission’s schedule. Only one Commissioner and two Secretariat members attended the event, which was taken as a slight to the organisers.

Participants presented case studies of European dams and overseas dams involving European financing and construction. They raised various concerns about the WCD process and produced a letter to Chairperson Kader Asmal requesting that a long list of NGO concerns about dams performance be addressed in the remainder of the WCD’s work programme.

Mobilisation in India

In India, the Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA), the movement with which Commissioner Medha Patkar is associated, and several other NGOs held four public hearings on large dams. As a national convenor of the larger National Alliance of People’s Movements in India, Ms. Patkar was connected to a formidable network of community organisers, grassroots development workers, dam-affected people, and NGOs.

The network organised hearings in the states of Maharashtra, West Bengal, and Uttar Pradesh that covered a range of issues around flood management and irrigation dams and their impacts. The events generated submissions that were sent directly to the WCD. NGOs and peoples’ movements in India also translated the WCD newsletter, Dams, into Hindi and disseminated it. The NBA also sent out a regular e-mail update to a wide cross-section of people in India and abroad. Additionally, the South Asian Network of Dams, Rivers and People (SANDRP), based in Delhi, maintained regular communication with different stakeholders and facilitated the participation of civil society groups in the WCD process.

Political Balance in the Consultations

Consultations constituted, above all, a public face for the Commission. Most Commissioners attended the regional consultations. Importantly, the
appearance of the Commission as a group promoted the image of political balance, thus strengthening broad legitimacy.\textsuperscript{21}

By contrast, it was impossible for all the Commissioners to attend the various additional country consultations. Only one or two Commissioners and Secretariat members attended each of these. This situation increased the risk that stakeholders would receive a biased impression of the Commission’s political bent.\textsuperscript{22} At country meetings, Commissioners had to make a greater effort to explain the diversity of views and experience in their larger group.

---

\textbf{Achieving political balance in the consultations was important for many reasons.}

---

In terms of content, at the regional hearings the Secretariat made efforts to project a neutral image by selecting a range of political views and topics for presentation. Each event lasted only two days so it was not possible to be exhaustive; instead, the Commission sought to hear a balance of experiences from the region as a whole.

A core group of Forum members, mostly from advocacy NGOs, monitored political balance on the agenda and were quick to chide the Secretariat when they felt diversity had been sacrificed. For instance, the Secretariat initially passed over a prominent domestic critic to choose a Chinese government speaker and foreign consultant to present information about China’s dams experience at the East Asia meeting. Civil society groups staged an uproar.\textsuperscript{23} In this case, although the Secretariat had sought political balance in its presentations from the region as a whole, China was such a large and significant dam-building country that to allow only pro-dam voices from that country to speak appeared overly biased. This issue was later resolved by allowing the domestic critic to address a closed-door session of the Commissioners. Aside from this example, in most cases the WCD assembled a sufficiently diverse set of presentations to satisfy Forum members monitoring the process.

The effort to create balanced presentations at the regional meetings was important for both Commissioners and participants. The Secretariat processed most of the numerous papers, studies, and submissions sent to the Commission. For Commissioners, the consultations provided a rare opportunity to receive information directly. Presentations by representatives of dam-affected communities about their experiences appear to have had a more profound effect on Commissioners than technical studies on the same topics. For example, during the closed-door meetings of the Commission that followed regional consultations, Commissioners would frequently invoke the previous day’s stakeholder evidence in their discussions.\textsuperscript{24}

For many observers, balance was important because regional consultations were their only direct experience with the Commission’s work. They not only obtained their primary impression of the Commission’s independence from the two-day meeting, but it was possible they would learn more from the meeting than from the Commission’s final report. For example, interviews with government officials at the Egypt and Vietnam meetings revealed that they attended the two-day meeting to gather information about state-of-the-art dam-building or alternatives. Few were conscious of, or looking forward to, the WCD’s final guidelines. Moreover, language interpretation at the meetings made the content accessible to a local audience, whereas ongoing news of the Commission’s activities posted in English on the WCD’s website was less accessible.

\textbf{Participation versus Consultation}

The WCD followed emergent international norms by undertaking a consultative process. At the same time, the Commission determined that the contentious nature of the topic and the history of struggle required strict rules of participation. Far from allowing free-flowing public dialogue at its consultations, the Commission carefully handpicked presenters for the regional consultations and timed the speeches strictly. The result was a consultation that was structured around a series of testimonies, lending the Commissioners the air of judges who would weigh the evidence in an independent manner.

This somewhat rigid approach did vary according to who held the chair. For example, in all cases only Commissioners were permitted to question the speakers. However, at some consultations,
observers were allowed to comment from the floor. Personal access to Commissioners during lunches and coffee breaks varied widely from meeting to meeting. Indeed, as one Commissioner noted, the style of the hearings changed in a kind of “action-reaction” process of learning. After the enthusiastic participation of hundreds of displaced people took the Commission by surprise in São Paulo and drew criticism from members of the dam establishment, the following regional consultation in Cairo was managed on a much tighter rein. Observers in Cairo had no chance to comment in the public proceeding but were, instead, urged to provide submissions in writing. In retrospect, the Commission could have done a better job of clarifying the scope for participation before the meetings, in order to manage expectations.

Consultations were structured as opportunities for public testimonies, rather than for stakeholder dialogue.

The highly structured meetings surprised many participants who had hoped for a more open exchange of views on large dams. Early WCD publicity materials that called for a consensus-building approach raised expectations of a free-flowing exchange at meetings and lively dialogue with Commissioners. The assessment team found this expectation to be particularly strong at the São Paulo meeting. The emphasis on testimony rather than debate was a potent example of how the process was weighted more toward Commissioner findings and less toward promoting a broad debate among stakeholders.

By contrast, the country meetings, which were designed to provide focussed feedback to the WCD on thematic and case study papers, had less the flavour of hearings. These events provided greater opportunity for spontaneous debate than did the tightly organised regional consultations, but their geographic scope was also narrower.

Overall, the WCD’s decision to manage the large, regional hearings tightly was a reasonable decision because it prevented partisan voices from dominating. However, the consultative process also highlights the trade-offs faced by the organisers of these and future events. There is not necessarily one correct way of facilitating public meetings for diverse participation. On the one hand, facilitating direct dialogue between broader stakeholder groups offers the possibility of advancing mutual understanding; the WCD accomplished this only in a modest sense. On the other hand, structuring stakeholder meetings so that they deny more substantive debate among participants helps keep the events politically balanced; this was the WCD’s choice.

The Public Face of the WCD: The Media Strategy

The Commission’s media strategy focussed on gaining coverage for meetings after they occurred and for the overall work of the Commission. The Commission may have missed an opportunity by failing to integrate its media strategy with its strategy for mobilising submissions and attendance at the consultations.

The primary tools deployed by the WCD to foster inclusion were its newsletters and website. The effectiveness of these vehicles for information was enhanced by arrangements with specialised publications and institutions to amplify the WCD’s call for input. For example, the WCD inserted information on its process in industry publications, such as Hydro Review Worldwide and International Water, Power and Dam Construction, to reach industry groups. Similarly, various civil society groups and networks circulated information about the WCD through their own electronic networks. As with efforts to broaden participation at the regional consultations, the willingness of outside actors to play a constructive role was of considerable benefit to the WCD process.

Local media was not a central element of the WCD’s outreach strategy, particularly in its early days. Although media packets were put together at the time of regional consultations, these were assembled by local consultants who adapted and translated WCD information, without much WCD control over the final outcome.

By the time of the East and Southeast Asia consultation in Hanoi in February 2000, the last regional meeting, the WCD had refined its outreach model somewhat. In this case, the Secretariat hired a member of IUCN-Hanoi to work full-time on Vietnamese language outreach for the six months leading up to the event. This model solicited
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The media strategy was only partly successful in shaping the WCD's image. The media's filters significantly influenced its portrayals of the WCD. The Secretariat tried to focus media attention on the uniqueness of the process itself, but this theme did not get off the ground. Press releases prominently noted the Commission's adherence to principles of good governance, but the media did not pick up on the importance of good process to good outcomes. Similarly, only 3 percent of WCD press releases focused on negative stories about dam-related displacement and environmental problems, but a substantial 32 percent of media reports sampled for this study focused on such negative stories.

The voices of stakeholder groups were also important in shaping media coverage and, by extension, the WCD's public image. Twenty-nine percent of quotes in the media were attributed to Commissioners or Secretariat staff, but NGOs also accounted for a sizeable 21 percent of WCD-related quotes—more than either governments (12 percent) or the private sector (6 percent). These figures suggest that NGOs were more effective in getting their messages heard in the media than were other stakeholders.

During the latter half of the WCD's tenure, attempts to attract media attention focused on sustaining interest in the WCD as a source of credible information on dams. Specifically, the WCD sought to raise media and public interest by putting out issue-specific and geographically-focused press releases. However, this strategy ran the risk of alienating stakeholder groups who felt that the WCD was prematurely declaring conclusions and violating its self-imposed stricture against arbitrating ongoing controversies. In the words of a Secretariat member, "The distinction between [the WCD's] input and output was blurred." For example, some groups interpreted a press release on the Pak Mun Dam (Thailand) as a judgement by the WCD on the dam, while the release was intended to raise the relevance of the WCD for Thailand. In another example, industry groups questioned the credibility of a press release that estimated the number of people displaced by dams and deemed the release premature.

These examples suggest a more general problem faced by the WCD in attracting and sustaining media attention—media attention and maintenance of stakeholder trust in the process were often at odds. To attract media attention, the WCD had to release newsworthy information, which, for example, shed new light on a heated debate or addressed an ongoing controversy. However, the sharper and more newsworthy the release, the more likely it was to alienate stakeholders, and thereby undermine attempts at sustaining the multi-stakeholder dialogue.

Conclusions

Public consultations are an emerging norm for development decision-making, especially international multi-stakeholder processes. As with the
Lessons for building credible multi-stakeholder processes

- Hold public hearings to foster inclusion of diverse viewpoints.
- Establish early the objectives of public consultation and make sure to communicate these clearly to participants, including how their contributions will be used.
- Consider providing modest financial resources to selected local groups to reach out to communities and other relevant groups who would not otherwise hear about the process.
- Provide financial support to community representatives and other less-resourced groups to enable them to travel to meetings, so that the scope of their participation is equivalent to that of government, business, and better-resourced groups.
- Use international networks to disseminate information about events, but also exploit country and regional networks and the mass media, where possible, to reach popular audiences.
- Integrate media and general outreach strategies fully.

WCD, they can provide an important opportunity for otherwise disenfranchised voices to have their say. Moreover, in-person presentations at consultations provide a directness and immediacy to commission deliberations that cannot be substituted for by other forms of knowledge gathering. Finally, consultations can contribute greatly to the reality and perception of inclusiveness, which buttresses the legitimacy of a commission. However, consultations can also be counter-productive, if the tremendous political weight of a global commission comes to bear inappropriately on a local or national controversy and the commission is seen as unbalanced or taking sides.

To ensure that consultations are inclusive and balanced, commissions will have to shoulder considerable logistical costs. As was the case with the WCD, the use of organisational nodes to disseminate information and mobilise participation can help ease this burden. However, in the future, a conscious strategy of collaboration with stakeholder groups may require that a commission build in more funds to assist stakeholders—particularly under-resourced NGOs—in outreach. Such a strategy also has its limits and can at best be a complement to, and not substitute for, a secretariat’s outreach.

Much of the credibility fostered by public consultation derives from providing equal opportunity to all major stakeholder groups to participate. The WCD did this well: by pre-selecting speakers for its regional meetings for political, geographical, and topical balance. The WCD levelled the playing field for participation by offering travel stipends to all speakers to attend the regional event. Such enabling mechanisms for less affluent stakeholders will be essential to the credibility of future processes. The disadvantage of the carefully constructed and controlled meetings was that they lost the Commission some credibility as a forum for exchange. Participants were not able to debate directly in the WCD consultations; this confused those who thought the objective of the process was a broader consensus-building. As the meetings progressed, the Commission became increasingly explicit about the scope of participation it allowed. Such clarity about the way people can participate, and how their contributions will be used, is essential to the legitimacy of any multi-stakeholder or broader policy process.

The WCD may have raised greater popular awareness of its work and increased meeting attendance had it tied its media strategy more explicitly to the publicity for consultations. It accomplished this only late in its process. This experience suggests the importance of multi-pronged outreach strategies that use country- and region-specific networks and the mass media to promote diverse participation.
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Chapter 7

Commission Dynamics: Narrow versus Broad Consensus

Two key features of the WCD that we explore in the previous chapters—breadth of representation on the Commission and a work programme based upon good governance principles—enabled the Commission to produce its report. The Commission’s diversity enhanced the legitimacy of its deliberations, even as it made producing a consensus report particularly challenging. At the same time, an open and inclusive work programme was necessary to build and maintain trust among Commissioners and to allow each Commissioner and the Commission as a whole to maintain connections with stakeholders.

This chapter examines the dynamics within the Commission that led to consensus, and the degree to which these interactions can be planned for and structured into future multi-stakeholder processes. This chapter also foreshadows international reactions to the final report, which are discussed in Chapter 8. The broad representation on the Commission and its attempts to achieve good process were intended to build constituencies for adoption and implementation of its final report in the greater stakeholder community. However, the Commission’s choices about where to seek consensus led it toward consensus-finding among its own members, rather than consensus-building or even the evolution of shared understandings among Forum members and larger networks. We look at the choices that led the WCD in this direction, as a precursor to the discussion about adoption and compliance in Chapter 8.

**Toward Commissioner Consensus**

For the Commission to be successful, the diverse Commissioners had to develop a shared interest in achieving consensus. This was not a small task.

Commissioners brought very different perspectives and histories, and in some cases considerable wariness of the process and of each other. In this context, Commissioners have emphasised the central role of a balanced and strong Chairperson in steering Commission deliberations.

---

*Commissioners put aside difficult issues for discussion later.*

As a government minister and an academic with a history of political struggle, Chairperson Kader Asmal brought considerable authority to his stewardship of the WCD. In chairing the Commission, he drew on the idea of “sufficient consensus,” an approach used by the African National Congress during anti-apartheid days to bind coalitions in the party and to build relations with other parties. He encouraged Commission members to focus first on issues around which they could forge rough consensus and to table difficult issues for later discussion.\(^1\) The exercise of veto by one member over the entire process was not an option. This approach was meant to decrease the likelihood of dissenting reports and cultivate a sense of individual and shared investment in the final principles. By persuading Commissioners to invest incrementally in the process of mutual learning and relationship-building, Professor Asmal intended to make it ever more difficult for a Commissioner to walk away from the process. He told Commissioners that their enemies were no longer each other, but the sceptics who said they could not finish their work.\(^2\)
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The first meeting of the Commission was reportedly fraught with tension. Each member of the Commission introduced him or herself to the others, laying out his or her professional and personal experiences. A Commissioner who worked with displaced people showed pictures of terrible resettlement conditions to the Commissioner whose corporation was supplying engineering equipment to that dam. Although this beginning did not augur well for conciliation, one Commissioner noted that it was necessary to “get this out of the way.” Once these introductions were made, the Commissioners could shift their focus to the mandate and the work ahead. Over time, there developed within the Commission what Commissioners describe as a remarkable climate of mutual respect on a personal level, and a growing willingness to listen to the others.

Dr. Jan Veltrop, a former President of the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD), was commended by all of his colleagues for wedding a lifetime of experience in dam building with an extraordinary willingness to listen to different viewpoints and seek out new information. He was also tireless in his work during the life of the Commission and attended almost every field visit and consultation. Dr. Veltrop was a replacement for another former president of ICOLD who had originally been appointed to the Commission. Whether the original Commissioner from this key constituency would have played an equally positive role can only be a matter of speculation. However, at least some Commissioners suggested that had he stayed on, the Commission as a whole would not have progressed toward the final framework. These observations highlight the importance of individuals and, to some extent, serendipity in the success of the Commission.

At the other end of the political spectrum, Medha Patkar, the social movement activist from India, is credited with retaining her convictions while maintaining enough flexibility to allow the Commission to move forward. Some of the Commission’s early difficulties with the India consultation have been attributed to Ms. Patkar’s pushing her interests too strongly. However, her subsequent willingness to negotiate in the framework of the overall Commission’s goals enabled the body to accomplish more than many thought possible. Ms. Patkar did append a “comment” to complement her signature on the final report, in which she argued that the report’s scope was inadequate and did not address the broader structural problems with associated development, of which dams were but one symptom. However, her “comment” was couched in the context of endorsing the process and its outcomes.

The most significant change in the Commission itself occurred halfway through the process when Commissioner Shen Guoyi, of China’s Ministry of Water Resources, abruptly resigned. Ms. Shen’s departure certainly held implications for the Commission’s external image, for she was at once a senior government official, a Southern voice, and the only woman who was not from an NGO or community background. Her presence on the Commission had also signified co-operation from the world’s most prolific dam-building nation. Although the WCD Chairperson requested a replacement Commissioner, the Chinese government did not respond. Ms. Shen’s absence would later amplify criticisms that the Commission received after the launch of its report—that it was biased toward the North and that it had failed to consult Southern governments adequately.

Although one can only guess the effect of Ms. Shen’s departure on Commission negotiations (after all, the Commission had not even begun to prepare the final report when she left), it is likely that her resignation influenced the Commissioners’ ability to reach consensus—as well as the nature of the final report. While the Chinese government did not make any formal statement of disagreement regarding the substance of the Commission’s work at the time of Ms. Shen’s departure, a later memo from the Chinese government to the World Bank indicated that it disagreed with the positions of most Commission members. (See Chapter 5, Box 5.4.)

Toward Consensus: The Process of Shared Learning

The Commission’s success in completing a consensus report was largely a result of a two-year shared learning process. Had the Commissioners sought to establish common ground early, their debates would have been based on prior experience rather than shared evidence. Hence, they decided to cast the net wide and avoid discussion of development effectiveness criteria up front. A focus on gathering different views enabled the Commissioners, quite simply, to get on with each other.
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“I think the decision not to dive into the work programme was a smart one,” said one Commissioner. “A joint fact-finding, with a common knowledge base…allowed us to build trust. It’s been very collegial, congenial.” The Commission’s focus on listening and learning was intended to bring the members toward a consensus of the highest common denominator.

The process of shared learning made Commissioners more determined to complete their mandate.

As we documented in Chapter 5, the process of negotiating the Commission’s work programme democratised, or opened up, knowledge creation to go beyond scientific sources and provide a space for grassroots voices. This would not have been possible without the presence of community and indigenous peoples’ activists on the Commission itself. Meanwhile, the presence of practitioner Commissioners with extensive fieldwork experience also broadened the whole Commission’s view. Joji Cariño is often cited as having made a notable contribution to the Commission’s collective accomplishment in addressing indigenous and tribal peoples’ issues. Deborah Moore’s background in environmental flows, Thayer Scudder’s in resettlement issues, and José Goldemberg’s in the energy sector are cited as having compelled and advanced collective thinking.

Commissioners prepared special briefing papers on their areas of expertise and presented these at Commission meetings. They took special responsibility for commenting, on an ongoing basis, on parts of the work programme in which they had a particular interest. Later in the process, they formed sub-committees to consider focal issues in depth.

The unfolding work programme provided the opportunity for Commissioners to absorb and debate new material together, via common readings, public consultations, and shared experiences with engineers, activists, communities, and decision-makers. At times, Commissioners had first-hand experiences that broadened their perspectives. For instance, the engineer on the Commission who had not been exposed to the conditions of resettled communities was reportedly much moved by observing and hearing from these affected communities. This gradual process of learning, organised around grappling with the same set of material and processing the same experiences, equipped the Commissioners to confront difficult decisions in the last few months of their work.

“Why did I sign off?” said one Commissioner, on the eve of the report’s launch. “Because of an early desire on my part, and I know on the part of others as well, to succeed. Later, among all of us there was a determination to complete our mandate. Surely the final report represents some measure of compromise for many of the Commissioners, if indeed not for all of them. We realised what would be at stake if no agreement would be reached.”

Commissioner Consensus versus Stakeholder Consensus

A “consensus driven approach” was one of the WCD’s guiding principles and indeed, part of the Gland mandate. But the Commissioners interpreted consensus-building as focussing on interactions with each other. Building consensus in the broader stakeholder community was a longer-term objective for which the Commission’s work would lay the foundation. As principal advisor Anthony Dorcey had observed in the early days of the Commission’s formation:

“It is proposed in the Gland report that from inception to conclusion the full diversity of stakeholders should be involved in a process that is transparent and designed to reach consensus to the greatest extent possible. While this reflects a growing trend in new collaborative models of governance for sustainability, putting those principles into practice raises immense challenges for the commission. Practical considerations of time and resources will generally make it impossible to go much beyond achieving goals of transparency to build consensus in its multi-stakeholder consultation processes.

Recommendation: The terms of reference document should make clear that while the immediate goal of the commission focuses on building consensus among the commissioners on conclusions and recommendations, the longer term goal is to provide a foundation for building consensus in large dam decision-making processes.”
The Commission’s work programme reflected this emphasis. For instance, as we described in Chapter 6, the public consultations were designed and presented as information-gathering opportunities for the Commission, not occasions for exchange, dialogue, or consensus-building among stakeholders in the broader community.

Because there were few opportunities for direct exchange among a broader number of interest groups under WCD auspices (Forum meetings provided one such opportunity), many interest group efforts were directed toward influencing the Commissioners themselves or lobbying members of the Secretariat who were involved in the day-to-day management of the work programme. Thus, for those stakeholders who were actively engaged in monitoring and providing input to the work programme, the Secretariat and Commission acted as mediators. Because it was involved in the day-to-day implementation of the work programme, the Secretariat felt much more of this pressure than the Commission did.

Constituency Ties, Constituency Drift

As explored in Chapter 4, the Commission’s legitimacy derived from the range of networks, views, and positions collectively represented on the Commission. Individually, for many Commissioners, credibility rested on continued ties with and support from networks. At the same time, each was empowered to act in his or her personal capacity, to negotiate freely toward consensus. This simultaneous need for connection and freedom established a tension for many Commissioners.

In some cases, the ties to constituents were particularly strong and were reinforced throughout the life of the Commission. This was especially evident in the case of Commissioners from non-governmental backgrounds, who consulted with international NGOs and dam-affected peoples’ representatives before each Commission meeting. These informal consultations allowed them “to keep in touch,” and ensure that they didn’t “sign off on things people aren’t comfortable with,” in the words of one Commissioner. “I have a responsibility to represent the point of view of a particular constituency,” said another, who noted that peoples’ movements had “expressed faith” in her nomination and provided much support.

Other Commissioners maintained loose networks of associates and advisors whom they used as sounding boards for issues raised in the Commission. Jan Veltrop, the past President of ICOLD, turned to colleagues in the ICOLD network. Göran Lindahl, the CEO of a large private company, formed a loose network with the industry representatives on the WCD Forum. This industry group held a meeting to analyse the WCD’s thematic papers in-depth prior to channelling input to Lindahl. However, this effort at coordination developed late in the process, long after NGOs and social movements had established well functioning mechanisms of coordination and feedback. This difference in mobilisation indicated the private sector’s general slowness to engage with the WCD.

Some members of the Commission, perhaps because of their academic or multi-sectoral backgrounds, did not consider themselves to have a defined or mobilised constituency. At least one such Commissioner constituted a “kitchen cabinet” of advisors, “all of whom have a totally different viewpoint” to act as a sounding board for WCD issues.

Despite various efforts at communication and coordination between Commissioners and constituencies, the two-year process of shared learning and moving toward consensus inevitably required some flexibility in Commissioners’ thinking. If the Commission were to produce a consensus final report at all, they had to give some ground. This
raised the danger of Commissioners drifting away from their interest group networks.

For example, once the Commission had released its report, a dedicated anti-dam activist opined that “some of the WCD Commissioners were not as strong ['anti-dam'] as we thought them to be.” A World Bank official expressed his disappointment that a Commissioner from government agreed on a report that, in his opinion, was so far-reaching in its call for reform that it circumscribed the role of governments. In the case of the representative from the private sector, Göran Lindahl, this drift was particularly strong, but largely because of his company’s withdrawal from the dams business, rather than because of shifts in his position to accommodate consensus. (See Box 7.1.)

Commissioners’ Varying Involvement

Having a commission composed of active and engaged individuals, such as the WCD, presents a host of benefits, although some commissioners face the pressures of competing responsibilities. In the WCD’s case, Commissioners differed in the amount of time they were able to dedicate to Commission work. Where Commissions of the past had been stacked with eminent retirees, this Commission had only one retired person: Dr. Jan Veltrop. Although retired, he maintained an active interest in ICOLD affairs and attended almost all ICOLD meetings. Some Commissioners from NGOs and community-based organisations were able to scale back other commitments so that they could devote more time to the WCD. Others, such as Göran Lindahl, the CEO of a multinational corporation; Donald Blackmore, the CEO of a major river basin authority; and Kader Asmal, a sitting government minister, were limited in how much time they could make for WCD affairs.

According to Secretariat members, the varying levels of engagement of the Commissioners did not materially affect the outcome of the final report. The Secretariat members who drafted the text, as well as the other Commissioners, were highly attuned to each person’s bottom line. “It’s not necessarily the length of time or number of Commissioners that matters,” said one senior advisor. “As long as you have the range of views there, you’ll get essentially the same product. You can’t move forward with something, if one major group doesn’t agree.”

Box 7.1

Industry representation on the Commission: the case of ABB

Asea Brown Boveri (ABB), a Swiss-based international engineering company, had been closely involved in the WCD process from the days of the Gland meeting. When Commissioners were selected, the CEO of ABB, Göran Lindahl, was given a slot. Over the life of the Commission, ABB's stake in hydropower diminished considerably. For example, ABB was a major contractor for Malaysia’s controversial Bakun Dam. For a variety of reasons, including mounting NGO pressure, the company withdrew from the project. Following this episode, ABB announced it would shift its focus away from traditional large-scale power plants and increase investments in alternative energy, such as wind power.

By late 1999, much of ABB’s stake in hydropower was gone. Other industry representatives on the WCD Forum began to feel that Mr. Lindahl was no longer the best spokesman for their interests. Mr. Lindahl offered to resign in favour of another industry representative, such as a senior representative of the Canadian company Hydro-Quebec. However, given the late stage of the Commission, the Chairperson and the other Commissioners were unwilling to consider a replacement, keeping in mind the dynamic of interpersonal relations and shared learning that had evolved among the Commissioners by then.

Mr. Lindahl remained on the Commission, but with limited involvement. Indeed, the head of ABB’s environment division took his place at the last Commission meeting, to sign off on the final report. In an indication of ABB’s detachment from the process, no representative of the company attended the final Forum meeting, where stakeholders shared plans for charting a course forward.

The WCD Forum: Promise Unfulfilled?

The role of the WCD Forum was to act as a sounding board for the Commission’s work and to perform an outreach function for the final report. The Commissioners intended to use the Forum to ensure that their discussions did not drift too far from the concerns and positions of stakeholders and to sustain the interest and engagement of
stakeholders throughout the process. In reality, realising the full potential of the Forum proved to be a challenge, one that often foundered against the practicalities of meaningful engagement with large numbers of stakeholders in a time-bound process.

**Forum Members’ Varying Involvement**

Forum members’ involvement in the work programme depended much upon their own initiative and perseverance. Some Forum members were deeply involved in developing the WCD’s knowledge base. They generated comments on terms of reference and drafts of papers, served on formal review panels, and disseminated and promoted information on the WCD to their professional networks and constituents. Others were far less engaged.

A network of NGOs and social movement groups acted as constant critics and monitors of the WCD work programme. Later in the process, a dams industry group forged a similar network, which, over time, substantially increased its scrutiny of and its voice in the process. These three broad categories of stakeholders tended to be motivated by strategic concerns. Social movements and NGOs were partly driven by a concern to prevent industry from dominating the agenda. Some members of the dams establishment openly admitted that their motivation for involvement was to “limit the damage” by the WCD to industry interests.

By contrast, other Forum members, such as the Inter-American Development Bank, did not attend any Forum meetings, but were active behind the scenes and between meetings in arranging consultant input to the WCD’s work programme. Many of the policy research and academic institutions on the Forum largely limited their engagement to participation in Forum meetings. As a general observation, those Forum members who had a direct stake in the outcome of the Commission—public and private industry engaged in dam building and operation, and social movements of affected communities and their allies—tended to put the most effort into the process.

Forum members’ inputs into the work programme occupied countless hours of Secretariat time. Secretariat staff members were required to respond to requests while remaining completely even-handed toward the diverse groups on the Forum. Initially, the Secretariat arranged a system by which staff members were tasked with contacting Forum members on a regular basis. This system did not work, because the Secretariat was too busy “to engage them on issues they didn’t bring up.” Instead, the Secretariat designed review processes for thematic and case study papers for multi-stakeholder input and responded to specific Forum requests as they came up.

---

**Communicating with the Forum occupied countless hours of Secretariat time.**

---

Secretariat staff found active Forum members to be helpful, because such members knew the work programme well. They provided “very targeted” comments to the Secretariat’s work, thus acting as an effective sounding board. At the same time, the staff’s role as mediators between the various interest groups was a high-pressure vocation that gave staff “the feeling of living in a fishbowl.” As they recall, it was hard for outsiders to appreciate the degree of consultation that took place within the Secretariat and between the Secretariat and key opinion-shapers on the Forum before decisions were made about activities that would influence public perceptions.

“All they see is a letter of invitation, a meeting agenda and assume it’s top-down. They never see the discussions we have about who should be invited, and in what order. To get to a letter of invitation and an agenda is often the result of five or six meetings, informal phone conversations with key people… In the back of our minds there’s always: What will the Commissioners think? What will the stakeholders think? We’re very aware of the boundaries.” The intense pressure upon the Secretariat holds lessons for future multi-stakeholder processes that seek to gather new data on contentious issues. The WCD’s experience suggests that the personal qualities of Secretariat members, such as diplomacy, tact, and fairness, are critical to the legitimacy of such processes.
The Commission’s Use of the Forum

The composition of the WCD Forum well illustrated the Commission’s efforts at inclusiveness. The Forum included organisations that had been engaged in pitch battles over the preceding years about specific dam projects. Dam financiers, builders, opponents, and affected communities all had a seat at the Forum’s table. Bringing these groups together over a sustained two and a half year period was a notable accomplishment.

Yet, although this gathering was unique, the scope for stakeholder dialogue during structured Forum meetings was limited. The Forum only met three times, including one meeting after the release of the WCD report. Of the three meetings, only the second provided an opportunity for Forum members to review the expanding knowledge base together and use these discussions to further collective understanding. As described earlier, the focus of the Commission’s design was to promote consensus in the Commission itself, as the first hurdle for a legitimate report. To serve this overarching objective, practical considerations of Secretariat time and resources required that Forum meetings be limited. Although this choice is understandable, the opportunity for more direct dialogue within the Forum was lost.

Forum members complained that they were not given sufficient opportunity to comment on the Commission’s work.

Commissioners and Secretariat staff both praised Forum meetings for providing valuable reality checks to the Commission’s evolving views on large dams and alternatives. Commission members emphasised the Forum’s helpfulness in providing feedback on the Commission’s ideas as it prepared to debate the final report. However, the utility of the Forum was not as evident to Forum members as it was to the Commissioners and Secretariat. Both in confidential interviews and in open meetings after the launch of the WCD report, Forum members complained that the opportunity for feedback presented by Forum meetings was largely wasted. They criticised the Commission for not producing and sharing a set of interim synthesis findings with the Forum, which could have served as a concrete basis for soliciting their feedback. Given the WCD’s focus on a Commissioner consensus, rather than a stakeholder consensus, sharing interim findings raised several thorny issues for the process. We turn to these issues next.

From Workplan to Final Report

Transparency in Preparation of the Commission’s Report

In pulling together the many and disparate strands of the knowledge base, the Secretariat was under enormous time pressure. The Commission’s original plan was for the Secretariat to produce synthesis outputs from the knowledge base corresponding to the three objectives of the WCD: a review of development effectiveness; a framework for options assessment; and a framework for criteria and guidelines around dams. The intent was that the Commission would use these to formulate its final assessment of dams’ performance and forward-looking guidelines.

In the end, it took longer than the Secretariat and Commission expected to finalise the knowledge base studies. In fact, some commissioned papers were not available in final form for use in the Commission’s deliberations. Moreover, although available on request, relevant submissions from the public were still being appended to thematic papers as the Commission’s final report was released, suggesting that they were not readily accessible to the Commissioners. As a result of these time delays, synthesis outputs were not circulated to the Forum. Instead, much of the material that would have gone into these outputs was wrapped into the final report.

There was much confusion as to whether the Commission’s failure to circulate synthesis outputs represented a breach of faith. Some industry stakeholders and World Bank staff, in interviews conducted after the report was released, said they had expected that the synthesis product would be open to public review and comment. The Secretariat noted that their work programme never stated that the outputs would be circulated, merely that they would be produced. However, given the Commission’s commitment to transparency and the willingness to circulate drafts of commissioned papers, it was reasonable for Forum members to
expect that synthesis outputs would be shared with them. The trade-offs involved in additional consultation are reflected in WCD participants’ comments in Box 7.2.

The value of producing and disseminating an interim report would have been to show stakeholders, particularly Forum members with their ability to influence public opinion, the direction of the Commission’s thinking, and would have presented an opportunity to make constructive criticisms to increase the acceptability of the final product. For example, industry stakeholders insist that review of synthesis outputs would have enhanced the technical quality of the final report.

### An interim report would have revealed the direction of the Commission’s thinking.

Ultimately, the Commission’s choice not to devote time to preparing and soliciting feedback on synthesis outputs was a choice to prioritise Commissioner consensus over stakeholder consensus. To defend the integrity of the Commissioners’ deliberations, the Commissioners chose to pay the price of reduced Forum engagement because several members of the Commission and Secretariat feared sharing even interim products with the Forum would stall the Commissioners’ negotiation process. This option carried a price. The decision diminished the Forum within the process, cost the Commission a measure of goodwill and credibility, and lost some potential ambassadors for its message.

Some Forum members raised similar arguments about preparation of the final report, as distinct from the interim synthesis outputs. Indeed, there was intense secrecy around the Commission’s final report once it was completed, with no opportunity for review outside of Secretariat staff and Commission members. Faced with this lack of access, some Forum members charged that in the interests of transparency the Commissioners should have prepared a draft of the report with Forum members for comment prior to finalising it.

The case for opening the final report to broader stakeholder negotiation is weak. In a multi-stakeholder advisory commission, such as the WCD, it is entirely appropriate for a commission to close the doors at some point. The Commissioners had to reach and formulate their own final conclusions, based on their best judgement and on the trust placed in them during the process. Had they held the final report open to review and comment, it is likely that they would never have completed it.

Indeed, the pressure on Commissioners and the Secretariat was considerable, even without considering additional last minute views from Forum members. Given the volume of material, few Commissioners were able to read and digest the entire compilation. Instead, late in the process, Commissioners signed up for issues on which they had to concentrate to draw implications and recommendations. In the final meeting of the Commission, members “formed groups to go over, revise, then reject whole chapters.”

### Box 7.2

**Participation and transparency versus time**

“If you open up the planning too much so everyone has a say in every point of the process, it’s all going to bog down. It’s a better idea to get everyone to agree on who should undertake the process, and make sure it’s transparent, etc....”

—a Commissioner, commenting on whether the WCD should have put out an interim report for public review

“I’m a big fan of time-limited processes, they force you to grapple. They are massive challenges to processes that want to be participatory. Participation is where it falls out.”

—a Commissioner, commenting on the overall time frame of the WCD process

“They were supposed to bring together three synthesis reports. We never saw some of the most important knowledge base products for peer review. I believe the Secretariat could have had a peer review or hearings. Couldn’t a synthesis step have helped a bit? It would’ve been a shorter, much more concise report. Two years was a break-your-neck kind of exercise.”

—a Forum member, commenting on the final synthesis and report-writing process

---

a Interview with Commissioner, 19 March 2001.
b Interview with Commissioner, 10 April 2000.
c Interview with Forum member, 22 January 2001.
Commissioners also relied heavily on the Secretariat for support and preparation of drafts. In contrast to former Commission reports that have been authored primarily by a Secretary-General, many people wrote this report. “Drafts went around about 30 times, marked up by everyone,” noted one senior advisor. According to staff, they re-created debates among themselves that mirrored the debates on the Commission itself. Because Secretariat members were together in one location and were responsible for day-to-day handling of material, they had discussed more material together than the Commissioners had. The Secretariat did much of the writing, and it was helpful that Secretariat members represented sectoral diversity when they took on this task. This practical contribution toward forging commissioner consensus reinforces the importance of a diverse Secretariat in building a commission’s legitimacy in the eyes of stakeholders. (See Chapter 4.)

Cultivation and Undermining of Stakeholder Support

Once the report was completed, Secretariat and Commissioners stepped up their outreach efforts to constituents who appeared particularly sceptical of the WCD process. In the four months before the report’s release, Commission members made presentations at major congresses of ICOLD, the International Hydropower Association (IHA), the International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage (ICID), and the World Conservation Union (IUCN).

Despite these efforts, stakeholder buy-in to the report was compromised during the lead-up to the launch by leaks of the final report. It is standard practice for agencies to release official documents to the media ahead of the official launch date. In this case, some members of the Forum, particularly those from industry, were distressed to receive calls from the press requesting comment before they had seen the report themselves. This frustration was enhanced by the tenor of the media’s questions, which focussed on a perceived negative tone in the report with regard to large dams. By contrast, the NGO advocacy community was well prepared for the launch and had managed to obtain a copy of the report through a leak, much to the displeasure of industry groups. Industry groups grumbled publicly about what they perceived as a breach of faith, although some also privately said they had simply been out-flanked by the more media-savvy NGOs.

Conclusions

- Build a process around shared learning and relationship building among commissioners to enable them to transcend initial differences in perspective and experience.
- Use advisory forums to create structured opportunities for multi-stakeholder input to the process. If forum members are to be used as ambassadors, they must be briefed regularly on the substance of the developing product to gain their support.
- Respect stakeholder expectations to comment on work products, given current norms of transparency. Weigh stakeholder expectations for comment against the risks of disrupting a fragile consensus.

Organising the work of a commission around a process of shared learning helps build the basis for commissioner consensus. Shared learning allows individuals to develop personal relationships and invest collectively in a process, thereby raising the personal and professional costs of withdrawal. Skilful management within the Commission along these lines was an important contribution to the WCD process. At the same time, this approach by no means guarantees that all commissioners will stay with the process. The withdrawal of a WCD Commissioner from China, under circumstances that remain ambiguous, illustrates the political trade-offs that global commissions must manage.

Efforts toward consensus can place considerable strain on commissioners’ time and on their ties with their constituents. To invest sufficiently in the shared learning process, commissioners must be able to devote time to digest materials and work with colleagues on the commission. An effective and engaged secretariat can mitigate some demands on commissioners’ time. Commissioners also face the challenge of retaining their flexibility to compromise in the interests of a consensus, even while maintaining their credibility with their networks and constituents.

Establishing an advisory board, such as the WCD’s Forum, is an idea with great potential. In the WCD, this potential was only partially realised. The limited opportunity for dialogue between Commissioners and the Forum and among Forum
members constrained the Forum’s ability to act both as a sounding board and as a mechanism for building stakeholder consensus. At the same time, given the trade-offs between investing time and resources in developing a Commissioner consensus and making incremental progress toward a consensus among all stakeholders, the WCD likely made the right choice in focussing on Commissioners.

Commissions and other policy processes face questions about when is the best time to consult the public. The Commission did not release an interim document that revealed the direction of its thinking and likely emphasis of its final report. Many Forum members saw this as a lack of transparency and openness. Significantly, this decision prevented the Commission from advancing the debate over key issues further within the Forum. This decision was to have ramifications for reception of the final report—which was more hostile than it might have been had an interim product been shared and debated in the Forum. The experience suggests that future multi-stakeholder processes, while respecting the importance of commissioners as final arbiters, should consider the value of circulating interim, not final, findings to an advisory forum for comment.49
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The Commission’s Final Report: The International Response

The previous chapters looked at how creating a Commission based on broad representation and a process based on “good governance” principles established credibility for the WCD among a cross-section of agencies, movements, and interest groups internationally. We also looked at the trade-offs the Commission made between seeking consensus among its 12-member body and seeking to evolve a broader consensus among Forum members and networks of dam-related stakeholders. The question we address in this chapter is whether broad representation and a credible process were sufficient to ensure positive reception of the Commission’s final product, a report entitled Dams and Development: A New Framework for Decision-making.

This chapter provides an overview of Dams and Development, and documents how it broke new ground in the international development discourse. We ask: What were the responses of the main stakeholder groups to the report? To what degree were stakeholders’ responses based upon their perceptions of representation on the Commission, and on their perceptions of the legitimacy of the knowledge-gathering process or the consensus-building process? Based on these responses, we reflect on the implications for dissemination, adoption, and implementation of the WCD’s recommendations.

Dams and Development: A New Framework for Decision-making

WCD Report Breaks New Ground

The Commission’s final report, Dams and Development, is a consensus report of 380 pages. All 12 Commissioners1 signed it, and Medha Patkar wrote an additional “comment.” The report wraps together the required outputs of the Commission: a global review of the development effectiveness of large dams; a framework for water resources planning; and guidelines for options assessment and dam building, maintenance, and decommissioning.

The Commission’s findings were much more than just a review of dams. Rather, they were judgments on the very governance and societal relations that underpin any major development project. The bulk of the Commission’s Global Review of Large Dams was dedicated to analysing the performance of dams based on the questions in its case studies and survey: What were the projected versus actual benefits, costs, and impacts of large dams? To what degree had dams delivered on developers’ promises or fallen short? The Commission concluded that large dams vary greatly in delivering predicted water and electricity services and related social benefits. Irrigation dams have tended to fall short of physical and economic targets. Hydropower dams “tend to perform closer to, but still below, targets for power generation, generally meet their financial targets but demonstrate variable economic performance relative to targets.”2 The history of large dams reveals a “pervasive and systematic failure” by governments and developers to assess the range of potential negative impacts and to put adequate mitigation and compensation measures in place.3

In analysing the causes of these failures, the Commission pinpointed inequitable power relations within and among nations and closed decision-making processes. By normative standards, the positive contribution of dams—to irrigation, domestic and industrial consumption, electricity generation, and flood control—had been “marred in many cases by significant environmental and social impacts which when viewed
from today’s values, are unacceptable” (authors’ emphasis).

Chairperson Kader Asmal’s preface to the report further underscored the unacceptability of the decision-making processes behind much dam construction. (See Box 8.1.)

The Commission proposed using three United Nations instruments, on human rights and the right to clean environment and development, as a bridge between its evaluation of past mistakes and its prescription for the future. Specifically, the Commission evoked the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and its subsequent elaboration in the Declaration on the Right to Development adopted by the UN General Assembly (1986), and the Rio Principles agreed at the UN Conference on Environment and Development (1992).

The link to UN instruments was highly strategic. The Commission had been tasked with creating “internationally acceptable” guidelines for the planning, construction, and maintenance of large dams. It turned to the values set forth by formal representatives of the people—the member states of the United Nations—to ground its recommendations.

As the product of a multi-stakeholder entity with no formal legal status, the Commission’s report was destined to stand as an advisory, non-legal document in the international arena. Yet, by placing the United Nations instruments at the centre of the report, the Commission harnessed the dams issue to a prominent body of international soft law.

Looking back at the evidence in its Global Review of Large Dams, the Commission found that: “Governments, in constructing dams, have often found themselves in conflict with basic principles of good governance that have been articulated in the three international instruments [the United Nations covenants]. This situation still prevails today.”

Looking forward, the Commission proposed mechanisms to improve natural resources decision-making and prevent breaches of basic human rights from occurring in the context of dams again. The Commission presented a “Rights and Risks” framework to identify which stakeholders should be involved or represented in decision-making. Stakeholders would be identified based on whether they had a legitimate claim and entitlement (under law, constitution, or custom) that might be affected by a development project. No rights should automatically be considered superior to others. When rights of various stakeholders might overlap or conflict, good faith negotiations would be required to reconcile stakeholder interests.

According to the report, the risks (or “loss of rights”) of project affectees should be recognised and addressed in an explicit, open, and transparent fashion. Historically, the notion of risks had been applied to investors who risked financial capital on a project. The Commission broke new ground by highlighting the number of involuntary risk takers in both displaced and downstream communities as a result of dam building. Importantly, the Commission argued that the old-fashioned balance sheet approach that sought to trade off one person’s loss against another’s gain was unacceptable. The Commission discussed some alternatives for providing water and energy services—
options that stakeholders might consider instead of large dams. However, the Commission’s treatment of alternatives was fairly general.

Based on the United Nations instruments, the Commission distilled a set of core values for water and energy related decision-making, and seven Strategic Priorities. (See Box 8.2.) The Strategic Priorities formed the basis for 26 guidelines for options assessment and the planning, financing, building, maintenance, and decommissioning of large dams. The recommendations caution that conventional cost-benefit approaches to decision-making are insufficient but must be part of a richer, multi-criteria approach. They are a mixture of “carrots” that reward good practice, such as performance bonds, and “sticks” to punish poor practice, such as the call for five-yearly evaluations of dams’ performance.8

---

**The Commission grounded its recommendations in three United Nations instruments.**

---

The WCD was ahead of previous global public policy endeavours by siting human rights norms front and centre in the debate over large-scale infrastructure projects. But the WCD was not radical in this accomplishment either. As acknowledged in its final report, the international development discourse was already moving toward siting human rights at the centre of development more generally. The UNDP Human Development Report 2000 shows how: “Human rights [constitute] the fundamental framework within which human development must be pursued.”9

The human rights and right to development principles at the heart of Dams and Development were highlighted in the report’s launch, in November 2001.10 The keynote speaker, former South African President Nelson Mandela, addressed the role of dams in alleviating hunger. A spokesperson for Mary Robinson, UN Commissioner on Human Rights, lauded the WCD for its attention to human rights.11

**The Commission Passes the Baton**

At the launch of the Commission’s report, Chairperson Kader Asmal presented the main findings and recommendations and declared the World Commission on Dams formally disbanded, its work complete. He turned the report over to the World Bank and IUCN and other concerned stakeholders for earnest consideration and adoption.

Professor Asmal and his fellow Commissioners saw the WCD Forum members as among the most important ambassadors for the WCD’s principles and recommendations. Not only were these institutions influential players in the dams industry and the broader dams debate themselves—whose actions could change the nature of the dams business—but they were also opinion leaders. They were institutions and individuals with far-reaching networks whose views on Dams and Development could influence the conventional wisdom about the report.

**Responses to the Final Report**

The high stakes for diverse groups in the dams debate and the high expectations for the WCD report created a tense atmosphere for its launch and dissemination, and pressure for major industry and NGO players to respond. The tone of the initial responses ranged from glowing to scathing, with the majority being cautiously receptive. But one generalisation is possible about the report’s reception. Institutions and individuals around the world were reading it closely and felt compelled to respond publicly. In the words of one Forum member, “People are poring over it.”12

In fact, it was not possible for most institutions to provide official responses at once. The timing of
official reactions reflected the nature of consultative procedures within institutions and networks and was also a function of the report’s accessibility because of language and other factors. But even those organisations that did not make an immediate statement registered their interest in the report and their intention to form task forces to consider its implications.13

Because this assessment was completed only a few months after the release of the WCD report, it has been possible to capture only the first official statements and press coverage, and a sampling of individual comments.14 Precisely because of the changes to business as usual required by the report and the time taken for dissemination and adoption, it will require years for the report to be read, interpreted, operationalised, tested, and evaluated around the world, and its full impact measured.

**Non-governmental Organisations**

A majority of international NGOs welcomed the WCD’s final report and called for immediate action by bilateral and multilateral institutions to implement its recommendations. Their demand for change in financial institutions reflected NGOs’ interpretation of these institutions’ make-or-break roles in the project cycle of most large dams. It also reflected Northern NGOs’ demand for accountability for their tax monies that contribute toward these public institutions. (See Box 8.3.)

NGOs generally supported the findings in the WCD’s Global Review, for they had obtained the normative judgement on poorly conceived and planned dam projects that they had sought. They voiced approval for the strong emphasis on negotiation, due process, and justice for dam-affected people in the WCD’s forward-looking framework and recommendations.

In their advocacy efforts, international NGOs tended to focus more on the content of the report on its own terms than on the process of the WCD. Their approach tended to be: “The process was not perfect, but the product was surprisingly good.”15 However, they did refer to the importance of the diverse stakeholder representatives on the Commission having reached consensus on the findings as a rationale for broader adoption and compliance.16 Regional groupings of NGOs and movement leaders who had access to the English language publication echo this initial NGO statement. (Even several months after the WCD report’s release, the summary had not been translated and fully disseminated and discussed at a grassroots level—see “Peoples’ Movements and Community-based Organisations,” below.)

A minority of advocacy NGOs and social movement leaders came out against the report. An article in the British press by one anti-dam activist was emblematic of this reaction. Philip Williams, the founder and former President of International Rivers Network, wrote that the WCD’s failure to reject large dams technology altogether, by focusing instead on the weakness of decision-making processes, was “an unacceptable compromise for the global anti-dam movement.”17

The report received an equally enthusiastic reaction from international environmental organisations, also among the first to respond. Such groups as IUCN and World Wide Fund for Nature welcomed the report’s lengthy treatment of ecosystem management and recommendations for environmental flow releases. They supported the call for comprehensive and meaningful options assessment in water and energy planning.

IUCN’s reaction bore a special significance, as it was one of the original convenors of the WCD as well as the world’s largest conservation organisation. IUCN’s Council passed a resolution at its Congress in early February 2001 to establish a task force to “define concrete avenues for implementation.”18 Later that month, it announced that its Water & Nature Initiative, a major follow-on from the World Water Vision process, was to incorporate the WCD’s framework for decision-making and selected recommendations. The significance of IUCN’s role in promoting and implementing the WCD recommendations was sealed when outgoing WCD Secretary-General Achim Steiner was named as the incoming Director General of IUCN.19

**Peoples’ Movements and Community-based Organisations**

As of this writing, only a small number of statements have been issued from community and dam-affected peoples’ groups because of language issues and logistical difficulties of diffusion. Translations of the WCD’s summary report into Spanish, Portuguese, French, Japanese, Chinese, German, Russian, and Hindi had been released by
mid-2001. However, much of the process of discussion and mobilisation at the community level was just beginning.

The first statements, from dam-affected people in Brazil, Canada, Southern Africa, Nepal, and India, indicate that they found much in the WCD report to hearten them.20 (See Box 8.4.) In particular, the Commission’s recognition of the injustices perpetrated upon many displaced and project-affected people in the past was seen as a vindication of their struggles. These dam-affected people seized upon the report’s call for review of problem projects and also its call for obtaining the free, prior, and informed consent of indigenous peoples, and without the demonstrable public acceptance of all those who would be affected by the project.

• All public financial institutions should immediately establish independent and participatory reviews of all their planned and ongoing dam projects...

• All institutions which share in the responsibility for the unresolved negative impacts of dams should immediately initiate a process to establish and fund mechanisms to provide reparations to affected communities that have suffered social, cultural, and economic harm as a result of dam projects.

• All public financial institutions should place a moratorium on funding the planning or construction of new dams until they can demonstrate that they have complied with the above measures.”

— An International NGO Coalition*

“The following steps need to be taken:
• That governments and the private sector apply the criteria and good practice guidelines outlined in the report and publicly commit to undertake comprehensive options assessments before proceeding with the construction of any dam...

• That OECD countries publicly commit to not construct any further large dams at least for the next two decades...

• That all interest groups pledge to not enter into construction of mega-dams (i.e. those over 100 metres in height...) as the social, ecological, and financial evidence necessitates a worldwide moratorium on such dams.”

— WWF International Position Statement, February 2001

“The work of the Commission represents a fair and balanced assessment of both benefits and costs, with input from all constituencies through high-quality reviews, public hearings and thorough information gathering. The Commission has created a knowledge base that goes beyond what any individual organisation could possibly have compiled.

What the WCD has finally given to us is not a final verdict on dams. But it has opened up a new path, a new approach to build upon. As such, the Report of the Commission forms a landmark in the history of the development and operations of dams.”

— IUCN Position Statement, February 2001

“The Commission, evading its main task of adjudicating the ‘development effectiveness’ of dams, emphasises that it is poor planning of past dams that has caused unnecessary harm. This contradicts critics’ charges that it is the dams themselves, no matter how well planned, that inevitably create unmitigated social and ecological impacts... The World Commission on Dams was no ‘truth commission,’ but more of a ‘peace process.’”

— Philip Williams, anti-dam activistb

*a Excerpted from “A Call to Action,” by International Rivers Network and the Berne Declaration, with 109 additional signatories from around the world, 16 November 2000.

At a more profound level, dam-affected people and their supporters had hoped that the spirit of Commissioner Medha Patkar’s “comment” to the WCD report would have underpinned the entire report. In her note, Ms. Patkar calls dams “a symptom of the larger failure of the unjust and destructive dominant development model…” Addressing these issues is essential in any attempt to reach an adequate analysis of the basic systemic changes needed to achieve equitable and sustainable development and to give a pointer towards challenging the forces that lead to the marginalisation of a majority through the imposition of unjust technologies like large dams.”

For example, the Brazilian Movement of Dam-affected People (MAB) lamented that the WCD had failed to go beyond the recognition of dams’ economic, social, and environmental problems “to unmask the private interests moving the dam industry around the world.”

In spite of these reservations, dam-affected and community-based organisations have indicated that the WCD report is something they can work with. In two of many such examples, MAB has called on Brazilian national stakeholders to convene a national commission on dams—in the spirit of the WCD—to assess Brazilian dam performance and planning and address outstanding reparations issues. The WCD report has invigorated a range of community-based organisations and NGOs in Kenya, which have begun pressing for its recommendations to be implemented in current dam projects in their country, especially as regards stakeholder participation in options assessment and project planning. (See Box 8.5.)

**Box 8.4**

*Peoples’ movements and community groups’ responses*

“The era of large dams and its [sic] grievous social and environmental impacts has come to an end. The era of dams built against the will of dam-affected people has come to an end. Brazil needs to move forward to this era. No new dams should be built in Brazil without the ‘demonstrable public acceptance’ of dam-affected people.”

—Brazilian Movement of Dam-Affected People

“As a direct result of the inequity between those communities who pay the costs of large dams and those who benefit from these same dams, we strongly urge for affected communities to be direct beneficiaries of existing dam projects.”

—South African communities and non-governmental organisations

“As peoples who have been dispossessed and devastated by the adverse biophysical, socio-economic and cultural effects of water and energy projects, we call upon international financial institutions to refuse funding to all water and energy projects for which the consent of the peoples or communities affected has not been obtained.”

—James Bay Cree Nation and the Pimicikamak Cree Nation

---

* Brazilian Movement of Dam-Affected People, “The Brazilian Movement of Dam-affected People (MAB) and the World Commission on Dams (WCD),” 9 February 2001.


* James Bay Cree Nation and the Pimicikamak Cree Nation, “Statement of the on the occasion of the release of the World Commission on Dams final report,” Undated.

**Multilateral Development Banks**

The World Bank’s reaction to the WCD report was intensely anticipated by a wide range of stakeholders, not least because it was a convener of the Commission. By the time the WCD report was released the World Bank was involved in only 1 percent of large dam-building internationally but its agenda-setting power in development discourse and its continuing leverage with client governments gave it considerable opportunity to influence the “international acceptability” of the WCD’s recommendations.

The initial response from President James Wolfensohn at the London launch of the WCD report was warm and congratulatory. He was non-committal about the likelihood of the World Bank’s adopting the recommendations. He emphasised that the report must be debated by the World Bank’s Board and client governments before defining a way forward. But he nonetheless suggested that the World Bank would find many opportunities for adoption of the recommendations.

As months passed and the World Bank’s internal evaluation progressed, its position seemed to harden against taking major action. A “progress report” delivered by Senior Water Advisor John Briscoe at the WCD’s third Forum meeting indicated that the prospects for significant change...
The success of the WCD report in Kenya also largely depends on whether the policymakers will give the dams debate top priority; actively promote an enabling environment through adopting legal, political, economic, social, financial, and economic measures, etc. Besides, the country’s development partners such as the donor agencies will have to demonstrate their commitment to the principles captured in the WCD report...

Due to the rising power of NGOs on the local scene, the influence and impact of Dams and Development in the decision-making process has a great impetus... The fact that the WCD has shifted the centre of gravity in the dams debate to focus on options assessment and participatory decision-making has had ripples in the implementation of proposed dam projects in Kenya.”


Box 8.5

Responses at a country level: Kenya

“Over the years the majority of Kenyan contenders in the dams debate were just whispering. Having read the Commission’s report we are convinced that the Kenyan stakeholders had some things to tell the Commission regarding the experiences of dams in the country. Fortunately the Commission listened. The Commission told its story. And that has made all the difference. The various interest groups in Kenya are more than whispering now; they are dashing fully into voice. For this [hope] to be realised there is urgent need to develop a clear policy framework on stakeholder participation and mechanisms that not only facilitate but also ensure involvement of stakeholders.

The decision to make few changes to business as usual apparently suited both sides.

There was also, to the outside world, an opaque relationship between the World Bank and its clients regarding who set the agenda. The World Bank sought guidance from client governments on how it should move forward. It readily accepted their proposals for no new conditionalities, although in the past it had not been shy about imposing multiple conditionalities. Simultaneously, these governments emphasised their appreciation of the World Bank as an honest broker in dam-related dialogue, but only, apparently, if national sovereignty remained supreme. The decision to make few changes to business as usual apparently suited both sides.

The World Bank’s response initiated criticism from an international coalition of NGOs and social movements that stated in an open letter to President Wolfensohn: “If the World Bank does now not inform the World Bank’s water resource sector strategy, then under development.” The significance of these steps was difficult to assess at the time, since each one had the potential to develop into a strong follow-up to the WCD or to wither away. But the overall message was that the World Bank would rely upon the interest of individual project managers in the institution and client governments to demand the skills and information to pursue the WCD’s recommendations. Without the political will of senior World Bank officials to operationalise the recommendations, there is no reason to assume that, by themselves, these actors would have the incentive to do so. The burden for promoting compliance would fall once more to the World Bank’s civil society monitors.

There were several ironic twists in these developments. The first lay in the World Bank’s use of Southern government reservations as a rationale for its unenthusiastic response. When it convened the Gland meeting and supported the WCD process, the World Bank had focussed the stakeholder identification exercise on international interest groups in the dams debate, rather than focussing on its client governments. In other words, the World Bank had gone to the international NGOs, academic experts, businesspeople, and quasi-governmental development authorities to seek ways to break the deadlock in the dams debate. However, in the latter stages of the WCD’s process and in the post-launch evaluation, the World Bank stated that client governments’ responses to the WCD report would be the “acid test.”

Within the Bank were fairly remote. The World Bank evaluation team, led by Dr. Briscoe and a senior official of the division for Environmentally and Socially Sustainable Development, had toured seven client countries to harvest official reactions to the WCD report. As related in Dr. Briscoe’s statement, World Bank contacts in Southern governments approved the core values of the WCD report but balked at the specific recommendations, demanding no new conditionalities on dam building. (See “Governments Agencies,” below.)

Based on this feedback, the World Bank’s evaluation team proposed a modest suite of follow-up activities. The World Bank said it would create a resource unit to gather information about good dams practice in line with the WCD recommendations and to “consider” how the WCD report might
feel committed to this [the WCD’s] consensus, it indicates that the multi-stakeholder approach was not meant to effectively resolve the problems which brought about its creation, but to deflect opposition or to buy time. If the World Bank does not effectively adopt and implement the WCD’s recommendations, NGOs may be less inclined to engage in future multi-stakeholder dialogues with the World Bank.”

These developments coincided with the World Bank’s revision of its resettlement policy, a policy with obvious implications for the dams arena. The revised policy drew fire from an even broader cross-section of international NGOs and social movements for lack of clarity, and for failing to learn from lessons of the past decade.31

The World Bank’s response contrasted with that of the Asian Development Bank (ADB). The ADB held a meeting in February 2001 with government representatives from “countries with substantial hydro resources for water and energy uses” as well as development consultants, NGOs, and regional institutions to discuss the WCD report and implementation issues.32 The ADB compared its own internal review of large dams in Southeast Asia with the WCD’s findings and found the economic, technical, social, and environmental failures of large dams to be largely similar. Although the ADB’s consultation with its client governments showed there was a long way to go before governments would adopt the spirit of the WCD’s findings,33 the ADB nonetheless told WCD Forum members how it intended to close the gaps between its existing guidelines and the WCD’s recommendations.34 At the final Forum meeting, the ADB called upon Forum members to enter into a good faith dialogue about the responsibility of multilateral development banks to address compensation issues.35

The WCD report also received a spirited response from the African Development Bank (AfDB), although the AfDB had not undertaken a consultative process like the ADB’s as of this writing. The AfDB’s President wrote to Professor Kader Asmal congratulating him on the Commission’s achievement and stating that the AfDB intended to incorporate the WCD’s recommendations in its own Integrated Water Resources Management Guidelines.36 (See Box 8.6.)

Export Credit Agencies and Bilateral Aid Agencies

The Commission had foreseen a strategic role for international financial institutions, particularly for export credit agencies (ECAs), as levers in the dam-building process. The WCD Secretary-General had made a special presentation to the OECD working group on ECAs, and the WCD report was subsequently taken up for discussion at that forum.

In the United States, the Export-Import Bank was quick to scrutinise the WCD report and incorpo-

---

The World Bank’s response elicited widespread criticism from civil society.

The World Bank’s response contrasted with that of the Asian Development Bank (ADB). The ADB held a meeting in February 2001 with government representatives from “countries with substantial hydro resources for water and energy uses” as well as development consultants, NGOs, and regional institutions to discuss the WCD report and implementation issues.32 The ADB compared its own internal review of large dams in Southeast Asia with the WCD’s findings and found the economic, technical, social, and environmental failures of large dams to be largely similar. Although the ADB’s consultation with its client governments showed there was a long way to go before governments would adopt the spirit of the WCD’s findings,33 the ADB nonetheless told WCD Forum members how it intended to close the gaps between its existing guidelines and the WCD’s recommendations.34 At the final Forum meeting, the ADB called upon Forum members to enter into a good faith dialogue about the responsibility of multilateral development banks to address compensation issues.35

The WCD report also received a spirited response from the African Development Bank (AfDB), although the AfDB had not undertaken a consultative process like the ADB’s as of this writing. The AfDB’s President wrote to Professor Kader Asmal congratulating him on the Commission’s achievement and stating that the AfDB intended to incorporate the WCD’s recommendations in its own Integrated Water Resources Management Guidelines.36 (See Box 8.6.)

Export Credit Agencies and Bilateral Aid Agencies

The Commission had foreseen a strategic role for international financial institutions, particularly for export credit agencies (ECAs), as levers in the dam-building process. The WCD Secretary-General had made a special presentation to the OECD working group on ECAs, and the WCD report was subsequently taken up for discussion at that forum.

In the United States, the Export-Import Bank was quick to scrutinise the WCD report and incorpo-
rate elements of its recommendations into draft guidelines for environmental and social impact assessment. However, progress toward actual reform of the guidelines was somewhat dependent on ongoing discussions with other OECD export credit agencies, as the United States and its counterparts wished to keep their industries on an even, competitive keel.

Many bilateral agencies were actually represented on the WCD Forum or had made financial contributions to the WCD. Therefore, they demonstrated a sense of significant investment in the process and subsequent interest in implementing the final report. Donor representatives from Switzerland, Sweden, the United Kingdom, Germany, and Norway attended the third WCD Forum meeting. At this meeting, they were uncharacteristically forthright in expressing their support of the Commission’s report and their views on appropriate follow-up mechanisms for dissemination, compared to their modest profile during the WCD process itself.

Bilateral aid donors received the WCD report with concerns similar to Southern government officials: Would the WCD recommendations be compatible with their existing policies and regulatory frameworks? However, given that most new dams will be built in the South, Northern officials tended to articulate a more flexible view about how the recommendations would be used. They emphasised the complexity of their existing guidelines and typically voiced support for adapting and adopting the WCD recommendations as appropriate. An official of Britain’s aid agency said: “The process is devalued if there is no discussion and debate. It goes back to the basis on which we were supporting the WCD (in the first place)—global public policy that supports national policies.”

United Nations Agencies

United Nations agencies provided a warm response to the WCD report (see Box 8.8), which is significant given that the WCD report places a set of UN norms at the heart of its analysis and forward-looking framework. The UN agencies, many of which had partnerships of some kind with the WCD during its process, expressed appreciation for the usefulness of the WCD’s framework to all types of development, not just dams. Overall, their approach was constructive and indicated a willingness to promote the recommendations in their ongoing development work and in their dialogues with governments. The head of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), Dr. Klaus Töpfer, both welcomed the report’s contribution to development debates and offered to host the WCD’s follow-up body—the Dams and Development Unit—in UNEP offices, to facilitate dissemination to government stakeholders. The World Health Organization (WHO) praised the WCD report for acknowledging the myriad and often complex effects of dam-building on public health and recognised the rights-and-risk framework as a “leap forward in development planning” overall. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) faulted the WCD for under-stating food security concerns but promised to carry forward the recommendations in a forthcoming international multi-stakeholder dialogue on Water, Food, and the Environment.

International Industry and Trade Associations

International industry, which had proved the most organised segment of the private sector in their involvement with the WCD, provided a mixed response to the final report. Industry had sought, above all, clearer rules of engagement for its involvement in dam-related projects.
Moreover, it hoped these new rules could be quickly implemented, so as to provide minimal interruption to projects—and not so rigorous as to halt projects altogether. Industry’s main questions had been: Under what circumstances would it have carte blanche to proceed with dam projects? Under what conditions would proposed dam projects raise significant social or environmental problems that were bound to elicit civil society protest? Industry’s colleagues in international financial institutions held similar priorities: they hoped the WCD would provide straightforward criteria, compliance with which would usher projects through the pipeline with minimal conflict.44

The majority of corporations and trade associations expressed disappointment that the WCD had not provided such a straightforward solution. They perceived that the WCD report introduced uncertainty in timing and outcomes to the water resources development process. In particular, they singled out the recommendations for stakeholder dialogue on options and full negotiation between dam developers and project-affected people as introducing risks and uncertainties for project developers.45 Kader Asmal vehemently contested this notion; he argued that the Commission’s recommendations were intended to reduce the high transaction costs that accompanied the current conflicts over dam projects.46

But even beyond the project level, it was clear the WCD’s proposed measures in their entirety would require significant time to be taken up by the responsible parties—especially national governments—and translated into action. By identifying bad governance as the root of poorly conceived and implemented dam projects, the report cast to societies the ongoing challenge of reconsidering their decision-making procedures. Corporations had clear roles to take, but they were also reliant on slow-moving political processes. The host societies were to define in large part the appropriate modes of participation and negotiation. Given the range of stakes and responsibilities held by private companies in dams projects, the degree of involvement of international companies and investors in identifying and negotiating with other stakeholders, once dams were chosen as the preferred option, was not entirely clear.47 This element of uncertainty perplexed all but the most progressive companies.

Industry members on the Forum were also discontented with the final stages of the WCD’s process, for they felt the lack of consultation with Forum members during the process of report preparation had weakened the quality of the report.48 As our discussion of the political and practical trade-offs of full transparency revealed (see Chapter 7), it is highly unlikely that industry representatives would have settled for small editorial changes in the late stages. They would likely have sought far-reaching changes in the content of the report49 and even, further research to change the tenor of the find-

**Box 8.8 United Nations agency responses**

“The [WCD] report deserves a strong endorsement by the relevant UN specialised agencies… It has laid the foundations for a new approach to development in the coming decade, taking the Rio principles beyond their original scope into a more comprehensive and more participatory framework. If the report meets with broad support from all development stakeholders, then the scene is set for truly sustainable development in the 21st century.”

--- *World Health Organisation*

“Large dams are required in some cases. We cannot afford to disregard any option to increase food supply in food deficit countries. But decisions to build dams must be taken in a responsible manner. It is in this spirit that we welcome the report of the WCD. We understand it as a framework for responsible decision-making, not as a verdict on dams.”

--- *Food and Agriculture Organization*

“Controversy centering around the construction and operation of dams shows that, although the concept of sustainable development aims at balancing socio-economic development and environmental management, the international community is yet to develop an appropriate policy framework for reaching the goals of sustainable development. Equity, governance, efficiency, transparency and accountability based on open dialogue among all stakeholders can only be furthered by a serious consideration of the Commission’s findings by all policy-makers.”

--- *Klaus Töpfer, United Nations Environment Programme*

---


45 Statement at the WCD’s third Forum meeting, 25-27 February 2000.

Industry representatives on the Forum also reflected, behind the scenes, on opportunities they had missed for skilled engagement with the WCD. They noted that industry had been late to recognize the significant impact the WCD could have on the dams business. Several companies were aware of the process at the time of the Gland meeting, but did not devote attention or resources until much later. As a result, they felt that they had been out-maneuvered by NGOs and peoples' movements in their engagement with the Commission. Moreover, some industry representatives noted that, as a block, industry had been slow to co-ordinate in presenting its interests to the Commission. Industry representatives also regretted their misfortune in being represented on the Commission by the CEO of a company—Asea Brown Boveri (ABB)—that withdrew from the large dams business halfway through the WCD process.

Industry had hoped for guidelines that would be easy to implement.

Indeed, as with NGOs and other concerned groups, the international dams industry was far from being a monolithic block with similar interests and comparative advantages. The different stakes of the companies and trade groups in the dams debate had provided a challenge to their co-ordination throughout the process. Likewise, the potential impact of the final report on their bottom lines, and their subsequent responses to the report, were mixed.

Energy services companies that were sufficiently large and flexible to switch out of hydropower or companies with only a small portion of their portfolio in dams tended to give a level reaction to the WCD report. For instance, one project manager for a global power company comprised of generation, distribution, and retail supply businesses reflected this position when he said, “we don’t care if we do hydro or not, we just want to undertake good energy projects.” ABB was a model of such a multi-service transnational corporation.

Some companies even expressed support for measures that rewarded efficiency, effectiveness and good performance, recognizing an opportunity for them to claim the competitive edge. For...
instance, Sweden’s Skanska Corporation announced at the WCD launch that it would endeavour to follow the WCD’s recommendations. “We find the Commission’s work...represents a major stride for sustainable development, with open and transparent processes in which all affected parties can participate.”

At least two corporations, the Nam Theun II Consortium (constructing a hydropower dam in Laos) and AES Corporation (constructing the Bujagali Hydropower Project in Uganda), evaluated their projects for WCD compliance after the report was launched. They publicised these mostly favourable findings to Forum members and concerned NGOs. By contrast, engineering companies with vested interests in the production of dam-related technologies perceived the report’s criticism of dams’ past performance and its call for critical options assessment as fundamental threats to their business.

Professional dam industry associations provided a mixed, somewhat negative reaction to the WCD report. This was not surprising given that their institutional mandates called for the promotion of dams technology. In a statement, three international trade associations (the International Commission on Large Dams, ICOLD; the International Hydropower Association, IHA; and the International Committee on Irrigation and Drainage, ICID) expressed disappointment with the Global Review for failing to give adequate recognition to large dams’ contribution to water supply, food security, and global energy needs. Their main criticism was that the WCD had failed to compare dams’ performance with the no-project option. In other words, the Commission had not analysed which development benefits would have been foregone without large dams. These critics were reluctant to cede conventional cost-benefit methodology to the normative framework adopted by the Commission. It is worth noting that a significant proportion of ICOLD’s membership comprises engineers and technocrats from dam-building government agencies in the South. In this regard, there has been significant overlap between the responses of ICOLD chapters to the WCD report, and Southern governments’ separate official responses. (See “Government Agencies,” below).

Responses from Government Agencies

The WCD’s recommendations anticipate a pivotal role for national governments in implementation. In the Commissioners’ view, the good faith of all actors is required for negotiating acceptable outcomes. But above all, governments are required to create the enabling environment for such meaningful dialogues and interactions to occur. Furthermore, the consequences of adoption—or non-adoption—of the WCD’s recommendations are of greatest import for the direct beneficiaries of water and energy development: societies and their governing institutions.

Many governments claimed their laws already followed the spirit of the WCD’s recommendations.

The WCD had been initiated by the providers of international capital and their watchdogs under sustained pressure from transnational civil society and local social movements. The WCD’s recommendations included a call for governments and their citizens to determine when and under what terms big capital should be mobilised for large dam projects. For all of these reasons, the reaction of governments—and Southern governments in particular—to the WCD was closely watched.

As with other sectors or interest groups, it is difficult to generalise about the responses by Southern governments to the WCD report. But perhaps more critically, it is important to distinguish the differences in response and motivation of the different ministries and interest groups within these governments and their bureaucracies. It would not be surprising, for instance, to learn that there were differences in reaction between environment and water ministries, or between departments for women’s or indigenous and tribal people’s affairs and finance ministries.

Few official Southern government responses to the WCD report had been issued at the time of this writing. The sample size is small and it is biased toward water ministries whose comments have been the most widely disseminated. Often, these ministries are the agencies with a vested interest in the construction of new dams. These initial official comments do not necessarily reflect the richness of debate possible in legislatures and within and among political parties and congresses as the WCD report is further disseminated in these countries.
With these caveats in mind, the responses of Southern governments can be characterised as largely defensive in nature. This defensiveness stemmed partially from a misreading of the WCD’s recommendations for governments. The considerable length and occasional lack of clarity in the report may have added to the confusion.

Several Southern governments, such as Brazil and Nepal, praised the core values of the WCD—equity, efficiency, participatory decision-making, sustainability, and accountability—and noted that these norms were already making their way into national policies and procedures.59 The WCD was explicit that governments should begin national dialogues and review legal, policy, and institutional frameworks to establish opportunities for mainstreaming the WCD’s recommendations. National governments nonetheless argued that they could not import the recommendations wholesale.60 Indeed, many governments said that their existing laws and policies—such as requirements for environmental and social impact assessments—were already in line with the Commission’s recommendations. (See Box 8.10.)

Southern officials based their opposition to the recommendations partly on national sovereignty issues and charges of Northern hypocrisy. They interpreted the Commission’s highlighting of unmitigated environmental and social problems and dams’ economic underperformance as an argument against future dams—a contravention of their perceived national imperatives. They found inadequate recognition in the report of dams’ role in resolving food security, water, energy, and the overall development needs of their countries. They also suspected that the WCD had been an attempt by Northern governments and financing agencies to impose standards upon developing regions that the North had not followed when they had completed the majority of their dam building.61

Southern governments’ objections underscored the long-time tensions over Southern dam building that had provided the very raison d’être of the WCD. The WCD’s objective had been to develop a new consensus around dam-related decision-making to break the costly deadlocks and bitter debates of the past and set the stakeholder groups off on a more constructive footing. By asserting that their policies were consistent with the WCD’s recommendations, these governments denied the gaps between policy and practice that had formed a significant cause of friction in the first place. Furthermore, suspicions of the WCD’s being driven by a Northern agenda belied the spirited contribution that Southern dam-affected peoples’ movements had provided to many aspects of the WCD’s process throughout its life, as well as the 50 percent representation of Southern stakeholders on the Commission itself and leadership of the Commission by a Southern government minister.

The governments of India, China, Nepal, and Ethiopia based much of their criticism on complaints about the WCD’s process and methodology.
(the contours of which we have described in Chapters 4 and 5). For instance, Ethiopia criticised the WCD for choosing too few dams for its sample and for selecting case study dams that were too old and did not incorporate new practices implemented in their regions in the 1980s and 1990s. Ethiopia charged that the picture provided by the WCD failed to reflect the dynamism of evolving best practices in large dam building of the past two decades. The Government of India complained that official data on large dams provided to the WCD was not acknowledged in the WCD’s studies or final report. The Indian government noted that a global commission such as this should have undertaken far more intensive negotiations with such dam-building “giants” as India, China, and the United States in the early planning stages to avoid such missteps in the later process. In other words, early reactions from Southern governments explicitly faulted the WCD for a lack of credible process. The roots of this unease also lie in the inherent inability of a multi-stakeholder process, such as the WCD, to represent all viewpoints within and among governments.

Based on their unease with the WCD’s process and product, some Southern government officials first took an “all or nothing” approach. They rejected the whole report on the basis of one statement or guideline that they considered incompatible with their circumstances. Such was the response of China, which called the WCD’s emphasis on negotiated outcomes contrary to its established, and more democratic, decision-making procedures. A Forum member seemed to articulate the Southern dilemma well when he said, “There’s a fundamental tension between: Do we take the WCD report as is or do we move into dialogue, move toward better practice? There’s an issue around going to the lowest common denominator to get any dialogue.”

However, this proclivity to reject the recommendations outright was already tempered in discussions among Southern government and NGO participants at the third Forum meeting of the WCD. Participants agreed that policy reviews at the national level were necessary. Policy reviews would establish where governments were in compliance with WCD’s recommendations and where they were not. They would provide an opportunity to identify gaps and form the basis of discussions for moving forward. Hence, a slow progression occurred in the dialogue within just the first few months of the report’s dissemination, indicating that the Southern governments initial responses might be moderated by time, reflection, and the slow evolution and adoption of the new norms by countless other actors. In one example, the South African Department of Water Affairs and Forestry co-operated with IUCN, the South African Committee on Large Dams, and the Environmental Monitoring Group (an NGO) to put in place concrete measures for bringing forward the WCD’s recommendations in the South African context.

In the North, governments tended to respond to the WCD report in the context of their development aid and export guarantee activities, not in their roles as domestic dam-builders and operators. Norway was an exception. The Government of Norway praised the WCD report but cautioned that it may have “gone too far in the direction of consensus-based decision-making systems.” It noted that when weighing different development needs, decision-making can often end in disagreement and that the “superior competent authority”—in the case of dams, the Norwegian legislature—should make final decisions on behalf of the community as a whole. As with other national governments, Norway noted how many of its existing policy and legal frameworks already accommodated the WCD’s recommendations for social and environmental impact assessment. Norway also referenced the body of international law on indigenous peoples’ rights that it observes.

The Third Forum Meeting and Institutional Follow-up to the WCD

A final meeting of the WCD Forum took place three months after the report’s launch, for stakeholders to share their reactions to the report and plot a course for following up on the WCD. As the Commission had already disbanded, the Forum convened in the role of a loose decision-making body, much as the original Reference Group had done in Gland in 1997.

The meeting highlighted the divergent opinions about the WCD report in the stakeholder community. A minority of hard-line dam proponents declined to discuss follow-up to the WCD at all, but the majority of Forum members expressed their organisations’ willingness to adopt the recommendations in some degree. The Forum
meeting made clear that although dams remain a bitterly contested issue, the WCD had created a precedent for opposing parties to begin a dialogue and had delivered a report that provided a platform for future discussion. The facilitator of the Forum meeting remarked that the level of dialogue that took place at this meeting would have been unimaginable only three years earlier.

With few exceptions, meeting participants recognised that some form of institutionalised follow-up to the WCD was required at a global level to facilitate dissemination of Dams and Development. Members agreed that a small Dams and Development Unit (DDU) should be set up to replace the WCD Secretariat and to operate for at least one or two years. The future Unit would place a premium on reaching out to governments, and to support this goal it would be hosted by the United Nations Environment Programme.

Representatives from the World Bank, IUCN, International Rivers Network, the Lesotho Highlands Development Project, Struggle to Save the Narmada River, and Harza Engineering volunteered to act as a steering group to oversee the establishment of the DDU. They were voted in to this role under considerable time pressure. This hasty arrangement caused discomfort among members of the larger Forum, who had differing views on whether and how the WCD’s findings should be promoted. They saw the potential influence of the WCD report as being tied to the potency and mandate of the DDU, and hence under the full control of the steering group. Members from the larger Forum argued strongly for greater Southern government involvement in the WCD’s follow-up activities. In a concession to this point, the steering group pledged to add a UNEP representative to better reflect governmental interests.

Several aspects of the follow-up activity to the WCD constituted tacit acknowledgement of the process’ strengths and weaknesses. The emphasis on reaching out to governments and the explicit harnessing of the DDU to a UN agency were acknowledgements that the WCD process had not involved governments as much as it should have. The appointment of a steering committee that broadly represented the political and sectoral categories on the Forum was a recognition of the general acceptability of the Forum’s composition.

Conclusions
In the short term, Commissioner consensus did not translate into a broader stakeholder consensus. Indeed, initial reactions suggest a hardening of the positions that existed before the WCD. However, a closer look at these reactions suggests stakeholder willingness to grapple with the report, compare recommendations to existing policies and situations on the ground, and potentially put in place some ideas embedded in the report. If broad consensus lies in the future of the dams debate, it will be forged through a longer-term process initiated by, rather than concluded by, the WCD. As the WCD itself recognised, “…all concerned parties must stay together if we are to resolve the issues surrounding water and energy resources development. It is a process with multiple heirs and no clear arbiter.”

Could an immediate consensus among all stakeholder groups feasibly have been forged? The reactions to the report provide a basis for extrapolating what each group might have looked for in such a consensus. Based on their reactions, NGOs and social movements would likely have sought a more direct indictment of broader development processes. Industry groups would likely have rejected any articulation of a rights and risks framework that empowered affected communities to negotiate with industry on a time-consuming case-by-case basis. Various governments might well have focussed on issues of specific relevance to their national circumstance. Had the government and industry views prevailed, NGOs and social movements might not have continued their engagement with the process at all.

Hence, it is likely that an immediate, broad consensus among all stakeholders would not have been a viable goal. If anything, a process of stakeholder negotiation over the content of the WCD report might well have produced a report that only moved incrementally beyond the status quo.

Arguably, such a report would have had a greater chance of being adopted wholesale by multilateral institutions, governments, and industry in the

---

In the short term, Commissioner consensus did not translate into broad stakeholder consensus.
short term. However, it would almost certainly have lacked the support of NGOs and the social movements, and might have inspired even greater citizen protest. By focussing on forging a consensus among a smaller number of Commissioners, the WCD has produced a more aspirational text, but one at which dam-building nations and industries have balked. The promise for implementation depends largely upon ongoing constructive engagement by civil society groups with governments, international agencies, and the private sector, and the growing democratisation of national and global politics.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion

Was the WCD a watershed in global governance? The WCD marked a departure from previous global commissions and multi-stakeholder processes in significant ways. Because of its origins in the international organising of dam-affected people and their supporters, the Commission included representatives of project-affected communities and indigenous peoples for the first time. Commissioners came from all points on the political spectrum of the dams debate, rather than from a broad middle. For the most part, they were active practitioners in international networks, rather than the eminent persons of past commissions. Not least, the Commission made an explicit commitment to incorporate good governance principles in its work, such as independence, inclusiveness, and transparency, as a way of creating an effective platform for dialogue. These features added up to a Commission structure and process that were path-breaking by historical standards.

A commission with these elements of structure and good process—full representation of relevant stakeholder groups, independence from external influence, transparency, and inclusiveness in the work programme—was meant to create opportunities for broad stakeholder participation and thus, a rich base of common knowledge. Good process was also intended to build constituencies for implementing the WCD’s recommendations.

Did the Commission succeed in implementing the good process to which it aspired? If so, how important was good process to the commitment of interest groups to promote and implement the WCD’s recommendations?

This assessment shows that despite some flaws, the WCD process was essentially robust, allowing for a wide range of perspectives to be represented and incorporated in the Commission’s work. The Commission succeeded in persuading diverse stakeholders to contribute to its knowledge base, so that a broader than normal group of actors was heard. The Commission transcended, rather than reproduced, fractures among interest groups in the dams debate by producing a consensus report.

The consensus among diverse Commissioners and the emphasis on broad consultation and a transparent process gave moral authority to the final report and amplified the Commission’s advisory voice. Indeed, interest groups around the world awaited the final report with expectation and reacted publicly to it, providing another tangible measure of how the process engaged stakeholders. Because of these accomplishments, the WCD’s process set a new standard for multi-stakeholder processes.

However, the range of positive and negative reactions to the final report suggests that the consensus among Commissioners did not translate immediately to agreement among the broader stakeholder constituencies. Whether it does so will depend upon stakeholder willingness to continue dialogue on the Commission’s findings and recommendations. Indeed, the WCD’s model for change relies upon champions in financial institutions, industry, government, and civil society working to implement the recommendations.

The effectiveness of the WCD’s strategy for change may be gauged only years after the report’s release, when changes in water and energy planning and dam building can be measured. The WCD produced an aspirational document with challenges for implementation whose promise for change lies in the medium- to long-term. The degree of
stakeholder engagement that we have documented during the WCD’s process and in the immediate aftermath suggests that the process is worth emulating—and improving upon.

Given that the WCD’s process was robust, this chapter reviews the major elements of successful process that could be replicated in future commissions. Where the process was flawed and undermined stakeholder confidence, we suggest corrections that could be designed into future efforts. The chapter concludes by considering the legacy of the WCD for future processes.

Establishing a Credible Process

Representation

As a result of the contentious selection process, the Commissioners chosen for the WCD were prominent individuals in NGO, social movement, and business networks, as well as in government agencies. In many cases, Commissioners were selected because they were perceived as being affiliated with distinct constituencies. Such a composition set it apart from past commissions that were composed of eminent persons. This new model proved successful in engaging large international stakeholder constituencies in the Commission’s work.

The WCD’s initiators had no obvious benchmark to use when departing from an eminent persons’ model to compose a diverse multi-stakeholder commission. Rather, the selection of Commissioners was the result of political negotiation. The WCD’s own process later generated a useful framework for identifying stakeholders based on rights and voluntary and involuntary risks. This framework will be relevant to the formation of future multi-stakeholder processes.

Involving stakeholders in the selection of Commissioners increased their confidence in the Commission and their willingness to participate in the subsequent process. It would have been impractical for all concerned stakeholders to learn about and participate in Commissioner selection. Instead, the WCD’s formation involved an ad hoc group of participants from the 1997 Gland meeting—the World Bank-sponsored gathering that called for an international review of large dams. The involvement of this group helped gauge the political acceptability of the Commission and promote awareness of the WCD in participants’ networks. This experience demonstrates the usefulness of broadening the selection process in future commissions.

The different levels of organisation and interest across stakeholder groups at this time influenced their participation in the process. When the WCD was formed, the anti-dam movement was relatively well organised, which translated into coherent demands for representation. Before and after the Gland meeting, civil society groups refused to be subsumed in a single stakeholder category. They argued that “civil society” was sufficiently diverse that it merited several stakeholder categories: indigenous peoples, non-indigenous project-affected people, public interest advocacy groups, and environmental groups. In particular, civil society groups pressed for affected peoples’ representatives and indigenous peoples’ representatives to have their own seats at the table. This demand—which formed the basis for the Commission’s political acceptability to the anti-dam movement—marked a departure from previous consultative and multi-stakeholder processes in which civil society slots were typically taken by NGOs close to the corridors of power in Washington, Nairobi, and Delhi.

By contrast, dam-building companies and utilities did not take an active interest in the WCD process in its early days, largely because they disregarded its significance. As a result, when private companies and utilities recognised the growing reputation of the WCD and became more active in the process later on, some felt under-represented on the Commission. Circumstances exacerbated this discontent—the Commissioner best positioned to represent corporate interests (Mr. Lindahl) slowly lost the confidence of industry groups when his company, Asea Brown Boveri, progressively withdrew from the large hydropower business. This gradual loss of representation made industry groups feel that they were losing ground in the debate and led them to establish a more formal industry network toward the end of the process. The contrasting experience of stakeholder groups suggests that stakeholders bear the considerable burden of defining constituencies and mobilising accordingly, if they are to feel adequately represented.

National governments were represented only modestly at the Gland meeting and in the Commission’s formation—an outcome with considerable significance for the subsequent
process. The Indian government would later point out that in its view, it and other major dam-building governments were excluded from the formative process. Despite the presence of a strong Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson from Southern governments, the WCD’s ability to attract the political support of governments would become a serious issue in its later process and would inhibit their more enthusiastic engagement with the process and the final report.

The Commissioner selection process proved instrumental to stakeholders’ willingness to engage in the WCD process.

The issue of government representation highlights one of the trade-offs that the WCD could not avoid. The muted participation of governments during the Commission’s formation helped create the space for NGOs and social movements to participate. These groups believed that to involve governments integrally from the start would have delayed, if not stalled, the formation process.\(^1\)

Based on statements made by governments later in the process, their own involvement at the formation stage would likely have created a less broadly consultative process and a less aspirational outcome.\(^2\) Hence, greater inclusion of governments would likely have led to the loss of civil society voices.\(^3\) For example, the response of the Chinese government to the unfolding process certainly suggests that some governments were unwilling to sustain engagement with a broad spectrum of stakeholders. China’s discomfort with the process triggered its rejection of the final report, which was significant given that almost half of the global population of large dams is located in China.

Finally, the WCD experience suggests that adequate representation of stakeholders should extend beyond a commission to all the other organs of a process. As a sounding board, the WCD’s advisory Forum was intended to capture diverse perspectives from the dams debate, and did so successfully. Secretariat diversity was important, because Secretariat staff members were the filters between the broad community of stakeholders and the Commissioners, and deployed their networks in developing the work programme. NGOs faulted the Secretariat for having no staff who had worked directly with displaced people. Industry groups criticised it for lacking technical dams expertise. According to the Secretariat, it was difficult to recruit senior staff with diverse sectoral and regional backgrounds because of relocation issues and the temporary nature of the assignment. Criticisms by Forum members suggest that quite aside from the performance of the WCD Secretariat, in a partisan arena each interest group hopes to see someone “like themselves” on a secretariat, and judges the legitimacy of a secretariat accordingly.

Women were well represented on the Commission itself, comprising five of the twelve original members. However, both the Secretariat and Forum had disproportionately small numbers of women or, perhaps more pertinent to issues of representation, they included few women or men who were sensitive to the gender-differentiated impacts of water and energy development, along with best practice in gender and development work. The discrepancy in numbers and the poor representation of gender advocates led women to feel marginalised in discussion forums. The WCD’s final report might have had a stronger gender perspective running through it had there been more women and gender advocates in its Secretariat and Forum.\(^4\) By not including more such voices, the WCD failed to meet its own standard
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for inclusiveness and neglected an important constituency.

In summary, representation of the full range of stakeholders, across government, business, and civil society as well as regions and disciplines, can considerably enhance the legitimacy of a multi-stakeholder process. In the case of the WCD, this potential was somewhat diminished by the lack of full industry confidence, largely because of industry’s failure to mobilise early in the process and by the wariness of some governments. Yet, the alternative of relying exclusively on a middle ground, however eminent the representatives, would not have carried the same credibility with the range of people involved, and particularly not with civil society, whose calls for an independent review of dams led to the formation of the WCD. Hence, despite the trade-offs that make it impossible to satisfy all sides and despite the challenges of balancing various forms of representation, the potential legitimacy gains make the representative multi-stakeholder model worth emulating.

**Independence**

The WCD was born out of calls by civil society for an independent review of the global experience with large dams, with a particular focus on the role of international aid and credit agencies. Hence its independence—not only from funding agencies, but also from influence by various stakeholder groups—was a critical element of its legitimacy. At the same time, the success of the WCD relied on vigorous engagement by all stakeholders, so as to promote buy-in to the process and the final outcome. The simultaneous pursuit of independence and engagement certainly posed a challenge. Rather than seeking neutrality, the Commission sought balance in its engagement with stakeholders.

The Commission was independent from the convening institutions—the World Bank and IUCN—insofar as it was not answerable to them, these institutions were not represented on the Commission itself, and they did not control its operations or decision-making process. The WCD made a clear choice for independence over ownership by convening institutions, a choice that was critical to the Commission’s legitimacy. The only debate in this regard concerned Secretariat staff’s links with the convening institutions. In the WCD process, some industry stakeholders were concerned that the Secretary-General and three of ten senior advisers had strong prior ties with IUCN and that ecological issues would be given undue weight as compared to social or economic concerns. Although it is possible that the WCD’s creators underestimated the role of staff members’ backgrounds in building confidence, this example suggests that independence might be considered in the selection of secretariat members for future commissions.

Maintaining independence by diversifying funding sources was a major accomplishment of the WCD that enhanced its broader legitimacy. The Commission explicitly sought financial support from government and multilateral agencies, the private sector, and civil society groups. This fundraising effort was time-consuming and overshadowed much of the work programme. However, the pay-off was worth the effort, for diverse funding sources demonstrated that the WCD was not beholden to any one set of interests. Indeed, it is a notable measure of success that Forum members and the general media did not criticise the WCD’s funding strategy.

Also in the interests of independence, the WCD adopted a policy of only seeking money that came with no strings attached. This was more difficult to accomplish. In order to raise sufficient funds, the WCD did compromise this principle. For instance, the Commission accepted major donations (principally from bilateral and multilateral agencies) that were tied to specific events or studies. However, there is no evidence that these conditions forced the WCD to do what it otherwise would not have done, nor did they undermine the confidence of Forum members or other concerned stakeholders in the integrity of the process. Future processes will, similarly, have to handle such relationships cautiously to avoid donor influence.

**Transparency**

Transparency was central to the WCD’s legitimacy for several reasons. Non-transparent decision-making processes in multilateral institutions and in large-scale development generally have been major causes of friction in the history of large
To mobilise broad input for its work programme, and therefore build credibility as a platform for dialogue, the WCD had to respond to stakeholder demands for transparency. Transparency was especially important because there were no formal accountability mechanisms between Commissioners and various constituencies. Hence, disclosing information about objectives, methods, and progress helped keep Commissioners honest to broader tides of opinion. Perhaps most important, the WCD had limited ability to facilitate broad consensus among contending interest groups during its lifetime. To leverage the WCD’s influence in the dams debate, the commitment to transparency was necessary to disseminate new ways of thinking among these constituencies.5

The WCD did strive to, and substantially achieve, high standards of transparency. A widespread standard for transparency is that the convenors of policy processes communicate their objectives to relevant stakeholders in a timely manner, tell stakeholders how they can participate and how their inputs will be used, and communicate decisions in full.6 The WCD publicised opportunities for participation in the work programme broadly. It disseminated terms of reference for the commissioned papers, and the draft and completed thematic reviews and case studies to all interested parties, and posted them on its award-winning website. In addition, stakeholder groups were engaged in the process by serving as reviewers of terms of reference and studies and by occasionally participating in meetings organised around the various studies.

The WCD’s efforts to reach out in person to stakeholders and go beyond reliance on the Internet were important to stakeholders with limited Internet access. This included the majority of Southern stakeholders, even in elite institutions. Personal contact—through seminars, workshops, and official consultations—helped engage stakeholders and solicit their input more effectively.

The Commission’s track record for transparency was tarnished toward the end of the process, however, when it did not communicate clearly whether the Forum would have an opportunity to review a synthesis of work programme results. The Secretariat was to compile a synthesis midway through the process based upon the myriad background studies that had been commissioned. Such a synthesis would have provided a succinct summary of the knowledge base that the Commission would use to prepare its findings and recommendations. Because of time pressures, this interim step was abandoned. Following the release of the report, the World Bank and stakeholders from the dams industry suggested that this lost opportunity for review compromised the technical merit of the report.

To build credibility as a platform for dialogue, the WCD had to respond to stakeholder demands for transparency.

Although discussion of interim findings compiled by the Secretariat based on the knowledge base may well have been constructive, disclosure of the Commissioners’ draft final report, as some Forum groups desired, would have been counterproductive. A premature effort to build a broad consensus among stakeholders, via the Forum, might have risked undermining progress toward the Commissioners’ consensus. Over two years, the Commissioners had developed a delicate internal dynamic based upon mutual respect and shared learning that did not exist among Forum members or the wider stakeholder community. Circulation of a draft for comment risked igniting politically charged debates among interest groups, which could have undermined Commissioner solidarity. The lesson is that the demand for transparency must be balanced with the often delicate dynamics of consensus among commissioners.

Another set of practical challenges to full transparency pertain to consultation in a global setting where stakeholders’ use of information is limited by language and their access to information is limited by Internet availability. The transparency of the WCD’s process was diluted for those non-English speaking stakeholders who could not understand the information. The WCD’s record in translating information about the work programme from English into other languages was mixed. Although the final report itself was translated in full into Spanish and the summary into numerous languages, working documents were not translated. Because it is not practical to translate multiple drafts of working papers for stakeholder dissemination, a reasonable standard may be to
translate essential framing documents and interim products into major world languages. Although translation and interpretation requires significant amounts of time and money, it should be an integral part of the time lines and budgets of future processes.

Finally, the Commission’s efforts to disseminate information about opportunities for participation were not matched by its management capability to acknowledge stakeholder inputs once they were received. This is a problem that future processes can correct. For almost the first two years of the Commission's life, the Commission invited stakeholders to send written submissions on the development effectiveness of large dams. The process yielded a total of 970 submissions from institutions and individuals around the world and helped the Commission achieve an image of openness. Managerial problems somewhat undermined the mechanism’s legitimacy. Consultants failed to integrate submissions and only in the late stages did the Secretariat have the resources to do so. Eventually, the submissions were sorted by theme and appended to thematic reviews after the full report was complete. They were included on a CD-ROM of the knowledge base that was mailed to stakeholders after the report’s launch. However, the lack of early acknowledgement undermined the confidence of contributors that their submissions would be taken into account.

In summary, the Commission’s mixed record on transparency demonstrates that it did not meet stakeholders’ high expectations for information disclosure, although much of this could not have been managed without unrealistic increases in the length and cost of the process. However, the Commission also fell short in meeting some basic international norms of transparency, as in acknowledging stakeholder inputs or being completely clear about the role of the Forum in consultation. These experiences provide lessons for operational improvement that can be applied to future multi-stakeholder processes.

**Inclusiveness**

Given the diverse composition of the Commission itself, the WCD’s knowledge-gathering process had to be inclusive of diverse viewpoints. Without an inclusive approach in the work programme, the Commission would not have held together.

The WCD’s ability to create and maintain political space for diverse engagement rested in large part on its open-ended approach to knowledge gathering. Rather than defining criteria up front for the development effectiveness of large dams, the Commission invited stakeholders to present their own analytic and normative views of whether dam projects had advanced their society’s development. The interdisciplinary case studies were in theory set up to elicit such converging and diverging views. This approach assured stakeholders that the process did not prejudge outcomes, and thus encouraged broad participation.

---

**The WCD Forum demonstrated the inclusiveness of the process.**

The WCD’s regional consultations were important vehicles for the Commission to demonstrate its inclusive approach. These hearings, in South Asia, South America, Africa and the Middle East, and East and Southeast Asia, brought almost the entire Commission and Secretariat to Southern regions to reach out and listen to stakeholders. The Secretariat went to considerable lengths to include social, economic, and environmental topics, along with pro- and anti-dam perspectives on the panels. Payment for presenters’ travel ensured that a range of presenters could attend, from community representatives to environmental experts to dam engineers to agency planners. Not only did these events raise awareness of the Commission’s work during its process, but they were also a means of legitimising the process’ outcome—the Commission could rest its report upon consultations with thousands of people.

Two important lessons from the regional consultations are relevant for future commissions and multi-stakeholder processes. First, even when meetings are carefully designed for balance and inclusiveness, the failed India meeting (see Chapter 6) serves as a reminder that the location and timing of public meetings is a political decision that can alienate stakeholders. When such decisions appear heavily biased toward one side or another, the commission risks destroying its ability to act as a convenor for broad stakeholder dialogue. In this case, the proposed meeting site appeared to bear upon a local controversy.
Second, the WCD succeeded in mobilising grassroots input for its hearings, which was notable for a global commission. WCD events often marked the first time that government officials had heard directly the voices of affected people and the alternative viewpoints of NGOs. This mobilisation owed something to the efforts of diverse Commissioners, Secretariat staff, and Forum members. But, in particular, grassroots mobilisation resulted from the efforts of a few highly co-ordinated, dedicated civil society groups who reached out to contacts at the community level with their own resources. Future processes will also rely heavily upon the networks of their staff, commissioners, and advisors to mobilise participation. Where such networks are limited in their reach, as they inevitably will be, it may be practical to assign additional resources to civil society groups and local actors to increase appropriate outreach. Vigorous outreach to local media to mobilise input to consultations would also be a cost-effective strategy in the future.

The WCD’s advisory Forum also demonstrated the inclusiveness of the process by including organisations that had engaged in bitter wars of words and even physical clashes in the past over the legitimacy of dam projects. Export credit agencies that were backing controversial dam projects in the South joined the Forum alongside indigenous peoples’ groups defending their ancestral lands from large dams. Large engineering firms that supplied dam equipment joined alongside civil society organisations that had arranged protests outside their corporate offices. Some Forum members refused to engage in direct dialogue with others, but many agency officials, community representatives, and NGOs came with—or developed—a listening ear. Although the effects are hard to measure, gathering such actors in the same room for three substantive Forum meetings was clearly an achievement.

While the act of convening such diverse parties was worthwhile and quite unusual, the ongoing engagement of Forum members in the WCD’s work programme was sporadic and uneven. Structured opportunities for Forum members to provide guidance on the work programme were few. Commission and Secretariat members say they were informed and empowered by their two formal meetings with Forum members. However, the consultations fell far short of using the Forum as a “sounding board” for the direction of the WCD’s final report as Forum members gained little sense of the Commission’s internal deliberations. As a result, Forum members’ ownership in the process and forthcoming product was quite tenuous. Between the second Forum meeting and the launch of the report, an intense aura of secrecy surrounded the final report’s content, and the report surprised many Forum members upon its release. Many of these members were ill-prepared to receive and respond to the report.

The WCD experience suggests that advisory bodies have considerable value in providing a platform for exchange among conflicting interest groups. Such bodies can assist in furthering a commission’s shared learning and advances in its members’ thinking. For participants to reap tangible benefits from the experience, they not only need to be organised and motivated to participate themselves, but they also require regular updates about the progress of the work programme and the direction of a commission’s thinking. The WCD excelled in providing Forum members with informational updates, but as our discussion about transparency indicated, they fell short of their own high standards in fully engaging the Forum.

**Conclusion**

In summary, the WCD accomplished a process that was very inclusive by global standards. The Commission’s insistence on welcoming all forms of evidence as a valid contribution to the knowledge base—the grassroots as well as the “official”—ensured that it was more democratic than technocratic. The effort to reach previously unheard voices also displeased some technical experts who were accustomed to being the dominant participants in such processes and this reaction will have ripple effects on future processes. The WCD’s major achievement was that it developed sufficient authority as a convenor that it could create and strengthen the political space over two years of consultations to engage most concerned parties in the knowledge gathering process. Such inclusiveness provided a strong basis on which to rest the Commission’s final report and sets high expectations for future multi-stakeholder processes.

**The WCD managed to open up the knowledge-gathering process.**
The Legacy of the WCD

The Promise of a Representative Commission

The WCD reveals both the promise and the pitfalls of an advisory multi-stakeholder process. The promise is that selection of active practitioners can provide legitimacy with the full range of stakeholders engaged in a debate. The pitfalls are that determining representation within amorphous constituencies and expanding consensus among representative commissioners to a broad consensus remain challenges.

The WCD also provides lessons on how to support and promote the legitimacy of advisory commissions. The WCD experience suggests that if a multi-stakeholder process is to truly move beyond the divisive politics of an issue, representatives from the full spectrum of the debate must be at the table. The WCD provides a model where voices that have long protested decisions made about their lives in their absence can represent their views directly and share in developing a framework for future decision-making.

Who is a stakeholder? Who should be at the table? The WCD’s report provides a framework for identifying who is a legitimate stakeholder, based upon rights and risks. This framework calls for full identification of the overlapping and intersecting rights of stakeholders in a country or river basin, combined with attention to who is taking voluntary and involuntary risks if the development project proceeds. The rights and risks approach could be used to identify legitimate stakeholders for dialogues in many development arenas—from the global to the national to the local. Based on legitimacy with a wide range of stakeholders, such bodies are well poised to act as “norm entrepreneurs,” who articulate genuinely new formulations that, over time, diffuse and are accepted as new norms of conduct in the international arena.

What Does Good Process Contribute?

In this assessment, we have examined the WCD process against the benchmarks of independence, transparency, and inclusiveness. Although the process did have flaws, we have concluded that it was essentially robust. As the stakeholder reactions above suggest, however, good process cannot by itself transcend divisive politics. Indeed, it would be naive to suggest that it could. What, then, did attention to process bring to the WCD, and what does it promise for future processes?

The most significant contribution of good process is to support the legitimacy of a multi-stakeholder process. This is important because in contentious arenas, such as dams, not all differences can be reconciled through new information and cognitive advances. Ultimately, some differences are irreconcilable and will require a framework to decide which interests prevail. A legitimate process is an important defence against criticisms of this approach.

A good process can expand the range and variety of information and perspectives that feed into decision-making. The WCD’s efforts at inclusion brought to the fore voices that have often been marginalised in the dams debate. The Commission cast a wide net, capturing the views of the displaced, along with the reports of consultants and the data banks of governments. This process enriched the knowledge base on which the WCD deliberated.

An important promise of a multi-stakeholder process is its ability to create a broader space for dialogue among stakeholders. The WCD proved only partially successful at this task. In their frequent face-to-face meetings, the Commissioners were able to transcend pre-conceived characterisations of other constituencies. The broader group of stakeholders had far fewer opportunities for interaction. Moreover, the regional consultations and, in large part, the Forum meetings were structured to inform the Commission, rather than as a two-way dialogue. Finally, the absence of an interim report that could stimulate a directed discussion among Forum members proved an obstacle to furthering stakeholder dialogue. Despite these design flaws, the WCD, nonetheless, did encourage far more communication across stakeholder groups than had occurred in the past years of the dams debate and additionally stimulated the formation of networks within stakeholder groups.

The Challenge of Implementation

Multi-stakeholder processes typically have little formal decision-making authority, and the WCD was no exception. Instead, multi-stakeholder processes are designed to win consent for implementation through a process of inclusion, with a
particular focus on civil society and the private sector. A process structured around representative stakeholders holds the potential for genuinely new and transformative formulations that can break policy deadlocks—a contribution that is less likely to be achieved through governmental processes alone.

Representatives of the full spectrum of the debate must be at the table.

Yet, as the tentative and defensive reactions of Southern governments to the WCD suggest, a multi-stakeholder approach co-exists uneasily with the existing framework of international law based on the sovereignty of nation-states. As the Indian government’s negative reaction to the appointment of an activist as a Commissioner illustrates, governments question the legitimacy of non-elected individuals as representatives of a broad view. Moreover, as governments’ calls for no new conditionalities arising from the WCD show, they are wary of non-governmental actors’ ability to circumscribe states’ role through international agencies and such processes as the WCD.

What then is the pathway to implementation—one that captures the potential for creativity of multi-stakeholder processes, while recognising the legitimate role of governments? The full answer to this question must await the unfolding of reactions to the WCD report over time. However, the initial steps taken by various actors indicate a way forward.

The WCD Forum established a Dams and Development Unit (DDU) to carry forward its work. A range of Forum members—the World Bank, IUCN, an NGO, a river basin authority, a social movement, and a private sector actor—agreed to serve as the steering committee of this unit. The continued participation of this range of stakeholders demonstrates the ongoing relevance of the Commission’s report.

Follow-up steps include efforts to reach out to governments. The WCD couched its recommendations within the context of the United Nations covenants and declarations on human rights, development, and environment. By so doing, it firmly located itself as within, rather than external to, the frameworks of intergovernmental deliberations. Thus, it provided a way for governments to engage with its findings in a manner that recognised the legitimacy of intergovernmental deliberations. Moreover, the steering committee’s choice of an established intergovernmental body, the United Nations Environment Programme, as the host of the DDU, provides a further bridge to governments.

At the same time, rather than being backed by formal sanction mechanisms, widespread adoption of the WCD’s recommendations depends on acceptance of norms of practice, supported by civil society scrutiny of the private sector, national governments, and international agencies. If successful, a critical role for the WCD will have been to crystallise and provide an impetus to norms of practice for infrastructure projects. Over the longer term, the bridge back to formal governmental and intergovernmental processes will likely be built incrementally, by incorporating practice into formal laws, in part through continued pressure by non-governmental actors.

This discussion reinforces the message that although democratisation of decision-making at the global level can bring significant advantages, ultimately advances in principles and practices must be translated to and implemented at the national level and below. However, as the experience of the WCD suggests, efforts at global and national democratisation are mutually reinforcing. In the WCD process, civil society organising at the national level served as the catalyst for creating the Commission and the seedbed for a transnational civil society alliance on dams. Conversely, the WCD process provided an avenue for greater expression at the national level and stimulated further dialogue across sectors at that level. The full potential of the World Commission on Dams—and other multi-stakeholder processes—lies in this promise of democratisation, at both the national and global levels.
Endnotes


2. In interviews and public settings during the Forum meetings, government representatives expressed reservations about the extent of NGO and social movement participation in the WCD process. Also interview with government representative, April 2000.


4. For example, the Dublin Principles agreed upon by governmental representatives in 1992 in the run-up to the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development recognised that “[the] pivotal role of women as providers and users of water and guardians of the living environment has seldom been reflected in institutional arrangements for the development and management of water” as one of four overarching principles. Principle Three of The Dublin Statement, International Conference on Water and the Environment: Development issues for the 21st century, 26-31 January 1992, Dublin, Ireland. The WCD’s final report documents some of the effects of dam-related development and displacement on women, but its guidelines and recommendations incorporate only a passing mention of gender issues.

5. This recommendation is contained in the paper of an early advisor to the Commission, Anthony Dorsey, Institutional Design and Operational Modalities for the Proposed Large Dams Commission, Stockholm Draft, 6 August 1997 (mimeo).


Appendix 1

The World Commission on Dams and its Origins:
A Brief Chronology of Events

June 1994 ............... Anti-dam organisations sign the Manibeli Declaration, calling for a moratorium on World Bank funding of large dams


March 1997 ............. First International Meeting of People Affected by Dams, Curitiba Declaration signed

April 1997 ............... International Rivers Network press release critiquing the OED review

April 1997 ............... Gland, Switzerland meeting of World Bank, IUCN, and dam-related stakeholders

August 1997 ........... Interim Working Group (IWG) meeting, Stockholm, Sweden

September 1997 ...... Professor Kader Asmal chosen as WCD Chairperson

November 1997 ...... WCD launch delayed

January 1998 .......... “Expanded IWG” meeting in Cape Town, South Africa

April 1998 ............... Achim Steiner chosen as WCD Secretary-General

May 1998 ............... WCD established

May 1998 ............... First meeting of the WCD in Washington, D.C.

September 1998 ...... Jan Veltrop replaces Wolfgang Pircher as Commission’s ICOLD representative

September 1998 ...... India consultation cancelled

March 1999 ............. First Forum meeting in Prague, Czech Republic

January 2000 ........... Shen Guoyi formally resigns from the Commission

April 2000 ............... Second Forum meeting in Cape Town, South Africa


February 2001 .......... Third Forum meeting in Cape Town, South Africa

July 2001 ................. WCD Secretariat officially closed, Dams and Development Unit established
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WCD Forum Members

Affected Peoples’ Groups
- Coordination for the Senegal River Basin (CODESEN), Senegal
- Cordillera People’s Alliance (CPA), Philippines
- Federacion de Indígenas del Estado Bolívar (COICA), Venezuela
- Grand Council of the Cree (GCCEI), Canada
- Movimento dos Antigos por Barragens (MAB), Brazil
- Namada Bachao Andolan (NBA), India
- SUNGI Development Foundation, Pakistan

NGOs
- Berne Declaration, Switzerland
- Development Alternatives with Women for a New Era (DAWN), Fiji
- Environmental Development Action (ENDA), Senegal
- Help the Volga River, Russia
- International Rivers Network (IRN), United States
- Intermediate Technology Development Group (ITDG), United Kingdom
- Sobrevivencia-Friends of the Earth, Paraguay
- Swedish Society for Nature Conservation (SSNC), Sweden
- The World Conservation Union (IUCN), Switzerland
- Transparency International (TI), Germany
- Wetlands International, Japan
- World Economy, Ecology & Development (WEED), Germany
- World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), Switzerland

Private Sector Firms
- Asea Brown Boveri (ABB), Switzerland
- Electric Power Development Corporation (EPDC), Japan
- Enron, United States
- Harza Engineering Firm, United States
- Hopewell Holdings, Hong Kong
- Saman Engineering Consultants, Korea
- Siemens, Germany

Research Institutes/Resource Persons
- Centro EULA, Ciudad Universitaria Concepcion, Chile
- Focus on the Global South, Thailand
- Institute of Hydroelectric Studies and Design (ISPH), Romania
- International Water Management Institute (IWMI), Sri Lanka
- Tropical Environmental Consultants, Ltd., Senegal
- Water Research Institute (WRI), Israel Institute of Technology
- Winrock International, Nepal
- World Resources Institute (WRI), United States
- Worldwatch Institute, United States
- Wuppertal Institute, Germany

Government Agencies
- Bureau of Reclamation, United States
- Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP), Lesotho
- Ministry of Mahaweli Development, Sri Lanka
- Ministry of Water Resources, China
- Ministry of Water Resources, India
- National Water Commission, Mexico

International Associations
- International Association for Impact Assessments (IAIA)
- International Commission for Irrigation and Drainage (ICID)
- International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD)
- International Energy Agency (IEA)
- International Hydropower Association (IHA)

Multilateral Agencies
- African Development Bank (AfDB), Abidjan
- Asian Development Bank (ADB), Manila
- Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), Washington
- United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), New York
- United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), Nairobi
- United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), Rome
- World Bank (WB), Washington

Bilateral Agencies / Export Credit Guarantee Agencies
- Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), Germany
- Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC), Japan
- Norwegian Agency for International Cooperation (NORAD), Norway
- Swedish International Development Agency (Sida), Sweden
- Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), Switzerland
- United States Export/Import Bank, United States

Utilities
- Electricité de France, France
- Electrobras, Brazil
- Hydro-Québec, Canada
- Mini Hydro Division (MHD), Philippines
- Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA), Nepal
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**Thematic Reviews**

**Social**
I.1 Social impacts of large dams equity and distributional issues
I.2 Dams, indigenous people, and vulnerable ethnic minorities
I.3 Displacement, resettlement, rehabilitation, reparation, and development

**Environment**
II.1 Dams, ecosystem functions, and environmental restoration
II.2 Dams and global change

**Economic**
III.1 Economic, financial, and distributional analysis
III.2 International trends in project financing

**Options Assessment**
IV.1 Assessment of electricity supply and demand management options
IV.2 Assessment of irrigation options
IV.3 Assessment of water supply options
IV.4 Assessment of flood control and management options
IV.5 Operation, monitoring, and decommissioning of dams

**Institutional Processes**
V.1 Planning approaches
V.2 Environmental and social assessment for large dams
V.3 River basins-institutional frameworks and management options
V.4 Regulation, compliance, and implementation options
V.5 Consultation and decision-making processes

Appendix 4

Strategic Priorities of the Dams and Development Report

Strategic Priority 1 – Gaining Public Acceptance

1.1 Recognition of rights and assessment of risks are the basis for the identification and inclusion of stakeholders in decision-making on energy and water resources development.

1.2 Access to information, legal and other support is available to all stakeholders, particularly indigenous and tribal peoples, women and other vulnerable groups, to enable their informed participation in decision-making processes.

1.3 Demonstrable public acceptance of all key decisions is achieved through agreements negotiated in an open and transparent process conducted in good faith and with the informed participation of all stakeholders.

1.4 Decisions on projects affecting indigenous and tribal peoples are guided by their free, prior and informed consent achieved through formal and informal representative bodies.

Strategic Priority 2 – Comprehensive Options Assessment

1.1 Development needs and objectives are clearly formulated through an open and participatory process before the identification and assessment of options for water and energy resource development.

1.2 Planning approaches that take into account the full range of development objectives are used to assess all policy, institutional, management, and technical options before the decision is made to proceed with any programme or project.

1.3 Social and environmental aspects are given the same significance as technical, economic and financial factors in assessing options.

1.4 Increasing the effectiveness and sustainability of existing water, irrigation, and energy systems are given priority in the options assessment process.

1.5 If a dam is selected through such a comprehensive options assessment process, social and environmental principles are applied in the review and selection of options throughout the detailed planning, design, construction, and operation phases.

Strategic Priority 3 – Addressing Existing Dams

1.1 A comprehensive post-project monitoring and evaluation process, and a system of longer-term periodic reviews of the performance, benefits, and impacts for all existing large dams are introduced.

1.2 Programmes to restore, improve and optimise benefits from existing large dams are identified and implemented. Options to consider include rehabilitate, modernise and upgrade equipment and facilities, optimise reservoir operations and introduce non-structural measures to improve the efficiency of delivery and use of services.

1.3 Outstanding social issues associated with existing large dams are identified and assessed; processes and mechanisms are developed with affected communities to remedy them.

1.4 The effectiveness of existing environmental mitigation measures is assessed and unanticipated impacts identified; opportunities for mitigation, restoration and enhancement are recognised, identified and acted on.

1.5 All large dams have formalised operating agreements with time-bound licence periods; where replanning or relicensing processes indicate that major physical changes to facilities or decommisioning may be advantageous, a full feasibility study and environmental and social impact assessment is undertaken.

Strategic Priority 4 – Sustaining Rivers and Livelihoods

1.1 A basin-wide understanding of the ecosystem’s functions, values and requirements, and how community livelihoods depend on and influence them, is required before decisions on development options are made.

1.2 Decisions value ecosystems, social and health issues as an integral part of project and river basin development and prioritise avoidance of impacts in accordance with a precautionary approach.

1.3 A national policy is developed for maintaining selected rivers with high ecosystem functions and values in their natural state. When reviewing
alternative locations for dams on undeveloped rivers, priority is given to locations on tributaries.

1.4 Project options are selected that avoid significant impacts on threatened and endangered species. When impacts cannot be avoided viable compensation measures are put in place that will result in a net gain for the species within the region.

1.5 Large dams provide for releasing environmental flows to help maintain downstream ecosystem integrity and community livelihoods and are designed, modified and operated accordingly.

Strategic Priority 5 – Recognising Entitlements and Sharing Benefits

1.1 Recognition of rights and assessment of risks is the basis for identification and inclusion of adversely affected stakeholders in joint negotiations on mitigation, resettlement and development related decision-making.

1.2 Impact assessment includes all people in the reservoir, upstream, downstream and in catchment areas whose properties, livelihoods and non-material resources are affected. It also includes those affected by dam related infrastructure such as canals, transmission lines and resettlement developments.

1.3 All recognised adversely affected people negotiate mutually agreed, formal and legally enforceable mitigation, resettlement and development entitlements.

1.4 Adversely affected people are recognised as first among the beneficiaries of the project. Mutually agreed and legally protected benefit sharing mechanisms are negotiated to ensure implementation.

Strategic Priority 6 – Ensuring Compliance

1.1 A clear, consistent and common set of criteria and guidelines to ensure compliance is adopted by sponsoring, contracting and financing institutions and compliance is subject to independent and transparent review.

1.2 A Compliance Plan is prepared for each project prior to commencement, spelling out how compliance will be achieved with relevant criteria and guidelines and specifying binding arrangements for project-specific technical, social and environmental commitments.

1.3 Costs for establishing compliance mechanisms and related institutional capacity, and their effective application, are built into the project budget.

1.4 Corrupt practices are avoided through enforcement of legislation, voluntary integrity pacts, debarment and other instruments.

1.5 Incentives that reward project proponents for abiding by criteria and guidelines are developed by public and private financial institutions.

Strategic Priority 7 – Sharing Rivers for Peace, Development and Security

1.1 National water policies make specific provision for basin agreements in shared river basins. Agreements are negotiated on the basis of good faith among riparian States. They are based on principles of equitable and reasonable utilisation, no significant harm, prior information and the Commission’s strategic priorities.

1.2 Riparian States go beyond looking at water as a finite commodity to be divided and embrace an approach that equitably allocates not the water, but the benefits that can be derived from it. Where appropriate, negotiations include benefits outside the river basin and other sectors of mutual interest.

1.3 Dams on shared rivers are not built in cases where riparian States raise an objection that is upheld by an independent panel. Intractable disputes between countries are resolved through various means of dispute resolution including, in the last instance, the International Court of Justice.

1.4 For the development of projects on rivers shared between political units within countries, the necessary legislative provision is made at national and sub-national levels to embody the Commission’s strategic priorities of ‘gaining public acceptance’, ‘recognising entitlements’ and ‘sustaining rivers and livelihoods’.

1.5 Where a government agency plans or facilitates the construction of a dam on a shared river in contravention of the principle of good faith negotiations between riparians, external financing bodies withdraw their support for projects and programmes promoted by that agency.
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Events Attended by the Assessment Team

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WCD Events</th>
<th>Date &amp; Attendee(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latin America consultation, Brazil</td>
<td>12-13 August 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCD presentation to World Bank, Washington</td>
<td>28 September 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa and Middle East consultation, Egypt</td>
<td>8-9 December 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA stakeholder meeting</td>
<td>13 January 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European NGO meeting, Slovakia</td>
<td>17-18 January 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan stakeholder meeting</td>
<td>17-18 January 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey stakeholder meeting</td>
<td>20-21 January 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway stakeholder meeting</td>
<td>14 February 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia stakeholder meeting</td>
<td>21-22 February 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India stakeholder meeting</td>
<td>21, 23 February 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East and Southeast Asia consultation, Vietnam</td>
<td>26-27 February 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCD second Forum meeting, South Africa</td>
<td>6-8 April 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCD third Forum meeting, South Africa</td>
<td>25-27 February 2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Manuel Pulgar-Vidal, WRI
Mairi Dupar, WRI
Mairi Dupar, WRI
Tundu Lissu, LEAT
Elena Petkova, WRI
Gopal Siwakoti “Chintan,” Lokayan
Elena Petkova, WRI
Smitu Kothari, Lokayan
Melchesideck Lutema , LEAT
Smitu Kothari, Lokayan
Anil Bhattarai , Lokayan
Anil Bhattarai , Lokayan
Mairi Dupar, WRI
Mairi Dupar, WRI
Navroz Dubash, WRI
Navroz Dubash, WRI
Smitu Kothari, Lokayan
Anil Bhattarai, Lokayan
Gopal Siwakoti “Chintan,” Lokayan
Tundu Lissu, LEAT

**Events Related to Dams**  
*(not part of official WCD process)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date &amp; Attendee(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Discussions with stakeholders, Thailand                                           | January 2000  
Gopal Siwakoti “Chintan,”b  
Lokayan                                    |
| World Water Forum, Netherlands                                                   | March 2000  
Gopal Siwakoti “Chintan,”b  
Lokayan                                    |
| Meeting of dam-related stakeholders, Nepal                                       | June 2000  
Anil Bhattarai, Lokayan  
Gopal Siwakoti “Chintan,”b  
Lokayan                                    |
| Conference on Mekong regional environmental governance, Laos                    | April 2001  
Mairi Dupar, WRI                                         |
| Meeting of dam-related stakeholders, India                                       | May 2001  
Smitu Kothari, Lokayan  
Ramananda Wangkheirakpam, Lokayan  
Lakshmi Rao, Lokayan                      |

* Representing WRI, primary affiliation with the Peruvian Society of Environmental Law  
	b Representing Lokayan, primary affiliation with INHURED International  
	c Representing Lokayan, primary affiliation with Jawaharlal Nehru University  
	d Representing Lokayan, primary affiliation with Jawaharlal Nehru University
Who We Are

World Resources Institute

World Resources Institute provides—and helps other institutions provide—information and practical proposals for policy and institutional change that will foster environmentally sound, socially equitable development. WRI researches and publicises policy options, encourages adoption of innovative approaches, and provides strong technical support to governments, corporations, international institutions, and environmental non-governmental organisations (NGOs). WRI’s Institutions and Governance Program, a program that focuses on the social and political dimensions of environmental policymaking, houses the WCD assessment team.

World Resources Institute, 10 G Street, NE; Suite 800; Washington, DC 20002, USA

Lokayan

Lokayan, a 20-year-old action-research centre in India, works with social movements, research institutes, policy-makers and citizens at large to foster the widening of justice, democracy, and ecological sustainability. It does this through participatory research, campaigns, advocacy, political mobilisation, dialogues, and publications. Lokayan won the Right Livelihood Award (“Alternative Nobel Prize”) in 1986.

Lokayan, 13 Alipur Road, Exchange Building, Civil Lines, Delhi 110 054, India

The Lawyers’ Environmental Action Team

The Lawyers’ Environmental Action Team (LEAT) is a public interest lawyers’ organisation based in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. Founded in 1994, LEAT specialises in public policy research and advocacy in the field of environment and natural resource management. It has undertaken applied policy research work on institutional and governance issues for government departments and donor agencies. It also carries out public interest litigation on selected cases on behalf of rural communities.

LEAT, Kings Palace Hotel Building, First Floor, Sikuku Street, Kariakoo Area, P.O. Box 12605, Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania